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Abstract

Composite materials, particularly carbon-fibre reinforced plastics, have been increasingly

used in the aerospace industry due to their outstanding specific strength and stiffness

properties. To minimise costs, material waste and improve production rates, the design,

certification and quality control of large composite structures relies on extensive testing

of small-scale coupons, which may be unrepresentative of the final large-scale component.

Unrepresentative coupon data can result in over-conservative, or at worst, unsafe designs

of the final component, which are commonly avoided using restrictive industrial guide-

lines that limit the full potential of composite materials. The objective of this thesis is

therefore twofold: to investigate and develop experimental and numerical methodologies

for the generation of more representative coupon data; and to use these methodologies for

the exploration and optimisation of composite laminate designs, including unconventional

solutions not bounded by conservative guidelines.

An in-depth investigation of a resin edge treatment, used for suppression of edge effects in

short beam coupons, is conducted using experiments, computed tomography and bespoke

finite element models. The treatment can be easily applied to coupon tests, producing

more representative strength predictions of large-scale components, where edge effects are

either non-existent or less significant. A numerical version of the treatment is proposed

for the generation of more representative coupon data using finite element models.

In order to aid the generation of reliable and representative coupon data, a general meso-

scale finite element modelling framework is proposed for virtual testing of composite lam-

inates. With this framework, very good agreement is found between simulations and

experiments, with a maximum relative difference of 5% in predicted and experimental

strengths for a variety of laminates. Very good qualitative agreement is also found be-

tween experimental and simulated failure morphologies.

The proposed finite element modelling framework is used along with a comprehensive

testing campaign to investigate the case of open-hole tension coupon tests, considering a

variety of unconventional laminate designs, under both on-axis and misaligned loading,

and with suppressed and unsuppressed edge effects (i.e with or without edge treatment).

It is found that unconventional laminates with significant ply blocking can outperform

conventional designs due to beneficial accumulation of sub-critical interlaminar and in-

tralaminar matrix damage, but are also more prone to edge-driven failure, particularly

under misaligned loading. In such cases, coupon-level predictions with unsuppressed edge

effects are found to largely misrepresent large-scale components. Conversely, by suppress-

ing edge effects, strength predictions increase in up to 80%, bringing into question the

validity of standard coupon-level testing procedures for some applications.

Lastly, a novel data-driven Bayesian optimisation framework is proposed for the design

of stronger stacking sequences, whilst enforcing other design requirements, typical in the
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aerospace industry, such as specified in-plane stiffness, laminate balance and symmetry.

The framework is the first to incorporate high-fidelity finite element modelling of composite

laminates within a data-driven optimisation methodology. The optimisation framework

is applied to the stacking sequence selection of open-hole tension coupons, and bench-

marked using three cases studies of increasing complexity, including both conventional

and unconventional laminates, on-axis and misaligned loading, and suppressed and un-

suppressed edge effects. It is shown that the optimisation framework can find relatively

high-performance laminates, including unconventional stacking sequences, from a small

number of iterations and in instances where most global optimisation methods are in-

tractable, due to the large number of finite element model evaluations required. As such,

the proposed optimisation framework can be used as a pragmatic and computationally

efficient early-design tool.
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F Deformation gradient tensor
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I Identity matrix
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ξ1, ξ2 In-plane lamination parameters
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γ Proportion of plies in the stack with orientation ψ

α, β Parameters for in-plane stiffness matching

E+
11, E−11 Tensile and compressive longitudinal Young’s moduli

E+
22, E−22 Tensile and compressive transverse Young’s moduli

G12, G13 Shear moduli

ν12, ν13, ν23 Poisson’s ratio

XT , XC Longitudinal tensile and compressive strengths

YT , YC Transverse tensile and compressive strengths

SL In-plane shear strength

fT Ratio of longitudinal tensile strength corresponding to initiation of fibre

pull-out

fC Ratio of longitudinal compressive strength corresponding to kink band

broadening

G+
1 , G−1 Critical strain energy release rate for longitudinal tension and compres-

sion

G+
2 , G6 Critical mode I, mode II strain energy release rates for transverse crack-

ing

fG Ratio of critical strain energy release rate for longitudinal tension cor-

responding to fibre breakage

α11, α22 Thermal expansion coefficients

SFEA, SExp OHT strength from FEA and from experiments

dF , dM Damage variables for longitudinal and matrix failure

εxx Applied strain in x-direction

ε0
xx Applied strain at ultimate failure of coupon

σ11 Longitudinal stress in material coordinate system
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Np Total number of plies in laminate

x Stacking sequence

x′ New stacking sequence

xopt Optimal stacking sequence

θ Ply angle

f , g Objective and constraint functions

d Number of input dimensions

Rd d-dimensional space of real numbers

X Design space

i Iteration in optimisation process

T 0
r Initial training set

X, f Matrix of stacking sequences and vector of OHT strengths in training

set

M Size of initial training set
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N Maximum number of iterations

T ir Training set at iteration i

T ie Test set at iteration i

xi Sampled stacking sequence at iteration i
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b Number of bins in LHS

L LHS matrix
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GP Gaussian process
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K, K∗, K∗∗ Covariance sub-matrices in joint distribution of f with f∗

µ∗ Mean of posterior distribution

Σ∗ Covariance of posterior distribution

σ Standard deviation

N Multivariate gaussian distribution
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� Element-wise product operator

σl, σf Signal standard deviation, characteristic length-scale

σl Vector of characteristic length-scales

c (x,x′, σl) Distance function

H, c, C Vectors and matrices in GP parametrisation

β̂, σ̂l, σ̂f Estimates of GP parameters from MLE

r Euclidean distance

EIi Expected improvement function at iteration i

ψ, φ Cumulative distribution and probability density functions

Z Term in expected improvement function

ξexp Exploration parameter

ξ1, ξ2 In-plane lamination parameters

ξ̂1, ξ̂2 Target in-plane lamination parameters

εtol Tolerance for in-plane stiffness matching

vj , S Unique combination of ply angles from in-plane stiffness matching and

number of possible combinations

Vj , Pj Set with permutations of vj and corresponding size

T if Feasible test set at iteration i

T iw Whole space test set at iteration i

F Size of feasible test set

W Size of whole space test set

ifilter Iteration number for filtering strategy
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Ri Number of infeasible points to remove with filtering strategy

C, L (i) Constant and linear functions for filtering strategy

D Database with stacking sequences and OHT strengths

vx Applied velocity in x-direction

G Complementary free energy density

σ11, σ22, σ33 Normal or direct stress components in material coordinate system

σ12, σ13, σ23 Shear stress components in material coordinate system

ε11, ε22, ε33 Normal or direct strain components in material coordinate system

ε12, ε13, ε23 Shear strain components in material coordinate system

E11, E22 Young’s moduli

G12, G23 Shear moduli

ν12, ν23 Poisson’s ratios

α11, α22 Thermal expansion coefficients

β11, β22 Hygroscopic expansion coefficients

∆T , ∆M Temperature and moisture variations

ε, εe, εp Total, elastic and plastic strain tensors

σ Stress tensor

H Ply compliance tensor

⊗, : Tensor product, double inner product operators

dF , dM Damage variables for longitudinal and matrix failure

d+
F , d−F Damage variables for longitudinal tensile and compressive failure

t, ∆t Instant in time, increment in time

φ+
F , φ−F Damage activation functions for longitudinal tension and compression

φM Matrix damage activation function

XT , XC Longitudinal tensile and compressive strengths

Y is
T , SisL Normal and longitudinal shear in-situ strengths

lF , lM Longitudinal and matrix characteristic finite element lengths

εr Strain vector resultant

σr Stress vector resultant

εr,0, εpr,0, εr,f Strain vector resultants at damage onset, respective plastic component

and at ultimate failure

σr,0 Stress vector resultant on matrix fracture plane at damage onset

Gr Critical mixed-mode strain energy release rate

G+
2 , G6 Critical mode I, mode II strain energy release rates for transverse crack-

ing
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Outstanding mechanical properties combined with minimum weight demands have led to a

greater use of composite materials, particularly carbon-fibre reinforced plastics (CFRPs),

in aerospace structural applications in the last few decades. The ability to tailor these

materials to specific loading conditions also allows significant weight savings whilst main-

taining performance and strength requirements. The increasing use of these materials in

aircraft design is illustrated by examples such as the Airbus A350 and the Boeing 787,

which are the first commercial airliners with over 50% of their structural weight manufac-

tured from composites. The increasing use of composite materials is, however, not solely

restricted to the aerospace sector. Other industries, such as automotive, rail and naval

have also invested in these materials as part of a collective effort in improving energy

efficiency and reducing global carbon emissions.

Aerospace composite structures are manufactured from deposition of specifically orien-

tated laminae or plies, each typically created from continuous unidirectional carbon fibres

which are embedded in an accommodating polymeric thermoset or thermoplastic matrix.

The mechanical properties of the material are thus dictated by the individual material

properties of each constituent, but also by the selected orientations and the position of

the plies within the laminate. Demonstrating airworthiness and structural integrity of a

composite structure becomes more challenging due to this large number of design variables

and the associated uncertainties. As such, a building block approach is commonly used,

whereby the performance and strength of a large-scale structure are established through

a series of testing and analyses conducted on specimens of increasing size and complex-

ity. Design allowables are established from extensive testing and analyses on small-scale

coupons and are transferred to higher building-blocks, where the number of tests and anal-

yses are increasingly reduced to minimise costs, material waste and improve production

rates. The underlying assumption that design allowables can be up-scaled from lower levels

to higher building blocks is not always physically-sound and often largely based on em-

piricism. Coupon data can misrepresent higher-level structures whereby unrepresentative

predictions, combined with the inherent uncertainties, can propagate and lead to largely

inaccurate assessments of the performance and structural integrity of the final component.
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As a result, to avoid potentially unsafe designs, components tend to be over-engineered

using over-conservative empirical safety factors, leading to increased aircraft weight, cost,

fuel consumption and carbon emissions.

The determination of design allowables at each level of the building block approach still

heavily relies on expensive destructive experimental testing. The expense of testing pro-

grammes limits the exploration and analysis of different design possibilities, rendering the

sole use of such procedures infeasible given the large number of design variables to study.

To face this challenge, reduce certification and design costs, and ultimately accelerate

the development of high-performance lightweight CFRP laminate designs, reliable com-

putational modelling tools have received increasing attention. Such tools allow a detailed

representation of the different damage processes, from their initiation to complete failure of

the material, providing predictions of performance metrics such as strength and stiffness,

as well as physical insight into the evolution of the events that drive the failure process.

Thus, the use of reliable computational tools not only enables the time and cost-effective

exploration of different design solutions, by providing laminate material allowables that

can be used for the purpose of laminate design, but also aids in the establishment of

physically-sound design guidelines. As such, reducing experimental testing and promoting

a change towards virtual testing practices using sophisticated computational models is a

necessity, not only to realise the full potential of composite materials, but also to accel-

erate the current certification and design processes whilst minimising the associated costs

and development times.

As a result of both the reliance on extensive testing programmes, which limits the inves-

tigation of different design solutions due to the imposed time and cost constraints, as well

as the lack of confidence in the design allowables due to unrepresentative coupon-level

data, the aerospace industry typically employs a well-established and conservative set of

design guidelines. These guidelines include, for instance, the use of standard angles (SAs),

where the plies in a laminate are orientated at 0◦, ±45◦ and 90◦. The use of so-called

conventional designs, which follow industrial guidelines, can result in over-conservative

and expensive solutions due to inefficient use of the material. Unconventional laminates,

on the other hand, show potential benefits in a multitude of key manufacturing and design

factors, from advantages in formability and decreased likelihood of manufacturing-induced

defects, to increased production rates and mass reduction in large-scale applications such

as panel buckling. Examples of unconventional laminates that are relevant to this work

include the use of non-standard angles (NSAs) ply orientations, i.e laminates that employ

one or more ply orientations that are not contained in the SA set, and laminates including

thick blocks of plies with the same orientation.

The difficulty in exploring different laminate designs is significantly magnified with the

inclusion of this large set of unconventional solutions, presenting a challenging problem

even for sophisticated virtual testing and numerical analysis tools. Optimisation strate-

gies are commonly employed to navigate the design space and determine optimal stacking
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sequences. However, optimisation strategies are restricted by the computational expense

of the numerical or analytical methods used to evaluate each sampled solution. As a

result, such strategies are limited to optimisation problems where computationally inex-

pensive solutions are available. For important performance characteristics such as laminate

strength, where inexpensive numerical tools are often unavailable due to the complexity

of the failure process, which is dictated by the evolution and interaction of the different

intralaminar and interlaminar damage mechanisms, laminate optimisation becomes incred-

ibly challenging. As such, the strength optimisation of unconventional laminate designs

and the investigation of the corresponding failure modes remain largely unexplored.

1.2 Objectives

With the motivation and background established, the aim of this thesis can be summarised

in two general objectives:

(i) To address some of the fundamental flaws of the building block approach regarding

the generation of more representative and reliable coupon data. This includes the

investigation and development of experimental and numerical methodologies that

enable the establishment of design allowables from both experimental and virtual

testing of coupons, that are more representative of the large-scale component.

(ii) To contribute to the investigation, exploration and optimisation of unconventional

laminate designs from a performance-based perspective, focused on the strength and

associated failure modes. This includes the use of the proposed methodologies from

objective (i) in the investigation of the strength and failure modes of unconventional

laminate designs, and the development of numerical strategies for exploration and

optimisation of these laminates.

Considering the aforementioned objectives, the major contributions of this thesis can be

summarised accordingly. Regarding objective (i):

1. An in-depth investigation of a resin edge treatment, used for the generation of more

representative laminate strength allowables from experimental coupon testing, is

performed. The resin edge treatment is an inexpensive and yet effective procedure

that suppresses free edge effects, leading to strength predictions which are more

representative of the large-scale component, where free edge effects are either non-

existent or less significant. The resin edge treatment is applied to the case of short

beam coupons under 3-point bending, where free edge effects are known to be par-

ticularly severe due to transverse shear loading conditions. A ‘numerical’ version of

the treatment is proposed as a simple implementation in finite element (FE) models

for the virtual generation of more representative coupon data.

2. A virtual testing tool, consisting of a general meso-scale FE modelling framework is

proposed for the generation of more reliable coupon-level design allowables. The
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modelling framework overcomes the limitations of other existing virtual testing

frameworks and includes a physically-based continuum damage mechanics material

model for the ply, a cohesive zone model for the ply interfaces, appropriate kine-

matic and thermal considerations, as well as the previously devised numerical edge

treatment for generation of more representative predictions.

Regarding objective (ii):

3. An extensive investigation of unconventional and comparable conventional laminates

is performed using the proposed meso-scale FE modelling framework and a compre-

hensive testing campaign. The case of open-hole tension is considered, and laminates

are tested under both on-axis and misaligned loading, and with suppressed (with nu-

merical edge treatment) and unsuppressed free edge effects (without numerical edge

treatment). The strength and failure modes of unconventional laminate designs,

employing NSAs and/or significant ply blocking are investigated. Related to objec-

tive (i), the validity of standard OHT coupon testing methods, particularly for the

generation of representative design allowables of unconventional laminates, is also

discussed.

4. A novel data-driven Bayesian optimisation framework is proposed in order to explore

and find high-strength laminates, including unconventional stacking sequences, from

a relatively small number of iterations and in instances where most global optimi-

sation methods are intractable. The optimisation methodology includes a version of

the proposed meso-scale FE modelling framework to perform evaluations of laminate

strength, enabling, for the first time, the strength optimisation of both conventional

and unconventional laminates using high-fidelity progressive damage FE modelling.

The optimisation framework is applied to the stacking sequence selection of OHT

coupons, under both on-axis and misaligned loading, and with or without numerical

edge treatment.

1.3 Thesis overview

This thesis is divided into seven chapters, excluding the present one. With the exception of

the proposed Bayesian optimisation framework, each of the aforementioned contributions

(here referred to as items) is addressed in an individual chapter.

In chapter 2, the state-of-art and review of the relevant scientific literature is presented.

The design and certification methodology using the building block approach is reviewed

and the existing challenges are highlighted, including the the particular case of free edge

effects as a source of unrepresentative coupon-level data, and the current restrictive indus-

trial design guidelines. The different modelling methodologies used for failure prediction

are also reviewed, with a special focus placed on meso-scale progressive damage FE mod-

els. Lastly, the methodologies used for composite laminate optimisation are described,
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with special attention given to the case of strength optimisation.

Chapter 3 presents the in-depth investigation of free edge effects and their suppression

with the resin edge treatment, described in item 1. The investigation is conducted using

a series of experimental tests, computed tomography of the failed specimens and FE

simulations. The manufacturing and testing methodology is described in detail and the

implementation of the bespoke FE models used to investigate the effects of the resin edge

treatment is demonstrated. The experimental and numerical results are presented and

the effectiveness of the resin edge treatment is discussed for a variety of cases, including

different material systems, changes in lay-up configuration and variation in width of the

resin edge treatment. Lastly, the proposed numerical edge treatment is demonstrated and

compared against the original resin treatment.

Chapter 4 presents the proposed meso-scale FE modelling framework briefly described

in item 2. The different elements and modelling assumptions used in the framework are

described in detail.

In chapter 5, the proposed FE modelling framework is applied, in combination with a

comprehensive testing campaign, to the investigation of the OHT strength and failure

modes of unconventional laminates, as described in item 3. The experiments are first

used to validate the meso-scale FE modelling framework, which is subsequently used to

investigate a larger set of unconventional laminates. The experimental and numerical

results are presented and an in-depth discussion is provided.

Item 4 is addressed in two chapters. First, in chapter 6, the proposed Bayesian optimisa-

tion framework and its implementation are thoroughly described. The employed version

of the proposed FE modelling framework and its validation are also demonstrated. The

application of the proposed optimisation framework is subsequently demonstrated in chap-

ter 7 for a total of five studies. Two preliminary studies are used to determine suitable

optimisation parameters, and three case studies of increasing complexity are then used

to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed optimisation framework and benchmark it

against direct sampling methods and other baseline optimisation strategies. The results

are discussed from an optimisation standpoint and from an engineering/design perspec-

tive. The use of the numerical edge treatment on the coupon-level predictions within the

optimisation framework, as a means for more representative optimisation of large-scale

structures, is also discussed.

Lastly, chapter 8 presents the final conclusions, considering the work carried out in this

thesis, and potential future work.

The development and implementation of the models and methodologies in this thesis

were solely conducted by the author and were, in their majority, implemented in original

Python, Fortran and Matlab code. In particular, the ABAQUS high-resolution linear

elastic FE model and the non-linear FE model used for short beam shear tests in chapter

3, were both implemented in original Python scripts, including a Fortran subroutine for
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the computation of the interlaminar failure criteria. In chapter 4, the general meso-scale

FE modelling framework was fully implemented by the author, starting with an original

Python script, with an integrated GUI, for mesh generation and model pre-processing,

and following with two original Fortran subroutines written by the author: a VUMAT

subroutine for the proposed continuum ply model, including the bespoke implementation

of all intralaminar failure and damage models, and including the implementation of the

Ramberg-Osgood plasticity model; and a VUAMP subroutine that halts the simulation

post-failure to prevent excessively long computation runtimes. Lastly, in chapter 6, the

proposed optimisation framework was also fully implemented by the author in a Matlab

script, which interacts with ABAQUS via a custom-made Python script. The FE model

used within the optimisation routine was also implemented using a bespoke Python script

and an original Fortran VUMAT subroutine that, similar to the framework in chapter

4, describes the ply behaviour. The implementation of cohesive zone models to predict

interlaminar failure in chapter 3, 4 and 6 used ABAQUS in-built modelling capabilities

and were the only failure models that were not written by the author in original code.
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Chapter 2

State-of-art and literature review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a review of relevant scientific literature for the work conducted in

this thesis. The review addresses each topic and highlights existing gaps, where either new

methodologies or further investigation are needed. In section 2.2, the design and certifi-

cation methodology of aerospace composite structures using the building block approach

is reviewed. First, the approach is described in detail in section 2.2.1 and its challenges

and limitations are highlighted in section 2.2.1.5. Two major limitations are identified: (i)

the use of unrepresentative coupon-level allowables that are not transferable to large-scale

components; (ii) the current design guidelines that are used to ensure that margins of

safety are met, but often result in over-conservative, expensive and wasteful designs.

The case of free edge effects as an important cause of unrepresentative allowables is intro-

duced in section 2.2.2. The causes, analysis methods and different proposed strategies for

suppression of free edge effects are reviewed.

Current design guidelines and associated limitations are reviewed in section 2.2.3. The

potential benefits of unconventional laminates that do not follow these guidelines are also

addressed.

In section 2.3, the different modelling methodologies used for failure prediction of com-

posite laminates are reviewed. The failure mechanisms, material length-scales and main

modelling approaches are introduced in sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively. A

special focus is placed on the existing meso-scale progressive damage finite element mod-

els, for coupon-level failure prediction. The limitations of state-of-the-art virtual testing

frameworks that employ these models are highlighted.

In section 2.4, different methodologies used for composite laminate optimisation are re-

viewed, with special attention given to the case of strength optimisation. The challenges

associated with the use of computationally expensive, representative coupon-level finite

element modelling within optimisation routines are highlighted, underscoring the need for

new, more efficient strategies.

Lastly, section 2.5 provides a summary of this review and paves the way for the work

conducted in this thesis.
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2.2 Design and certification of aerospace composite structures

2.2.1 The Building Block Approach

The design, certification and quality control of aerospace components is established through

a programme of extensive experimental testing and analyses following a building block or

testing pyramid approach [14], illustrated in Figure 2.1. The approach provides a sys-

tematic step-by-step methodology where tests and analyses are conducted in a pyramid

fashion, progressing from small-scale or coupon-level to the full-scale structure level, with

each level representing a building block. The cost, time and complexity of testing and

analyses escalate up through the pyramid. Thus, a successful programme aims at accu-

rately establishing safe and efficient full-structure designs whilst minimising the number

of tests at higher levels of the pyramid. The underlying idea is that the design allowables

established from tests and analyses at the lower levels can be used to determine those at

higher levels and in large-scale structures.

COMPONENT

LEVEL

SUBCOMPONENT LEVEL

ELEMENT LEVEL

COUPON LEVEL

Figure 2.1: Illustration of building block/testing pyramid approach.

Cost and time efficiency is therefore achieved by conducting the majority of testing at the

lower levels, where small-scale, less expensive coupons can be easily manufactured and

tested. Additionally, testing alone can be prohibitively expensive due to the large number

of geometries, materials, loading conditions and failure modes, each requiring multiple

coupons to provide statistical significance and confidence in the results. Therefore, analysis

tools are used instead of testing wherever possible throughout the pyramid, reducing both

manufacturing and experimental costs, time and material waste. However, confidence in

these tools can be limited as these are typically unable to adequately predict the structural

behaviour in every condition and as such, programmes use a combination of tests and

analyses at the different levels of the pyramid. Test data can be used to validate and
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develop these tools, which in turn can be used to guide and plan more efficient and reliable

experimental testing campaigns.

The manufacturing quality is monitored in every step of the building block approach, in

order to ensure that properties such as fibre volume fraction and fibre alignment, or defects

such as out-of-plane wrinkling, porosity and voids, observed at lower levels of the pyramid,

remain within the tolerances and quality thresholds at higher levels. This continuous

certification process uses both non-destructive testing for qualitative assessment, such as

ultrasonic (C-scan) and computed tomography scans (CT-scans), as well as destructive

tests to establish quantitative, empirical manufacturing knock-down factors due to the

presence of defects.

It should be noted that even though most coupon-level testing methods and the required

number of tests at the lower levels of the pyramid are standardised and well defined in

the aerospace industry, there is currently no universal methodology for the building block

approach. In particular, the number of tests and types of analyses performed at higher

levels of the process depend on subjective decision-making, largely based on engineering

and technical experience, as well as resources and financial impediments.

2.2.1.1 Coupon-level

At the coupon-level of the building block approach, small specimens or coupons are tested

in order to characterise the material properties and establish corresponding allowables.

The allowables generated at this level provide the data for the first iteration of design

and analysis. Within the coupon-level, two sub-levels can be defined, for which different

material allowables can be established: (i) lamina or ply level; (ii) laminate level.

Material allowables for the lamina are generated from testing of unidirectional (UD)

coupons, made up of plies in a single material direction. The properties of such coupons

represent the material properties of the ply, irrespective of design choices such as stacking

sequence. Material allowables for the laminate, on the other hand, are generated from

testing of multidirectional (MD) coupons, made up of plies with different orientations,

and are, therefore, dependent on stacking sequence. The complexity of the coupons can

vary from the simplest unnotched case subject to a static load in a given direction, to more

elaborate tests including small geometric features such as open-hole tension/compression,

or sequential loading conditions such as compression after impact.

Analysis at the coupon-level typically corresponds to lamina/laminate analysis, encom-

passing the effects of material variability and the assessment of the different failure modes

that occur at this small-scale, which are fundamentally dictated by the material properties,

loading conditions and basic design choices such as stacking sequence selection.
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2.2.1.2 Element-level

At the element-level, the material allowables established at the coupon-level are used to

determine critical failure modes and potential areas of interest, where more complex el-

ements containing structural details may fail. As such, these elements are deliberately

chosen to isolate and provide insight into these particular failure modes and to establish

corresponding allowables. Similar to the other levels of the pyramid, testing data can be

used to validate or adjust analysis tools. Typical element-level testing specimens include

laminates with ply drop-offs, bolted or filled-hole specimens and skin-stringer combina-

tions. Element-level allowables are therefore significantly affected by out-of-plane loading

and out-of-plane failure modes, dominated by delaminations and structural debonding.

Analysis at this level is particularly focused on these failure modes.

2.2.1.3 Subcomponent-level

At the subcomponent-level, structures are tested and analysed in order to identify un-

expected failure modes that result from the integration of different lower-level elements

into a single, larger subcomponent. Additionally, major structural failure modes due to

instabilities and buckling are also investigated. The subcomponents represent full-scale

structures that are smaller than the final component and are usually incorporated in the

latter. Manufacturing of these subcomponents typically requires bespoke production tools,

dependent on subcomponent design. It is therefore common to manufacture initial itera-

tions of the subcomponents from prototype tools, so that tests can be conducted without

considerable investment before a definitive design is established. Common examples of

critical subcomponent tests include wing spar and wing box ultimate load tests.

2.2.1.4 Component-level

The final level of the pyramid corresponds to the full-scale component. Examples of full-

scale components include the fuselage, the full wing and the stabiliser. At this level, static

and fatigue testing of the entire structure are performed. Due to the cost, time constraints

and technical difficulties associated with testing at such a large scale, the extent and

number of tests required depend on the amount and confidence on lower level data, the

fidelity and reliability of the analysis tools and external regulations. Independent agencies

may certify component-level structures with limited full-scale static testing, given sufficient

lower level test data, well-established and validated analyses and a history of experience

in design and development of similar structures [14].
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2.2.1.5 Challenges and limitations

The building block approach relies on the assumption that the allowables derived at lower

levels of the pyramid can be used to directly establish the behaviour of higher-level speci-

mens, and that the uncertainty and variability in these allowables is also directly transfer-

able. Unfortunately, state-of-the-art testing and analyses methods are limited and lower-

level data is not always representative of the structural behaviour at higher-levels of the

pyramid. Additionally, the uncertainty associated with variability of material proper-

ties, loading conditions, and the presence of manufacturing defects can propagate up the

pyramid to the full component-level in unexpected ways, for which empirical manufactur-

ing knock-down factors, established throughout the pyramid, are manifestly inadequate.

The particular case of free edge effects as a source of unrepresentative lower-level data is

addressed next, in section 2.2.2.

The misrepresentation of the large-scale from inaccurate lower-level allowables and unreli-

able knock-down factors tends to result in over-conservative designs, unnecessarily increas-

ing aircraft weight, cost, fuel consumption and emissions. At worst, unrepresentative data

can lead to potentially unsafe designs due to unexpected premature failure of the compo-

nent. To prevent such scenarios, current industrial guidelines employ a very restrictive set

of laminate design rules, often resulting in over-engineered solutions and limiting the full

potential of composite materials. These design guidelines are addressed in section 2.2.3.

The propagation of uncertainties from the lowest levels of the building block to the final

component constitutes one of the most challenging aspects of the design and certifica-

tion process. At the lowest levels, where material and laminate design allowables are

established, controlling the sources of uncertainty is less problematic than at higher levels

due to the smaller dimension and reduced number of independent variables. Typically,

coupon-level uncertainty derives from intrinsic material variability, small-scale manufac-

turing defects such as fibre waviness, out-of-plane wrinkling and porosity, variability in

testing conditions such as small fluctuations and imperfect applied boundary conditions,

and variability from the instrumentation used for measurement of the physical quantities

of interest [14, 15]. To address these uncertainties and establish practical and safe design

allowables, retention or knock-down factors are determined from specific testing programs,

such as effects-of-defects coupon tests, where simulation or experiments of carefully con-

trolled defects are deliberately analysed in order to examine their effects separately [15].

As such, the results do not account for interaction of different defects and allow the

determination of retention factors for each individual defect. At the element level, the

cumulative effect of different sources of uncertainty becomes more critical, as the possi-

bility of, for instance, multiple defects occurring at the same time becomes greater. To

address this, the most approach is to compute a typically conservative cumulative reten-

tion factor as the product of the individual retention factors associated with each source

of uncertainty. Note that different importance can be given to different retention factors
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depending, for instance, on the severity of a defect by applying semi-empirical weights to

each factor. At the element, sub-component and component levels, besides the previous

sources of uncertainty, scale effects become increasingly important [15]. Previous studies

have reported reductions in strength up to 20% going from coupon-sized specimens to full-

scale cases simply due to scale effects [16]. According to [15], uncertainty associated with

scale effects can be attributed to the increase of stressed material volume, changes in test

procedures from smaller-scale testing, changes in manufacturing methods when producing

larger structures, and increased probability of manufacturing imperfections. Other uncer-

tainty sources at higher level structures can be a result of integration of different elements

and subcomponents which can behave differently compared to in isolation. For instance,

when elements of different materials are integrated, large thermal stresses can develop or

multiple, unexpected load paths can emerge. Therefore, establishing appropriate cumu-

lative retention factors that allow the consideration of knock-downs and variability from

the lowest to highest levels of the building block approach is crucial.

2.2.2 Unrepresentative lower-level data: Free edge effects

Small coupon-level testing and analyses, where specimens often contain exposed free edges,

can cause significant inaccuracies in the prediction of the behaviour of larger components.

Free edge effects, arising at the exposed free edges of the short, narrow coupons, can lead

to premature failure. As a result, testing the strength of the specimen at this small-scale

may be unrepresentative of the actual strength of the final, large-scale component, where

free edge effects are either mitigated in the case of a wide structure, or even completely

removed in case the structure is built into other surrounding components. Therefore, the

free edge effects associated with coupon-level testing represent one of the major limitations

of the building block approach.

The free edge effect is a result of mismatching elastic properties between adjacent plies

in multidirectional laminates and is generally not observed in isotropic materials or uni-

directional laminates. In multidirectional laminates, the free edge effect can result in two

inter-related sources of inaccuracy: (i) lower strengths than those expected in a higher-level

structure; (ii) inaccurate and potentially over-conservative knock-down factors.

The combination of free edge effects with manufacturing defects can lead to a greater

knock-down in strength than that resulting from the defects alone, and thus, because

of the difficulty in isolating the defects, these manufacturing knock-down factors become

unreliable and with questionable relevance for higher-level structures.

Free edges are also known to be particularly vulnerable to impacts, which can lead to more

severe damage than in cases where impact affects the laminate plane [17, 18]. Impact

damage on the free edges can occur in multiples ways, including during manufacturing

procedures, where tools or other objects are accidentally dropped on the free edges, or

due to in-service impact caused by runway debris or bird-strike [18]. The damage caused
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by free edge impact can result in pronounced interlaminar damage, that propagates from

the edges in the form of delaminations. Additionally, low-velocity free edge impact can

be difficult to detect, generally under the classification of Barely Visible Impact Damage

(BVID), and can result in a significant reduction in compressive strength caused by buckle-

driven delamination, ultimately leading to structural collapse [19].

2.2.2.1 Causes of the free edge effect

The free edge effect is characterised by high out-of-plane stress concentrations, that develop

at the ply interfaces in the vicinity of the free edge. These very high interlaminar stresses

can develop under both in-plane and out-of-plane loading conditions, so that adjacent

plies remain in static equilibrium, potentially leading to delaminations growing from the

free edges and resulting in premature failure. To demonstrate the free edge effect, two

cases corresponding to a pair of ±45◦ (angle-ply case) and a pair of 0◦/90◦ (cross-ply case)

plies are adapted from [1] and illustrated in Figure 2.2 for a generic load applied in the

x-direction. The reader is referred to the original reference for a full, detailed explanation.

σyy = 0

z
y

x

+45◦ ply
Free edge

(both sides)

τxy = 0

τxy = 0 τxy

τxy

τxz

τxz

σyy = 0

−45◦ ply
Free edge

(both sides)

τxy = 0

τxy = 0

τxy

τxy
τxz

τxz

(a) angle-plies

z
y

x

0◦ ply
Free edge

(both sides)

σyy = 0

σyy = 0

τyz

τyz

90◦ ply
Free edge

(both sides)

σyy = 0

σyy = 0

τyz

τyz

(b) cross-plies

Figure 2.2: Illustration of free edge effect in angle-plies (±45◦) and in cross-plies
(0◦/90◦) under tension applied in the x-direction. Figure is adapted from [1].

In the ±45◦ case, illustrated in Figure 2.2a, the free edge effect is a result of mismatching

shear elastic properties of the adjacent plies. The applied tensile load results in in-plane

shear τxy stresses with opposing directions due to the ply orientations, but the shear stress

must be zero at the free edges as there is no applied force along these edges. To counteract

the moment produced by the τxy components in the yz surfaces and achieve equilibrium,

an additional stress system, corresponding to the interlaminar shear stresses τxz, develops

at the bottom surface of the +45◦ and at the top surface of the -45◦ ply, in the vicinity
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of the free edges. Note that the interlaminar stresses τxz only exist in a small region from

the free edges and vanish with increasing distance in the y-direction.

For the 0◦/90◦ case, illustrated in Figure 2.2b, the free edge effect is a result of mismatching

major Poisson’s ratios of the adjacent plies. In this case, the applied load in the x-

direction results in internal σyy stresses with opposing directions in the 0◦ and 90◦ plies

due to Poisson’s effect. Note that σyy must be zero at the free edges because there is no

applied load on these surfaces. Therefore, an additional stress system, corresponding to

the interlaminar shear stresses τyz, develops at the bottom surface of the 0◦ ply and at the

top surface of the 90◦ ply, in the vicinity of the free edges, in order to balance the internal

stresses σyy and equate them to zero at the free edges. Analogous to the interlaminar

stresses τxz between ±45◦ plies, the interlaminar stresses τyz between 0◦/90◦ plies only

exist from the free edges to a small distance of the laminate in the y-direction.

Considering now the stresses acting on the bottom 90◦ ply, illustrated in Figure 2.3,

corresponding to a two-dimensional view of the yz cross-section of Figure 2.2b, it can be

observed that the equivalent load resultant from the non-zero internal σyy stresses and

the shear stress τyz are not collinear. In particular, the load resultant from σyy acts on

the ply centroid, at a distance of half a ply thickness, whereas τyz acts on the top surface

of the ply, inducing a moment. To counteract this moment, a system of interlaminar σzz

stresses develop near the free edges. To ensure load balance, the σzz consists of a couple

of stresses with identical magnitudes but opposing directions. The σzz stresses acting on

the bottom surface of the 0◦ ply will be symmetric.

The tensile direct stresses σzz at the ply interfaces cause the adjacent plies to peel off,

and the stresses τxz and τyz cause shearing of the interfaces, both leading to onset and

propagation of delaminations which can cause premature coupon failure.

z

y

90◦ ply
Free edge

σyy = 0σyy 6= 0

σzz

τyz

Figure 2.3: Two-dimensional view of free edge effect in yz cross-section of
cross-plies from Figure 2.2b.

2.2.2.2 Investigation of free edge effects

The free edge effect has been extensively investigated since the pioneering works of Pipes

and Pagano [20], and Puppo and Evensen [21], both in 1970, where the free edge effect

was first analysed for the case of laminates under uniform axial strain. In 1971, Pipes and

Daniel confirmed the variations of the displacement field due to the free edge effect using an

experimental technique based on the Moiré optical effect [22]. The review articles [23, 24]
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provide a comprehensive overview of investigations on the free edge effect. Some important

contributions are highlighted in this work but the interested reader is referred to the review

articles for a more detailed overview of the existing literature.

The methods for analysis of the free edge effect can be grouped into three main categories:

analytical or closed-form approximate solutions; numerical approaches; experimental in-

vestigations. Exact solutions of the stress field at the free edge are, as yet, unavailable [23].

Therefore, analytical solutions can only provide approximations of the stress field, with

varying degree of accuracy. These analytical approximate solutions can be divided further

into [24]: (i) simple equilibrium methods [20, 21, 25–27], where the local solutions in the

vicinity of the free edge are investigated using simple equilibrium considerations, and thus

do not provide a general solution of the displacement field away from these regions; (ii)

displacement or stress-based solutions based on equivalent single-layer theories [28–32],

where Classical Laminate Theory (CLT) or similar methods are used to homogenise the

elastic properties through the laminate thickness. Such methods provide general solutions

which are valid throughout the entire laminate thickness, but fail to accurately approx-

imate the displacement field within each ply; (iii) displacement or stress-based solutions

based on layerwise theories [33–46], which can more accurately capture the variation of

the displacement field through the laminate thickness due to the layerwise mathematical

discretisation of each ply.

Closed-form analytical methods are not only difficult to derive, but they are also only

applicable to particular cases, corresponding to very simple geometries, loading conditions

and laminates with a very limited number of plies [23, 24]. On the other hand, numerical

approaches such as finite difference (FD) and FE formulations can be used to predict free

edge effects in multilayer composites in much more complex scenarios [24]. The investiga-

tion of the free edge effect using numerical approaches has become increasingly popular due

to the relatively recent developments in numerical methods, the advancements in computa-

tional resources and the widespread availability of commercially established FE packages.

Note that solutions to the free edge problem employing the aforementioned approximate

analytical solutions can also be found numerically. However, the main advantage of FD

and FE formulations is the ease in their application to three-dimensional models. Such

models allow a much more accurate representation of the stress field in the vicinity of

the free edge, which is three-dimensional in nature and characterised by a combination

of in-plane and out-of-plane stresses. Simpler plane-stress or two-dimensional approaches,

as often employed in analytical approximations, can lead to a misrepresentation of this

three-dimensional stress state at the free edge [23, 47–49]. As such, these two-dimensional

models are beyond the scope of this review, but an extensive list of examples can be found

in [23, 24]. Despite the increased accuracy of three-dimensional numerical models, these

usually require significant computational resources and can be impractical when mod-

elling very large structures. In view of this fact, most applications consist of coupon-level

structures.
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In addition, the use of linear elastic FE analysis results in local interlaminar stresses

at the free edges that can theoretically be singular, leading to unconverged solutions

regardless of mesh refinement. In fact, with decreasing element size, these unconverged

stress solutions at the free edge increase and, in the limit, tend to infinity as the element

dimensions tend to zero. The prediction of onset of failure, corresponding to delaminations

which initiate at the free edge, becomes very challenging as these free edge stresses can

artificially exceed the material strengths, representing unreliable and mesh dependent

numerical solutions. Accurate predictions of failure from free edge delaminations can

still be achieved using approaches based on linear elastic fracture mechanics, such as the

“High Stress Concentration” method in [50], which provides a validated and systematic

methodology to determine when free edge stresses cause failure. Alternatively, progressive

damage models can be included within FE implementations, allowing the material to

soften and preventing local stresses at the free edges from reaching unrealistic values [51,

52]. Progressive damage FE models for composite laminates are addressed in detail in

section 2.3.3.

Lastly, the free edge effect has also been a topic of interest in experimental investigations.

A few important works that provide experimental observations of the free edge effect

include [22, 26, 49, 53–57]. In particular, besides Moiré interferometry techniques used

in [22, 53], the free edge effect has been experimentally observed using strain gauges [54],

acoustic emission [49] and large field of view microscopy [57].

2.2.2.3 Suppression of free edge effects

Suppressing or reducing the free edge effects in coupon-level testing has been a focus for

researchers since the early 1980s, when composite use in the aerospace industry became

more prevalent. The more recent use of composite materials in large, critical aircraft

components, such as the wings and the fuselage, further increases the importance of re-

ducing free edge effects at the lower levels of the building block approach. The objective

is to generate laminate allowables and manufacturing knock-down factors from coupon-

level testing that can be more representative of higher-level, larger components, where

free edges are either non-existent or their effect is negligible given the dimensions of the

structure. Several strategies have been proposed to reduce the free edge effect.

A common approach is to bond caps onto the free edges [58–61], which reduces interlam-

inar normal stresses. The caps are generally manufactured from single-layer composite

materials, such as fibreglass [59] or Kevlar-epoxy combinations [60, 61]. This strategy,

however, does not significantly reduce interlaminar shear stresses and, as such, is not well

suited to laminates with mismatching adjacent plies where free edge effects are dominated

by shear, such as angle-ply laminates. Moreover, caps are not very versatile and have only

been applied to flat coupons. The use of edge caps with curved specimens is not trivial

and would require bespoke, case-by-case design, such that they fit the particular curvature
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of the specimen.

Alternatively, strategies based on structural modifications of the laminate prior to the

curing process have also been proposed. Within this category of approaches, the free

edge problem can be addressed by preventing edge effects altogether, or by mitigating the

onset and evolution of delaminations. Preventive strategies aim at minimising interlaminar

stresses and include the use of isotropic fillers at the free edges [62]; tailoring the plies in

the vicinity of the free edges [63–65]; varying the fibre volume fraction near the free

edges [66]; and terminating critical plies near the edges [67, 68]. Mitigating strategies, on

the other hand, do not necessarily prevent edge effects but attempt to slow down the onset

and progression of damage. Examples of mitigating strategies include the use of stitching

along the free edges [69]; the use of adhesive layers [70] between adjacent plies near the

free edges; and the inclusion of narrow and shallow notches along the free edges in order

to disrupt the load path and minimise interlaminar stresses [71].

Strategies based on structural modifications have a common disadvantage, as they all re-

quire significant changes that need to be included in the design process of the coupons

prior to curing and are not suitable for application in the certification of a large pro-

duction component, where coupons are cut from the large part post-cure. In addition,

preventive strategies including modifications of the laminate with either isotropic fillers,

ply terminations or tailoring can result in internal discontinuities which give rise to in-

terlaminar stresses, generating critical regions within the laminate. The use of adhesive

layers connecting adjacent plies near the free edges is also only suitable for in-plane loading

conditions, which limits the number and type of applications.

In [52] a resin edge treatment approach has been suggested for four-point bending tests of

curved laminates. The strategy uses thin blocks of pure resin that are cured onto the free

edges of the coupons. Unlike edge caps, this strategy was shown to successfully reduce all

interlaminar stress components near the free edge and is more versatile, as it can be easily

applied to curved geometries. In addition, the strategy can be applied post-cure, where

the resin is bonded to the cured coupon in a second curing cycle, at a much lower temper-

ature. The post-cure application represents a major advantage over approaches based on

structural modifications. The edge treatment is also a much simpler, non-intrusive strat-

egy that preserves the original design of the structure, not requiring any modifications of

the laminate. However, despite showing very promising preliminary results, the resin edge

treatment has not been analysed in detail and requires a thorough, in-depth investigation

before its commercial use. [52] provides an introductory stress analysis of the edge stresses

before and after treatment, but does not assess the effects of the treatment on the onset

and growth of edge delaminations. Moreover, the effectiveness of the treatment and how

it varies with laminate stacking sequence, material system and with the dimensions of the

resin treatment block are still unknown. The effects and potential benefits of the treat-

ment under shear-dominated conditions also require further investigation, as it has only

been applied to four-point bending tests, where normal stresses are dominant.
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2.2.3 Industrial design guidelines

The industrial laminate design guidelines date back to the late 1980s and are still applied

to the present day. The interested reader is referred to [72] for more details on the design

rules. These are as follows:

(i) Laminates must employ a limited set of standard ply angles, corresponding to the

SA set comprised of 0◦, ±45◦ and 90◦.

(ii) Symmetry of the laminate about its mid-plane and balance of positive and negative

plies. This ensures no coupling between in-plane and out-of-plane deformation, B =

0, and no extension-shear coupling, A16 = A26 = 0.

(iii) Pairs of ±45◦ angle-plies are placed together in the stack. This minimises bend-twist

coupling, D16 = D26 ≈ 0.

(iv) Limited number of contiguous plies, limiting the thickness of blocks of plies with

the same orientation. A maximum number of four plies with the same angle can be

placed together in the stacking sequence. This prevents high interlaminar stresses

from developing within the laminate.

(v) Placing ±45◦ plies in the outer surfaces of the stacking sequence for increased damage

tolerance.

(vi) The laminate must contain a minimum 10% of each ply angle as a percentage of the

total laminate thickness. This increases robustness to uncertain loading.

There is increasing evidence that these conservative design rules limit the potential of

composite materials and result in heavier, less efficient laminates, which in turn increase

costs, fuel consumption and aircraft CO2 emissions. As such, research in unconventional

laminates, that do not necessarily follow the aforementioned guidelines, has been a subject

of greater interest in the past decade. Within the broad definition of unconventional

laminates, NSA designs show promise in terms of manufacturing benefits and performance.

In particular, double-double (DD) angles proposed by Tsai et al. [73–80], corresponding to

stacking sequences using a double set of double helix [±Φ/±Ψ] angles, have the potential

to decrease manufacturing time, reduce stacking sequence errors during layup, simplify

laminate design and allow for easier tapering through ply drops [76]. These unconventional

designs also allow for easier transitions or blending between different sub-laminates across

adjacent structures [78]. The reader is referred to [76] for a comprehensive description of

DD angles and their benefits.

In addition, NSA laminates can offer advantages in formability due to increased compatibil-

ity in ply deformation modes [81, 82], decreasing the likelihood of manufacturing-induced

defects, such as out-of-plane wrinkling, that tend to arise in structures with complex ge-

ometries or pronounced curvatures. Bloomfield et al. have also shown that expanding the

traditional SA set of ply orientations with the inclusion of ±30◦ and ±60◦ plies resulted
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in a 7% mass saving for a panel under buckling and strength requirements [83].

Other unconventional design practices include the use of thick blocks of plies with the same

orientation, larger than the limit established in guideline (iv). Under certain conditions,

the increase in interlaminar stresses due to greater ply block thicknesses can be beneficial

near stress raisers, such as holes and cut-outs. In such cases, the interlaminar stresses

can result in sub-critical delaminations and the thicker blocks promote matrix splitting,

delaying fibre failure and increasing laminate strength [84–88]. The effect of ply blocking

and other unconventional design practices are, however, generally investigated in very

small sets of SA stacking sequences and on an individual basis, without accounting for other

design factors. Combinations of different NSA ply orientations and ply block thicknesses

are, for instance, largely unexplored. In addition, the performance of these unconventional

designs, particularly the strength and failure modes, are still not well understood and

require further investigation.

2.3 Modelling methodologies to predict failure of composite lami-

nates

Research in analyses and virtual testing tools for prediction of the complex behaviour of

composite materials is extensive. The development of accurate modelling methodologies

has been primarily motivated by the need to eliminate the experimental testing require-

ments in the building block approach. Replacing physical testing wherever possible can

lead to substantial savings in costs, time and material waste from the preliminary design

to final production stages. Additionally, virtual testing tools can be used for parametric

studies and analyses of new, potentially more efficient design concepts by enabling the

exploration of the design space without significant increase in costs or prohibitively time-

consuming testing campaigns. Virtual tools can also be used for assessing the safety and

structural integrity of as-built components in the presence of manufacturing defects or

flaws and in-service damage [89], providing greater understanding of failure modes and

potentially unsafe scenarios that can arise at the different material length-scales.

Within the scope of virtual testing tools, analytical or semi-analytical models can be

useful for preliminary design and analysis but are generally very limited and unable to

account for all the different failure mechanisms, their progression and interaction. Despite

the increased computational cost, numerical methods, such as FE models, are able to

capture these mechanisms much more accurately. As such, this section addresses different

methodologies applied within FE models only. Analytical approaches are beyond the scope

of this thesis.
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2.3. Modelling methodologies to predict failure of composite laminates

2.3.1 Failure mechanisms in composite laminates

After years of extensive research, modelling the progressive failure of composite laminates

still remains a challenge due to the complexity and number of failure mechanisms. Fracture

in a composite laminate is the result of the accumulation and interaction of discrete damage

events, that can occur within the ply (intralaminar failure), such as matrix failure and

fibre failure, or between plies (interlaminar failure) in the form of delaminations. The

different intralaminar and interlaminar failure mechanisms are shown in the cross-sectional

microscopies of fractured composite laminates in Figure 2.4.

Matrix crack

Fibre fracture

Delamination

90◦

0◦
Fibre kinking

Figure 2.4: Cross-sectional microscopies of fractured composite laminates. The
matrix cracking, fibre fracture, fibre kinking and delamination mechanisms are
shown. The orientation of relevant 90◦ and 0◦ plies are highlighted. The Figure
is adapted using the original microscopies from [2–4].

Failure of the matrix is a result of the growth and progression of matrix microdamage,

which encompasses a variety of phenomena, such as microcracking, matrix shear band-

ing, growth of micro-voids and fibre-matrix debonding [90–93], or due to nucleation of

pre-existing flaws in the matrix [93]. The individual mechanisms responsible for matrix

microdamage occur at scales near or below the fibre diameter, but can develop simulta-

neously and across large volumes of material, resulting in a loss of overall matrix stiffness

at much larger structural scales, eventually leading to matrix cracking. Pre-existing flaws

in the matrix generally result in matrix cracks at larger scales than the fibre diameter,

typically resulting in more abrupt failure than matrix microdamage [93]. The process,

however, is similar as both phenomena lead to a loss in stiffness resulting in a reduction

in load-bearing capacity of the matrix. Matrix failure occurs along the longitudinal direc-

tion, parallel to the fibre orientation, but the fracture plane, at which the matrix cracks, is

dictated by the stress state experienced by the material. Under transverse tension, matrix

cracking in a ply is orthogonal to the applied load and, at the microscale, the process is

dictated by fibre-matrix debonding. Under compression, shear or any combined three-

dimensional stress state, the fracture plane is generally oblique and its angle depends on

the this stress state. For the particular case of uniaxial transverse compression, this angle

is approximately 53◦ with the out-of-plane axis [94, 95].
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2.3. Modelling methodologies to predict failure of composite laminates

Fibre failure differs significantly for tensile and compressive longitudinal loading condi-

tions. Under tension, individual fibre breakage leads to the formation of clusters of broken

fibres, which grow and result in unstable ultimate failure. The tensile strength of individ-

ual fibres is intrinsically stochastic due to its sensitivity to surface flaws [96–102] and is

usually accounted for using the original Weibull distribution and its variations [103–110].

Note that fibre breakage does not necessarily result in complete loss of longitudinal load-

bearing capacity. In fact, broken fibres can still transfer load via friction of the adjacent

matrix, corresponding to the process of fibre pull-out [111, 112]. With increasing applied

strain, the fibre-matrix interface can debond and the matrix surrounding broken fibres

can yield and fracture. The process evolves until critical clusters are formed, resulting in

ultimate failure of the material and in a fracture plane orthogonal to the fibre orientation.

Under longitudinal compression, fibre kinking (see Figure 2.4) is the predominant failure

mechanism [92, 113–121]. Rosen [122] was the first to recognise the importance of fibre

kinking under longitudinal compression, hypothesising that fibre microbuckling drove this

failure process. Schuerch later accounted for the effects of matrix yielding in the process

of fibre kinking [123]. Following this consideration, Argon [124] suggested that kink-band

formation is a result of matrix shearing in the vicinity of small, but non-negligible mis-

alignments in the fibres. At the present state of research, there is compelling evidence

supporting Argon’s hypothesis [125–129]. Shearing of the matrix around fibre misalign-

ments causes a rotation of the fibres, resulting in an initial kink-band. As this shearing

progresses, the material loses longitudinal stiffness and the rotation of the fibres eventually

comes to a halt, causing the fibres to lock-up. At this stage, the kink-band broadens at

constant stress, corresponding to a residual compressive stress [130].

The last failure mechanism occurs within ply interfaces, rather than within the laminae.

Interlaminar failure in the form of delaminations is usually a result of high through-the-

thickness stresses, and can cause structural collapse of a component, particularly when its

subjected to compressive stresses or bending [131]

These failure mechanisms can vary significantly and evolve in multiple ways depending on

the material, laminate geometry, loading conditions and stacking sequence. Understanding

the mechanical processes that drive failure from first principles is therefore crucial, allowing

the development of physically-sound models that are versatile and reliable across the design

space and under different conditions.

2.3.2 Material and modelling length-scales

The representation of the different damage events that lead to material failure and their

evolution depends on the length-scale that is considered. For instance, damage events

that occur at the microscale, such as debonding between fibre and matrix, are generally

not explicitly represented at the structural scale, where the constituents are homogenised

as a ply or a laminate. Instead, the multiple mechanisms acting at the micro-scale are
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represented by their effect on the structural scale, usually in the form of a reduction

in load-bearing capacity. As such, modelling methodologies can be first grouped by the

material length-scale (each shown in Figure 2.5) and the respective idealisation of the

damage processes:

(i) Micro-scale - This scale represents the lowest practical scale of idealisation. The

constituents of the material (fibre and matrix) are assumed as individual, homoge-

neous materials. Damage at this scale is characterised by fibre-matrix debonding,

fibre fracture, matrix plasticity and cracking. Micromechanical models usually em-

ploy Representative Volume Elements (RVEs) [132] or Repeating Unit Cells (RUCs),

with domains much smaller than the ply thickness. RVEs are used to statistically

represent the random microstructure of the material and studied under homoge-

neous boundary conditions, whereas RUCs are used for periodic, deterministic cells,

under homogeneous and periodic boundary conditions [133]. The reader is referred

to [134, 135] for comprehensive reviews of different micromechanics methodologies

applied to composite materials.

The damage process in the constituents is represented with localised volumetric stiff-

ness reduction, corresponding to a soft discontinuity, as opposed to a hard discontinu-

ity where voids and cracks are represented by displacement discontinuities [89]. The

behaviour of the matrix is usually predicted with models such as Mohr-Coulomb and

Drucker-Prager, but these can perform poorly under triaxial stress states [136, 137].

To address this, some approaches apply modifications to the traditional models, such

as variations of Von Mises [138, 139] or of Drucker-Prager models [140]. For the fi-

bre constituent, models attempt to capture the stochastic fibre breakage process, the

debonding process of broken fibres and the formation of fibre break clusters. For

more details on fibre failure modelling, the reader is referred to [141], where state-of-

the-art models are compared and discussed in a comprehensive blind benchmarking

study.

(ii) Meso-scale - At this scale, the ply or lamina in a laminate is represented as a ho-

mogeneous transversely isotropic continuum. Intralaminar damage affects the ho-

mogenised properties of the ply, without explicit distinction between damage in the

fibre and matrix constituents. Instead, intralaminar damage at the meso-scale is gen-

erally defined in terms of the direction of the stress components where it causes loss

of load-bearing capacity. These directions can be longitudinal, transverse or shear

components. Because fibre damage is mostly responsible for longitudinal damage

and matrix damage is mostly responsible for damage in the transverse and shear

components, the terms are often used interchangeably. These, however, should not

be confused with the literal definitions of fibre and matrix damage at the micro-scale.

Intralaminar damage is generally introduced as a soft-discontinuity by stiffness re-

duction using Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) [142] or, more uncommonly,

as a hard-discontinuity using Discrete Damage Modelling (DDM) and including the
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explicit kinematic representation of cracks [89]. Interlaminar damage in the form of

delaminations can also be predicted at this length-scale, usually employing interface

fracture methods such as Cohesive Zone Modelling (CZM) [143] and Virtual Crack

Closure Techniques (VCCT) [144, 145].

(iii) Macro-scale - The laminate is modelled as a homogenised structure, where its equiva-

lent properties are commonly computed from CLT and applied to plate/shell models

due to their low computational cost. Damage at this scale can be either structural,

such as debonding of connecting sub-components, or within the laminate itself, due

to through-the-thickness cracking or delaminations. Debonding of sub-components

is usually modelled with CZM or VCCT approaches. Laminate damage, on the other

hand, can be represented with CDM by degrading the homogenised stiffness com-

ponents or, more commonly, using hard-discontinuities based on fracture mechanics.

The latter category of approaches generally involves semi-empirical fracture mod-

els which cannot account for the complex interactions of lower scale damage modes.

These approaches also assume self-similar crack growth, which is generally inaccurate

after a short propagation of the crack front [89].

Micro-scale Meso-scale Macro-scale

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the different modelling length-scales. Micro-scale
example is adapted from [5].

In this thesis, the behaviour of composite laminates is investigated at the meso-scale and

as such, micro and macro-scale modelling approaches are not addressed in detail. Likewise,

multi-scale modelling strategies are beyond the scope of this thesis and are not reviewed.

The interested reader is referred to [93, 134, 146] for a comprehensive overview of these

methods.

2.3.3 Meso-scale modelling of composite laminates

The two main meso-scale modelling approaches couple either a CDM or a DDM model for

the intralaminar region with an interface model, typically CZM-based, for the interlaminar

regions. In the next two sub-sections, the approaches used for modelling the intralaminar
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and interlaminar behaviour are discussed in detail.

2.3.3.1 Modelling intralaminar behaviour

Several authors [89, 93, 147–150] have reported the difficulties of meso-scale CDM mod-

elling regarding dependence of the numerical solutions on the finite element mesh. This

pathological dependence can result in: (i) quantitative results which are mesh subjective;

(ii) damage patterns which depend on mesh orientation and element shape, and may not

represent the real damage process. In particular, failure sequences characterised by strong

coupling of matrix cracking and delamination are highly affected by mesh dependence,

as incorrect prediction of matrix crack paths results in inaccurate local stress redistribu-

tion [89].

Mesh subjectivity is a result of the soft discontinuity approach used in CDM models. The

representation of damage in the homogenised continuum as a reduction in stiffness im-

plies a loss of positive-definiteness of the tangent stiffness tensor, leading to localisation

of damage into the smallest length-scale of the problem, corresponding to the damaged

element [151]. As such, the energy dissipated during the damage process becomes depen-

dent on the element dimensions, with the amount of energy dissipated in a given element

decreasing with a reduction in its size. Bažant and Oh in [152] proposed the smeared crack

band approach, where the dissipated energy in a finite element is regularised by its char-

acteristic length, ensuring that the total dissipated energy is mesh independent, yielding

solutions that are mesh objective. Alternatively, mesh objectivity can be achieved with

nonlocal theories, where the damage state in a given element does not only depend on

the stress state of its integration point but also on surrounding points, preventing damage

localisation altogether [153–155]. However, such implementations are not trivial, partic-

ularly when modelling multiple failure mechanisms [89]. In these approaches, non-local

weighting functions are used and objectivity is ensured by addressing the localisation issue

in the fundamental governing equations. Non-local techniques can be divided into strongly

non-local and weakly non-local [156–158]. In strongly non-local cases, weighted averages

over the whole domain replace local physical quantities, commonly using methods such

as the normalised Gauss function. Weakly non-local techniques, on the other hand, em-

ploy gradient functions of the physical quantities, such that the local field variables are

enhanced by their respective gradients [158–160]. These methods can be seen as non-local

models where the Green function is used to compute the weighted average of the physical

quantities [158, 161].

Damage localisation and homogenisation of the fibre and matrix constituents into a trans-

versely isotropic continuum also result in potentially unrealistic damage patterns and

incorrect crack paths, that depend on the finite element mesh. The homogenised material

means that CDM models are not able to distinguish between cracks that propagate along

fibre directions, without causing fibre breakage, from those that cross fibres, ultimately
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leading to inaccurate strength predictions [150]. As such, CDM models can predict ma-

trix cracking that incorrectly transverses the fibre orientation, with the path of cracking

greatly depending on element orientation and shape. Unfortunately, the aforementioned

smeared crack band approach is not sufficient to prevent incorrect crack paths in CDM

models.

DDM approaches can overcome the issues of crack path dependence on the finite element

mesh. Typical DDM approaches are based on the Extended-finite element method (X-

FEM), where the mesh is enriched with additional degrees of freedom following the work of

Moës et al. [162], allowing the introduction of displacement discontinuities such as cracks

along directions that are independent of the finite element mesh. The fundamental idea

of X-FEM is to enrich the original functions used for continuous interpolation of the dis-

placement field. The use of enriched or enhanced shape functions allows the description

of strong discontinuities, such as jumps in the displacement field, using superposition of

the original shape functions with additional discontinuous functions, such as the Heaviside

or the sign step functions. The interested reader is referred to [163] for a comprehensive

overview of enrichment functions for X-FEM. In [164–172], the capabilities of DDM models

as high-fidelity predictive tools were demonstrated for failure patterns in cases dominated

by coupling of matrix cracking and delamination, where CDM approaches can struggle.

These approaches have also been shown to accurately capture failure events such as de-

lamination migration [171, 172]. However, due to the meshes required for representation

of the nonlinear fracture process zones, DDM approaches can be computationally expen-

sive in comparison with CDM models [9, 89]. This limits their application to very small

structures, typically small coupons with a relatively small number of plies. DDM and

X-FEM modelling are beyond the scope of this thesis and the reader is referred to [173]

for a more detailed overview of these methods.

Alternatively, when fracture paths are known a priori, the pathological dependence of crack

paths on the FE mesh in CDM models can be addressed by using mesh alignment with the

orientation of fracture to force localisation of the crack along the expected direction [9, 89,

174]. In unidirectional composites, the microstructure imposes that matrix cracks develop

along the longitudinal direction and fibre failure mechanisms occur at an orthogonal to this.

As such, mesh alignment with the orthotropic material directions is generally sufficient

and can successfully mitigate incorrect, mesh-induced crack paths [9, 175–177]. The use

of aligned meshes with the orthotropic orientations of the plies requires the additional use

of tie constraints or CZM surface-based approaches, allowing the connection of the non-

conforming plies through the laminate thickness. In [178] the effects of mesh alignment on

open-hole coupons under tension were demonstrated and the predictions were compared

against a traditional radial mesh. The aligned mesh resulted in much more accurate

predictions, capturing the correct crack paths and sequence of damage events. However,

due to the soft discontinuity in CDM approaches, the simulated crack, corresponding to

the band of softened elements after complete damage, prevents total stress relaxation as
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it does not have the same kinematic freedom of a physical open crack, leading to some

inaccuracies in the stress redistribution [89]. One way to circumvent this issue within

CDM modelling is to remove fully damaged elements from the FE mesh to simulate the

kinematics of an open crack. Once the element is removed, contact between interior

surfaces must be applied to prevent interpenetration in case of crack closure. Element

deletion strategies also prevent excessive element distortion which can compromise the

simulation and the accuracy of the numerical predictions. Element deletion strategies

have been successfully applied within CDM frameworks in [9, 179–181].

Besides the lower computational cost, CDM models also have other significant advantages

over DDM approaches. These include the relative maturity of CDM formulations, which

have been used much more extensively and for a much larger variety of problems than

their DDM counterpart, and the ease of implementation in commercial finite element

codes. These advantages render CDM models particularly attractive for development and

deployment of off-the-shelf numerical tools for industrial application.

2.3.3.2 Modelling interlaminar behaviour

The interlaminar region can be modelled numerically using a combination of delamination

initiation criteria and methods for delamination growth. Commonly used failure criteria

for delamination are included in the next section. Delamination growth can be modelled

using solutions based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) [182–185]. These

methods are limited to cases where the nonlinear fracture zone ahead of the crack tip is

small, such that the overall material behaviour can be approximated with linear elastic

assumptions. This nonlinear zone, however, can be rather large, depending on the material

and loading conditions. In such cases, methods based on LEFM cannot accurately predict

the delamination process [186].

Alternatively, delamination growth can be predicted using VCCT approaches, originally

proposed by Rybicki and Kanninen [187]. This type of approach assumes that the energy

released in the process of crack extension is equal to the work required to close that same

crack to its original length. The dissipated energy can be computed from the solution

of the FE model, using the nodal forces and displacements at each time step. However,

VCCT may require complex moving mesh techniques to advance the crack front and the

initial delamination must be explicitly defined, which can be difficult to determine a priori

in some cases [143].

These difficulties can be overcome with CZM approaches. The method is based on the

Dugdale-Barenblatt approach [188, 189], which in turn relates to Griffith’s theory of frac-

ture [190]. CZM can be applied with element or surface-based methods, commonly re-

ferred to cohesive elements or cohesive surfaces, respectively. The main advantage of CZM

methods over VCCT and other LEFM approaches is the ability to predict both onset and

propagation of delamination without prior knowledge of where the crack initiates and in
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what direction it will propagate, thus allowing the prediction of non-self-similar delam-

ination growth, where the direction of delamination growth can change throughout the

failure process [143]. In addition, CZM methods do not require re-meshing techniques to

advance the crack front. However, they generally require very fine FE meshes, resulting

in relatively long computation runtimes [89].

The use of CZM in composite fracture analysis, particularly in the prediction of interlam-

inar damage and delaminations is extensive [6, 7, 143, 191–196] and has reached a good

degree of maturity. These methods are currently available in a variety of commercial FE

software packages as off-the-shelf tools for quick implementation. Current technology bar-

riers include the extension of CZM methods to the simulation of fatigue processes, where

formulations are still relatively immature, and where the particular mesh requirements

may render such simulations intractable [89]. It should be noted, however, that fatigue

failure is not investigated in this thesis and, therefore, these challenges are beyond the

scope of this review.

2.3.3.3 Failure criteria

The onset of damage is predicted with failure criteria or damage activation functions.

The irreversible damage processes only initiate after these criteria are met and, therefore,

failure criteria can be used independently and outside CDM/DDM/CZM approaches for

simple predictions of damage onset without implementation of its subsequent evolution.

Failure predictions based on damage onset can be useful in early design stages to explore

a very large number of solutions with minimal computational costs. However, such predic-

tions can be misleading and over-conservative for laminates exhibiting more progressive

failure, where onset of damage can occur at very low strains but ultimate failure occurs

much later. Failure criteria are thus introduced here as activation functions for subsequent

implementation of damage evolution within CDM/DDM/CZM frameworks. As such, the

terms failure criteria and damage activation functions are used interchangeably through-

out this thesis.

Increasing computational power and international benchmarking exercises, such as the

World-Wide Failure Exercises (WWFE-I [197], WWFE-II [198] and WWFE-III [199]),

have motivated the development of more accurate and complex failure criteria. As a

result, the literature is extensive and mentioning every existing theory would be infeasible.

Moreover, there is significant cross-over in many proposed failure criteria. Thus, this

review focuses only on the main, distinctive failure criteria that have reached a good level

of acceptance and on the key underlying principles that differentiate them.

Failure criteria can be broadly classified as fully interactive or non-fully interactive [131,

200, 201]. Fully interactive criteria correspond to methods where only a single metric for

onset of ply damage is used, without consideration of different failure mechanisms. In such

criteria, the stresses or strains and strengths of the ply are typically combined into a single
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function which is used to determine overall ply failure. These criteria are often criticised

due to their lack of phenomenological basis but are still commonly applied in industry as

quick and easy to implement tools for preliminary analysis of laminate performance [131].

Examples of popular fully interactive criteria include the early approach proposed in 1962

by Norris in [202], the Hoffman criterion [203], the Tsai-Hill [204] and Tsai-Wu [205]

criteria, the method proposed by Chamis in [206] and the Yamada-Sun criterion [207].

The inability to separate failure mechanisms, which is not possible in fully interactive cri-

teria, motivated the development of physically-based, non-fully interactive methods which

explicitly distinguish between fibre-driven longitudinal failure and matrix-dominated fail-

ure. Within this category, criteria can be completely non-interactive, such as maximum-

stress and maximum-strain, where the predominant, individual stress or strain component

responsible for a given failure mechanism is compared against the corresponding material

strength or strain to failure; or they can be interactive, where different criteria are used

for distinct failure mechanisms, but multiple stress or strain components are considered in

the computation of each criterion. Note that current popular approaches often combine a

mix of non-interactive methods for longitudinal failure, where failure is mainly dictated by

longitudinal stresses, with interactive methods for matrix-dominated failure modes, where

multiple shear and transverse direct stresses contribute to failure.

One of the first non-fully interactive criteria was proposed by Hashin and Rotem [208],

where the onset of matrix failure was predicted with a quadratic criterion using the trans-

verse direct stress and the in-plane shear stress. The matrix criterion was later modified by

Hashin to include the through-the-thickness strength [209] and by Chang and Lessard to

include non-linear shear [210]. These approaches, however, associate failure mechanisms

to the pre-defined coordinate directions. In other words, the assumed fracture planes are

coincident with the material coordinate system. Although this is true for longitudinal fail-

ure, where the fracture plane is orthogonal to the fibre direction, as previously mentioned,

matrix cracks do not always occur at a 0◦ from the out-of-plane axis.

To account for oblique fracture planes, approaches as developed by Puck and Schürmann [94]

and Cuntze and Freund [211] associate the failure mechanisms to the physical directions

of damage rather than the material coordinate system. In similar fashion, the LaRC03 set

of failure criteria proposed by Dávila et al. extended the oblique fracture plane approach

to the case of longitudinal compression, using an interactive criterion computed on a two-

dimensional kink-band frame [212]. To improve predictive accuracy, the criteria also used

in-situ strengths for transverse tension and shear, which are found to be greater in embed-

ded and thin plies of multidirectional laminates than the strengths found in unidirectional

laminates. The criteria were extended for three-dimensional stress-states by Pinho et

al. in the designated LaRC04 [213] criteria, which included shear non-linearity and the

computation of the longitudinal compressive failure criterion on a three-dimensional kink-

band frame. The capabilities were later extended in LaRC05 [214, 215], where further

developments include the consideration of hydrostatic pressure effects.
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In [216], Catalanotti et al. performed a comprehensive analysis of existing three-dimensional

failure criteria, identifying current limitations and pitfalls. Based on the findings, the au-

thors proposed a new set of criteria which include modifications of Mohr-Coulomb’s and

Puck and Schürmann criteria to account for three-dimensional stress states and in-situ

effects. Following this, Camanho et al. [217] also proposed new criteria including an

invariant-based model for fibre kinking.

Within CZM approaches, several criteria have been proposed for the prediction of delam-

ination initiation. Typically, these are either non-interactive criteria such as maximum-

stress or maximum-strain, separating the individual fracture modes, or interactive criteria,

using linear, quadratic or curve-fitting relationships of the tensile and shear tractions at

the ply interfaces [131]. Alternatively, approaches based on principal stresses have also

been proposed [218].

2.3.3.4 Damage evolution

After verification of the failure criteria, further loading will result in damage progression

until ultimate failure. Within the intralaminar region and following CDM, the material

will lose stiffness in the components associated with the failure modes for which the fail-

ure criteria were verified. Kachanov was the first to propose the direct degradation of

stress with a macroscopic damage variable to achieve loss of load bearing capacity in the

material [219]. Chaboche and Lemaitre later proposed generalisations of this concept

for three-dimensional conditions, where damage effects are applied to the full stress ten-

sor [220, 221]. However, application of CDM models to orthotropic or transversely isotropic

materials poses additional difficulties. The different intralaminar failure mechanisms that

composites experience require the use of multiple damage variables, each responsible for

the degradation of the stress or stiffness associated with each failure mechanism.

Examples of bespoke CDM approaches for particular application to composite materials

include the early works by Matzenmiller et al. [222], Ladevèze et al. [223] and Barbero

et al. [224, 225]. However, some of these approaches lack physical-basis and employ non-

phenomenological failure criteria. Maimı́ et al. proposed a comprehensive damage model

that tackles many of these difficulties [142, 226]. The model includes a variation of the

physically-sound LaRC04 failure criteria [213], the ability to capture crack closure ef-

fects under load reversal, and more accurate damage evolution laws in each failure mode.

In particular, instead of the typical linear softening law, where the stress or stiffness is

reduced using a linear function after damage onset, Maimı́ et al. proposed a coupled

linear-exponential softening law for longitudinal tension, in order to account for the ini-

tial fibre breakage process and the subsequent fibre pull-out mechanism, each dissipating

the appropriate fracture energies. Adaptations and improvements of the original model

were later proposed in [13, 227, 228], but similar to the original model, plane-stress con-

ditions were considered. Extensions of the model to three-dimensional stress states were
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implemented in [176, 229, 230].

Based on the model by Maimı́ et al., a comprehensive state-of-the-art virtual testing

framework was proposed by Falcó et al. in [9] including mesh alignment of the plies and

an element deletion strategy for improved predictive accuracy. The framework was vali-

dated for different coupon-level tests, yielding accurate results for a variety of laminates.

However, the models mentioned so far do not account for matrix damage evolution under

mixed-mode conditions. Despite using failure criteria that establish the onset of matrix

damage on oblique fracture planes, these models apply the damage variables on the carte-

sian components of the stiffness tensor, in the material coordinate system. In other words,

the onset of matrix damage is determined under mixed-mode conditions on the correct

oblique fracture plane, but the evolution of damage is applied to each single fracture mode

independently, dissipating the respective fracture energies separately.

For consistency and to accurately simulate mixed-mode conditions, the damage variables

should be applied to the stiffness tensor defined on the oblique fracture plane, dissipating

the appropriate mixed-mode fracture energy. However, degradation of the stiffness tensor

on the oblique fracture plane is significantly more complex than degradation on the mate-

rial coordinate system. In different works, Pinho et al. [214, 215] and Tan et al. [180, 231]

proposed a pragmatic approach to account for mixed-mode matrix damage evolution. In-

stead of degrading the full stiffness tensor on the fracture plane, they proposed a simpler

alternative whereby the normal and shear stress components acting on the fracture plane

are degraded with a single damage variable responsible for general matrix failure. The

evolution of this general matrix damage variable dissipates the critical mixed-mode frac-

ture energy, which depends on the mode-mixity ratio defined by the stresses acting on the

fracture plane. The degraded stresses are subsequently rotated back to the material coor-

dinate system. The main difference between the approach by Pinho et al. and Tan et al. is

that the latter introduces a method for degradation of the Poisson’s ratios, which prevents

non-physical behaviour such as lateral deformation of a fully damaged element, resulting

in a more accurate representation of the material response [232]. Alternatively, the full

stiffness tensor can be degraded on the oblique fracture plane but this requires, firstly, the

projection of the fourth-order stiffness tensor onto the fracture plane and its subsequent

degradation with an eighth-order damage tensor [201]. This approach is extremely cum-

bersome, requiring significant computational resources [232, 233], and is limited to very

small coupon-level simulations.

Despite the improved damage evolution model for matrix failure, the model proposed

by Tan et al. [180, 231] does not account for important longitudinal failure mechanisms,

such as fibre breakage and pull-out under tension, and fibre kinking under compression.

Other considerations, such as mesh alignment with the ply orientation to prevent mesh-

dependent fracture patterns and incorrect stress redistribution are also not accounted for.

These considerations would improve the model and its predictive capabilities.
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2.4. Optimisation of composite laminates for strength

Regarding CZM models used for the interlaminar region, damage evolution is applied as a

degradation of the tractions acting on the cohesive zone. The use of linear and non-linear

cohesive softening laws has been extensively investigated. Linear and exponential soften-

ing laws are the most common modelling choices, only requiring the steady-state critical

strain energy release rates of the material in the different fracture modes. Alternatively,

it has been shown that the superposition of multiple CZM linear softening laws can be

used to more accurately account for fibre bridging phenomena during the delamination

process [234–237]. These superposition approaches are able to more accurately capture

the non-steady nature of the fracture energy, also known as the R-curve effect, where the

apparent fracture toughness increases with crack growth until the fracture process zone is

fully developed. However, the lack of validated methodologies for calibration of the soft-

ening laws to represent the R-curve and the difficulties associated with the experimental

characterisation of the R-curve limit the application of these superposition approaches [89].

Regardless of the choice of softening law, mixed-mode fracture can be accounted for us-

ing criteria such as the Power Law [238], Polynomial Interaction methods [239] or the

Benzeggagh-Kenane (BK) criterion [240]. The reader is referred to [241] for an overview

of mixed-mode fracture criteria for delamination.

Note that the experimental characterisation of fracture toughness has been a widely re-

searched area, but some techniques still lack standardisation [242]. A brief mention of

the most commonly used experimental tests is given next, but the interested reader is

referred to the comprehensive description of the methods in [242]. For interlaminar fail-

ure, Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) tests are well-established for the determination of

mode I fracture toughness. For the case of pure mode II interlaminar failure, the fracture

toughness can be measured with End Notch Flexure (ENF) tests. For mixed-mode condi-

tions, Mixed-Mode Bending (MMB) tests are recommended and can be used to determine

the mixed-mode fracture toughness for a variety of mode I and II loading combinations.

The less conventional case of mode III is not standardised, but methods such as the Edge

Crack Torsion (ECT) test have been proposed [243]. The determination of intralaminar

fracture toughness usually involves, on the other hand, loading of notched specimens using

tests such as Compact Tension (CT) and Compact Compression (CC) in order to mea-

sure the intralaminar fracture toughness in tension or compression, respectively. Notched

three-point bending specimens can also be used alternatively.

2.4 Optimisation of composite laminates for strength

The anisotropic behaviour of composite laminates allows for tailoring of the design vari-

ables to achieve the particular performance requirements of a given component. The

laminate can therefore be designed such that performance characteristics are optimised

in preferential directions, such as along a loading axis, whilst minimising the mass of the

overall structure. However, due to the large number of design variables at play, spanning
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2.4. Optimisation of composite laminates for strength

not only the properties of the material, its constituents and their volume fractions, but

also the combination of ply angles and their stacking sequence, optimisation of composite

laminates constitutes an incredibly challenging problem. Important key performance char-

acteristics may also compete for different design solutions, adding to the difficulty of the

problem. As such, optimisation strategies are usually applied to one or a small number of

prioritised performance characteristics, and additional constraints are employed to ensure

that other design requirements are met. Examples of typical performance characteristics

include in-plane and out-of-plane laminate strength, damage tolerance, flexural rigidity,

maximum buckling load and maximum natural frequencies [244, 245]. Optimisation can

then be performed for any of these characteristics considering a fixed mass, constraining

the total number of plies in a laminate, or instead, by imposing a constraint on the desired

value of the performance characteristics and optimising for minimum mass. For laminate

optimisation, the objective is to find the ply angles and their order within the stack that

yield the best possible solution.

The choice of optimisation strategy ultimately depends on the problem, its design vari-

ables, the objective function and the constraints. Therefore, the research field of composite

laminate optimisation is extensive and addressing every approach would be impossible. In-

stead, the focus of this review is placed on the most commonly used strategies and the

challenges/limitations of such methods for the particular case of strength optimisation.

Gradient-based optimisation methods are commonly used for the optimisation of compos-

ite laminates. The direction and step-size of the search is dictated by the gradient of the

objective function and the constraints. These methods have rapid convergence, generally

requiring few iterations, but due to the multi-modal nature of the design space, they may

converge to different local optima depending on the initial starting point [245].

Alternatively, global optimisation methods can be used to prevent convergence to local

optima. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are the most commonly used approach in composite

laminate optimisation [245, 246]. Early important works in the field using genetic algo-

rithms include [247–250] and particular applications to strength maximisation have been

investigated in [248, 251]. GAs are inspired by the evolutionary principle of ‘survival of the

fittest’ [245, 250], do not require differentiation of the objective and constraint functions,

facilitating their use in cases where these are not available, and can be easily applied to

discrete-valued variables in problems such as stacking sequence optimisation [245, 252]. In

GAs, the design variables are encoded into a sequence of ‘genes’ and an initial population

is randomly created. The objective function is evaluated across the entire population and

the highest ranked solutions are identified. With each iteration of the algorithm, some of

the highest ranked solutions are preserved in a process known as elitism, others are ‘bred’

in what is designated as crossover, whilst others are randomly altered in a process of

mutation. The processes of elitism and crossover push the search towards the best known

solutions and the process of mutation prevents premature convergence to local optima.
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2.4. Optimisation of composite laminates for strength

Other less popular heuristic methods that allow global optimisation of composite lami-

nates include Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [253, 254], which has been shown to

yield similar or better results than gradient-based methods in strength maximisation of

composite beams [253], Simulated Annealing (SAn) methods [255, 256] and Ant Colony

Optimisation (ACO) [257]. The reader is referred to [245] for details on each of these

methods. However, these methods (GAs included) can be very computationally expensive

in comparison to gradient-based optimisation strategies, typically requiring a large number

of generations, each containing multiple points which amount to an incredibly large total

number of objective function evaluations [245, 258]. For tractable solutions, the evaluation

of the objective function when using these methods must be computationally inexpensive,

which limits their application to the optimisation of in-plane strength in brittle laminates,

stiffness properties, maximum buckling load and maximum natural frequencies [244, 245],

where analytical or quick numerical evaluation methods are often available.

For other performance characteristics, such as laminate strength under three-dimensional

stress states or in coupons with discontinuities such as holes, free edges, ply-drops or cut-

outs, failure can be progressive and dominated by matrix-dominated failure mechanisms,

delaminations and their interactions. In these cases, inexpensive evaluation methods are

often unavailable and accurate strength predictions require complex three-dimensional

progressive damage FE models, rendering global optimisation methods intractable. As

such, optimisation of laminate stacking sequence for maximum strength, accounting for

all possible failure phenomena, is still largely unexplored.

Alternatively, rather than optimising the objective function directly, a surrogate of the FE

model can be used instead to guide the search of optimisation and minimise the number

of FE evaluations. This surrogate must be inexpensive to evaluate so that it can provide

estimates of the FE solutions across the entire design space in an efficient manner. The

use of probabilistic surrogate models provides not only predictions of objective functions,

but also of uncertainty in these predictions. The use of such a model enables the objective

function to be evaluated using the complex FE model at design points where sampling

is more likely to yield an improvement. These approaches are generically designated

by data-driven or efficient global optimisation methods. One popular method is Bayesian

optimisation, which is derivative-free, enables easy global optimisation and has been shown

to require considerably fewer objective function evaluations than both genetic algorithms

and particle swarm methods [79].

Bayesian optimisation is often used in black-box problems where it is desirable to minimise

the number of objective function evaluations due to their costly computation, or in exper-

imental settings when tests are expensive and time-consuming. Examples of application

range from hyperparameter tuning in classic machine learning algorithms and deep neural

networks [259–262], reinforcement learning [263] and robotics [264, 265] to environmental

monitoring [266], materials discovery [267] and pharmaceutical product development [268].

The interested reader is referred to [269] for a comprehensive review of the method and
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its applications. Despite increasing use in other fields, the use of Bayesian optimisation in

composite structure design is still limited. A few notable examples include [79, 270, 271].

In particular, Bayesian machine learning and optimisation were used in [270] for the design

of ultra-thin composite shell structures in the post-buckling range. In [271], a comprehen-

sive Bayesian optimisation framework was proposed for the design of aligned discontinuous

composites considering a variety of performance characteristics. Lastly, in [79], parts con-

taining ply-drops were optimised for stiffness, Tsai-Wu failure criteria and manufacturing

time requirements using a Bayesian approach. However, the method has not been applied

to strength optimisation of multi-directional laminates considering the interaction and

progression of the different damage mechanisms associated with their failure.

2.5 Concluding remarks

The design and certification process of aerospace components follows a building block

approach, whereby extensive testing and analyses are conducted at the coupon-level and

fewer tests are performed on increasingly larger structures. The aim of this approach is to

reduce costs, time and waste associated with large-scale testing. The approach is based

on the assumption that design allowables established at the lower levels are transferable

to the larger scales. Two main challenges/limitations have been identified:

(i) Unrepresentative lower-level data: State-of-the-art testing and analyses methods are

limited and lower-level data is not always representative or transferable to the higher

levels. Unrepresentative lower-level design allowables can result in over-conservative,

or at worst, unsafe designs of the final component.

(ii) To prevent unsafe designs, current industrial guidelines are very restrictive, often

resulting in over-engineered solutions and limiting the full potential of composite

laminates.

Addressing (i), the case of free edge effects as a major source of unrepresentative coupon-

level data has been reviewed. Coupons often contain exposed free edges that lead to

premature failure, and are thus not representative of the strength of the final component,

where free edge effects are less significant or non-existent, in cases where the component

is integrated within other surrounding parts. Different strategies used for free edge ef-

fect suppression have been reviewed. Most of the proposed strategies require significant

structural modification of the laminate prior to curing and/or do not successfully reduce

all interlaminar stresses that arise due to the free edge effect. The resin edge treatment

approach, recently proposed in [52] overcomes these limitations and is a promising solu-

tion. However, the resin edge treatment has not been analysed in detail and an in-depth

investigation is needed before its commercial use. In addition, the treatment has only been

applied to four-point bending tests, where normal stresses are dominant and its usefulness

under shear-dominated conditions is unknown.
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Regarding (ii), current design guidelines have been reviewed and the increasing interest in

unconventional laminates, that do not follow these rules, has been explored. In particular,

non-standard angle designs show promise in terms of ease of manufacture and formability.

Other unconventional design practices, such as the use of thick blocks of similarly aligned

plies, can increase laminate strength near stress raisers, such as holes and cut-outs. The

effect of unconventional design practices, such as non-standard angles and ply blocking, on

laminate strength is still largely unexplored and requires further investigation. Most works

in the literature account for a single design factor, focusing solely on the isolated effect

of that particular factor without consideration of other design choices. For instance, ply

blocking is investigated for limited stacking sequences employing standard-angles under

on-axis loading, but its combined effects with non-standard angles and/or under off-axis

loading are unknown.

The development of modelling and virtual testing tools to reduce the number of experi-

mental tests required in the building block approach has also been reviewed. The failure

mechanisms and material length-scales of composite materials have been briefly addressed,

but a special focus has been given to meso-scale modelling, at the coupon-level, using pro-

gressive damage finite element approaches. The different modelling strategies, used to

predict intralaminar and interlaminar behaviour have been reviewed. In particular, the

extensive literature concerning the failure criteria used to establish the onset of damage,

the damage evolution strategies employed within CDM models for intralaminar failure, and

the methods used for prediction of delamination progression within CZM formulations, has

been reviewed. Despite the significant maturity of certain modelling approaches, such as

CZM and CDM models, most state-of-the-art general virtual testing frameworks that em-

ploy such models display some limitations. Existing frameworks typically do not account

for mixed-mode intralaminar matrix damage evolution. Instead, damage is applied to the

orthogonal material directions, disregarding the evolution of matrix cracks on oblique frac-

ture planes. Conversely, the few frameworks that do adequately capture mixed-mode ma-

trix failure on oblique fracture planes do not account for longitudinal failure mechanisms,

such as fibre breakage and pull-out under tension, and fibre kinking under compression.

Other considerations, such as mesh alignment with ply orientation, that prevent incorrect

crack paths and inaccurate stress redistribution post-damage, are often disregarded and

are only implemented in a very limited number of cases. Therefore, a comprehensive vir-

tual testing framework that addresses these limitations is needed. A framework of this

type could aid the generation of more reliable and representative coupon-level predictions,

also enabling the exploration of unconventional laminate designs exhibiting more exotic

failure modes.

Lastly, optimisation methodologies for composite laminates, with a particular focus on

strength, have been reviewed. Most research in this field employs gradient-based methods,

which are prone to convergence to local optima, or global optimisation strategies such as

Genetic Algorithms or other heuristic methods. Global optimisation methods are generally
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suited to composite laminate optimisation due to the multi-modal nature of the design

space. However, due to the large number of objective function evaluations performed, these

methods are limited to problems where such evaluations are computationally inexpensive.

Simple solutions for laminate strength are often unavailable and aforementioned virtual

testing frameworks, employing progressive damage FE modelling, are required for accurate

strength predictions, rendering most optimisation methods intractable. As such, laminate

strength optimisation is largely unexplored. Recently, Bayesian optimisation strategies

have been increasingly used in global optimisation problems where the objective function is

computationally expensive, albeit in different fields of scientific research, such as machine

and deep-learning, robotics and drug discovery. These methods efficiently navigate the

design space using probabilistic surrogate models, minimising the number of evaluations

of the objective function. Despite their potential, their use in composite laminate design

is still very limited, and there are no existing frameworks that combine Bayesian methods

with state-of-the-art progressive damage FE modelling for the strength optimisation of

multidirectional composites.
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Chapter 3

Suppression of free edge effects for

representative interlaminar shear strength

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, an in-depth investigation of free edge effects and their suppression using the

resin edge treatment, recently proposed in [52], is conducted. The resin edge treatment, as

a means for obtaining more representative coupon-level data, is investigated for the case of

short beam coupons subject to 3-point bending loading conditions, where transverse shear

is dominant. Under these conditions, free edge effects are expected to be more pronounced

than in the 4-point bending loading conditions used in [52] due to the additional transverse

shear, and as such, the effectiveness of the resin edge treatment is investigated for a more

critical test case.

Short beam tests are often used to assess the knock-down on interlaminar shear strength in

laminates due to defects, such as porosity, transverse wrinkling and in-plane fibre waviness,

that arise during production. Consequently, two CFRP materials are tested herein, one

being significantly degraded to represent defective laminates and the other retaining its

original properties, so that the effects of the resin edge treatment on degraded and pristine

materials can be analysed. In both cases, treated and untreated specimens are tested and

compared. The investigation is performed using a combination of both experiments and

numerical analyses.

First, in section 3.2, the Manufacturing and testing methodology used for the experi-

ments is described. The corresponding experimental results, including failure loads, load-

displacement curves and CT-scans of the failed specimens are presented in section 3.3.

In section 3.4, a high-resolution linear elastic FE model of the short beam shear tests is

implemented in order to analyse the effects of the resin edge treatment on the onset of

delamination and on the interlaminar stress components. The FE model is used to investi-

gate the variations of the stress fields, the failure criteria that define onset of delaminations

and the thermal stresses that arise due to the resin edge treatment process.

Then, in section 3.5, a second, non-linear FE model considering cohesive zones at the ply

interfaces is used to investigate the effects of the treatment on the propagation of inter-
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laminar damage and subsequent ultimate failure of the coupons. The model is described

in detail and the cohesive zone formulation is provided. The FE model is subsequently val-

idated against experiments and comparisons between propagation of delamination, before

and after resin edge treatment, are provided.

The resin edge treatment and its effectiveness are discussed in section 3.6 in the light of

both experimental and numerical results considering three important factors: Variation

in material; changes in lay-up configuration (comparison between unblocked and blocked

laminates); and variation in width of the resin edge treatment blocks.

Lastly, a ‘numerical’ edge treatment that can be implemented in FE models is proposed

in section 3.7 as an effective and yet simple method of free edge effect suppression. The

numerical edge treatment is based on the resin edge treatment concept, but only applica-

ble in a simulation environment. The numerical edge treatment allows FE models to more

accurately predict the strength of components or structures in higher levels of the test-

ing pyramid from more representative coupon-level simulations. The effectiveness of the

numerical edge treatment is compared against the resin edge treatment and subsequently

discussed.

3.2 Manufacturing and testing methodology

Two sets of experiments with the same configuration were performed using different CFRP

materials. For both sets of experiments, quasi-isotropic laminates consisting of 16 plies

with the stacking sequence [±45/0/902/0/∓ 45]S, designated L1 for abbreviation, were

tested. The first set was manufactured by hand lay-up of 977-2/HTS40 prepreg (in

good condition), whereas the second set was manufactured from significantly degraded

M21/T800S prepreg (out of life by 10 years). The laminates were subsequently cut with a

sliding table saw with a diamond carbide circular blade into short beam shear specimens,

with an average length LT and width W of 24.20 mm and 8.09 mm, respectively. After

cutting, the free edges were finely polished, ensuring that the lateral surfaces are smooth.

The specimens were also inspected under the microscope, in order to guarantee that no in-

terlaminar damage due to the manufacturing and machining processes was present prior to

testing. The measured average nominal ply thickness was 0.265 mm for the 977-2/HTS40

laminates and 0.260 mm for the M21/T800S cases, amounting to a total laminate thick-

ness T of 4.24 mm and 4.16 mm, respectively. All measurements were obtained with a

micrometre screw gauge. A total of thirteen 977-2/HTS40 and twenty-nine M21/T800S

specimens were manufactured.

The resin edge treatment was subsequently applied to seven 977-2/HTS40 specimens and

to nine M21/T800S specimens. The remaining specimens were left untreated for compar-

ison. A summary with all the experiments and respective average measurements is given

in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Summary with the number of specimens tested for each material
system, with and without resin edge treatment, and corresponding average
measurements.

N◦ specimens Average measurements [mm]
Material Untreated Treated T LT W Wr

977-2/HTS40 6 7 4.24
24.20 8.09 3.17

M21/T800S 20 9 4.16

The resin treatment was applied after preparing the lateral surfaces of the specimens using

argon plasma. The process ensures a contaminant-free surface and improves the quality

of the bond between the highly compliant resin and the CFRP material of the specimen.

After manually pouring the epoxy resin (EP950G) into a mould, the treated specimens

were cured in an oven at 60 ◦C and the resin edges were ground back, leaving an average

Wr = 3.17 mm wide block of resin on each side of the CFRP specimen. The full process

is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

The width of the resin blocks Wr used in the experiments is a conservative value and

is approximately the same as that used in [52] due to ease of manufacture. However,

thinner resin blocks can be used provided that manufacturability is not an impediment.

The effects of different edge treatment widths are analysed in section 3.6.3. The labels

for the specimen dimensions LT , W , Wr and T are depicted in the schematic of a treated

specimen in Figure 3.2b.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of resin treatment process for short beam shear tests.

The interlaminar shear strength of the 42 short beam shear specimens was then mea-

sured using a typical 3-point bending set-up, following the standard method ASTM

D2344/D2344M-13 for short beam strength of polymer matrix composite flat specimens [12].

A schematic of the test set-up and with the rig dimensions is demonstrated in Figure 3.2a,

where a load P is applied by the upper roller, while two equidistant support rollers prevent

transverse displacement in z. The displacement of the upper roller was controlled by an
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Instron machine at a rate of 1 mm/min. The load and displacement were monitored until

ultimate failure of the specimens occurred.

(a) Cross section of test set-up. (b) Schematic of treated specimen.

Figure 3.2: In (a): Cross section of test set-up with applied load P and rig
dimensions (in mm). In (b): Schematic of treated specimen with dimensions
and ortho-slices S1 and S2 in yz and xz planes, respectively. The dimensions
of the untreated specimen are identical to the CFRP section of the treated
specimen.

The interlaminar shear strength Sxz can be computed using different approaches. The

simplest one is to use the expression of interlaminar shear strength of a unidirectional

laminate from the ASTM standard method [12]:

Sxz =
3

4

P

WT
(3.1)

For the case of multidirectional laminates, more laborious analytical approaches exist, such

that the through-thickness shear stress distribution is more accurately captured. These

solutions are often based on laminated beam theory and are analogous to classical laminate

theory in that the local stresses are determined on a ply by ply basis from a global load

resultant. As such, the maximum interlaminar shear stress can be determined or alter-

natively, an averaged through-thickness shear stress can be computed as representative of

the laminate’s strength. A solution based on laminated beam theory is proposed in [272].

However, regardless of the approach taken, the relative difference in strength before and

after treatment is identical using either the ASTM standard method for unidirectional

laminates or using more accurate solutions for multidirectional laminates. This is because

solutions obtained from any methodology based on classical laminate theory are propor-

tional to the unidirectional strength using the ASTM standard method. Therefore, the

interlaminar shear strength is here computed using expression 3.1, since only the relative

difference in strength, before and after treatment, is of interest.

In Table 3.2, the material properties of the 977-2/HTS40 prepreg and of the EP950G

resin are shown. The properties of the M21/T800S prepreg are, however, unknown as the

material was severely degraded and no further testing was carried out to characterise it.
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Table 3.2: Material properties of CFRP plies (977-2/HTS40), ply interfaces and
resin edge material (EP950G). Ply and ply interface properties taken from [10]
unless stated otherwise. Resin edge properties taken from [11]. YT , SL and ST

correspond to the transverse tensile, longitudinal shear and transverse shear
strengths, respectively. GIC and GIIC are the mode I and II critical strain
energy release ratios of 977-2/HTS40 ply interfaces, respectively. α11 and α22

are the thermal expansion coefficients of the plies (taken from 977-2/IM7). α
is the thermal expansion coefficient of pure 977-2 resin. αT corresponds to the
thermal expansion coefficient of EP950G resin.

CFRP plies CFRP ply interfaces Resin edge

E11 153 GPa E 10.3 GPa E 3.8 GPa
E22, E33 10.3 GPa ν 0.3 ν 0.3
G12, G13 5.2 GPa YT 82 MPa αT 4.9e−5 ◦C−1

G23 3.43 GPa SL 90 MPa
ν12, ν13 0.3 ST 90 MPa
ν23 0.5 GIC 0.352 N/mm
α11 -0.79e−6 ◦C−1 [273] GIIC 1.45 N/mm
α22 3.596e−5 ◦C−1 [273] α 6.46e−5 ◦C−1 [274]

3.3 Experimental results

The load-displacement curves of the untreated and treated specimens using the L1 stacking

sequence, for both 977-2/HTS40 and degraded M21/T800S material systems, are shown

in Figure 3.3. The ultimate failure loads are highlighted for each test with markers, for

both untreated and treated specimens. The experimental mean of each set of tests is also

shown with horizontal dashed lines.

(a) 977-2/HTS40 (b) M21/T800S

Figure 3.3: Load-displacement curves of untreated and treated specimens, for
both 977-2/HTS40 and degraded M21/T800S material systems, using L1 stack-
ing sequence. Ultimate failure loads are highlighted for each test. The un-
treated load-displacement curves are offset by 0.4 mm to improve readability
for both material systems.

The average failure loads from Figure 3.3 were converted to stress values, corresponding to

the interlaminar shear strength Sxz (in MPa) using expression 3.1. The average short beam

stiffness (in N/mm) from the treated and untreated specimens, for both 977-2/HTS40
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and degraded M21/T800S cases, were also extracted from Figure 3.3. These results are

summarised in Table 3.3, where the mean experimental values are demonstrated along

with the corresponding standard deviations. For each material system, the total relative

increase in interlaminar shear strength and in short beam stiffness (in %) are shown. A 28%

and 42% increase in Sxz were observed for the 977-2/HTS40 and M21/T800S laminates,

respectively. As previously mentioned, the resin block width of 3.17 mm used in the

experiments was selected solely due to ease of manufacture and amounts to a significant

proportion of the specimens, resulting in an undesirable increase in short beam stiffness

of 12% and 8% in each case. This increase in stiffness leads to an evident increase in peak

stress and therefore, the total reported relative increase in interlaminar shear strength

overestimates the actual improvement resulting from the suppression of free edge effects.

Assuming linearity of the material response from the experiments in Figure 3.3 due to

their quasi-linear behaviour, the net improvement in interlaminar shear strength can be

easily computed by taking the difference between the total relative strength improvement

and the relative increase in short beam stiffness. This net interlaminar shear strength

improvement, shown in Table 3.3 (in %), is a more accurate metric as it neglects the

stiffening effects and reflects the increase in strength solely due to suppression of free edge

effects. The net Sxz improvement was approximately 16% and 36% for 977-2/HTS40 and

M21/T800S laminates, respectively.

Ideally, the increase in short beam stiffness should be kept to a minimum to reduce

strengthening effects at mid-width of the specimen. The implications and variations of

the stiffening effect with different resin block widths are addressed in greater detail in

section 3.6.3.

Table 3.3: Test results for short beam specimens with and without resin edge
treatment, for both 977-2/HTS40 and M21/T800S, with L1 stacking sequence.
Average interlaminar shear strength Sxz [12] and average short beam stiffness,
with corresponding standard deviations. Total relative increase in interlaminar
shear strength and short beam stiffness, and corresponding net interlaminar
shear strength improvement (only due to suppression of edge effects) after
treatment are given in %.

Material Treatment
Sxz

[MPa]
(%)

Stiffness
[N/mm]

(%)
Net Sxz

improvement

977-2/HTS40
None 71.5 (±3.9)

+28
5437.2 (±159.9)

+12 +16%
Resin 91.4 (±2.8) 6075.8 (±178.4)

M21/T800S
None 51.8 (±3.5)

+42
4873.6 (±233.4)

+8 +36%
Resin 73.5 (±4.2) 5245.5 (±274.2)

3.3.1 CT-scans

After the experimental testing, post-mortem analysis of the failed specimens was performed

in order to investigate the extent of interlaminar damage and analyse the most critical ply

interfaces.
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First, the specimens were separated into untreated and treated sets. Within each set, the

specimens were separated into sub-sets according to material system. For each sub-set, the

most representative specimens were selected after visual inspection using a microscope.

The majority of the specimens in each sub-set displayed similar damage patterns and were

subsequently scanned using a Nikon XT H 225 ST CT-scanner equipped with a Perkin

Elmer 1620 16-bit flat panel detector. The following settings were used for the scans:

142 kV voltage, 123 µA current, 500 ms of exposure and an average number of 3141

projections. The scans were later analysed using Avizo 9.2.0 software.

It was observed that the specimens within each untreated/treated set were very similar,

regardless of material system, displaying almost identical interlaminar damage patterns in

terms of both location and extent. Therefore, only two representative 977-2/HTS40 cases

are demonstrated herein for brevity, one with treatment and one without. For comparison

of the untreated and treated cases, two ortho-slices were taken at approximately the same

location for both cases. The ortho-slices were taken in the yz and xz planes, resulting in

cross-sections across the width and along the length of the specimens, respectively. For

the yz cross-section, the ortho-slice was taken at approximately 2.7 mm away from the

loading region, where the upper roller contacts the specimen. At this distance, interlaminar

damage is visibly pronounced and can be isolated from very local intralaminar damage

mechanisms, such as crushing of the top plies, that occur under the direct line of action

of the upper roller. For the xz cross-section, the ortho-slice was taken as close to the

free edge as possible, in the case of the untreated specimen, or as close to the transition

between CFRP and resin treatment block as possible, in the case of the treated specimen,

making sure that this distance is approximately coincident in both cases. The locations of

the two ortho-slices in yz and xz, designated by S1 and S2, respectively, are demonstrated

in the schematic of the treated specimen in Figure 3.2b. The untreated case is analogous,

but without the resin treatment blocks.

The S1 and S2 ortho-slices are shown in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b, for the case of the untreated

specimen, and in Figures 3.4c and 3.4d, for the case of the treated specimen. It was

observed from Figure 3.4 that interlaminar damage is very localised and only a few ply

interfaces are actually damaged in the untreated case. The 3rd (0/90), 7th (-45/45),

9th (45/-45) and 13th (90/0) ply interfaces are the most affected, as demonstrated in

Figures 3.4a and 3.4b. The 5th (90/0) and 11th (0/90) interfaces also show some damage,

with additional intralaminar cracks connecting the failed ply interfaces.

On the other hand, in the treated specimen case, damage is distributed more evenly

through the thickness of the laminate, with multiple ply interfaces failing. This is demon-

strated in Figures 3.4c and 3.4d, where extensive interlaminar damage can be observed

not only in the embedded ply interfaces, but also in the outer-most interfaces or closest

to the outer surfaces, i.e. 1st (45/-45) and 15th (-45/45) ply interfaces.

It was verified from the CT-scans that interlaminar damage and delaminations were the
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main mechanism driving failure, regardless of whether the specimen is edge treated or

not. However, intralaminar damage was present in every case, mostly under the form

of transverse matrix cracking, but it was not extensive and usually occurred in plies

with delaminated top and bottom interfaces, where the matrix cracks act as a path for

delamination migration. Although the damaged ply interfaces can be identified from

the CT-scans, the exact location of first ply interface failure is difficult to predict from

experimental data alone. Consequently, additional FE analysis was performed in order to

investigate the critical ply interfaces, where failure potentially initiated.

(a) Untreated, S1 (b) Untreated, S2

(c) Treated, S1 (d) Treated, S2

Figure 3.4: CT ortho-slices in yz plane (S1) and xz plane (S2) of treated and
untreated 977-2/HTS40 specimens, with L1 stacking sequence. Damaged ply
interfaces are highlighted. Resin edge treatment displayed in (c) in light grey.

3.4 Stress analysis at the onset of interlaminar damage

3.4.1 Implementation of a high-resolution linear elastic FE model for short

beam shear tests

In order to investigate the effects of the resin edge treatment on the interlaminar stresses

and on the onset of delamination, a high-resolution three-dimensional linear elastic meso-

scale model was implemented using ABAQUS Standard. The objective is to obtain an

accurate representation of the stress field at the onset of damage, at the interlaminar

regions and near the free edges, for the untreated specimens, or near the transition between

the CFRP and the resin treatment blocks, for the treated cases. Due to the complexity of

the stress field and its pronounced variation through the laminate thickness, particularly

the transverse stress components, a fully three-dimensional model is used. In addition,

each ply and each resin rich interface between adjacent plies were modelled as separate solid

entities. This approach, combined with a high level of mesh refinement, ensures accurate

stress solutions at the interlaminar regions and allows the complex three-dimensional stress

field in the vicinity of free edges or near the CFRP-resin block transitions to be accurately
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captured.

It should be noted that only the 977-2/HTS40 case was considered since the degraded

properties of the M21/T800S material were not available. The plies were modelled as 0.25

mm thick fibrous layers of 977-2/HTS40 and the resin rich ply interfaces were modelled

as 0.016 mm thick isotropic layers, with the transverse properties of the composite. In

order to determine these thicknesses, the specimens were analysed under a microscope

and the average values were used. The remaining model dimensions were obtained from

average measurements taken from the test specimens, for both treated and untreated cases,

corresponding to the values in Table 3.1.

A schematic of the model is demonstrated in Figure 3.5, where the zoomed-in views A,

B and C show the mesh discretisation near the free edge and through the thickness

of both fibrous plies and their interfaces. Given the high mesh density, some important

simplifications were made in the model in order to reduce computation runtime and provide

tractable solutions. Firstly, linear elastic behaviour was assumed in the whole domain,

regardless of material type. Secondly, only half of the length was modelled, as shown in

Figure 3.5, by using a symmetry boundary condition in x on the left hand-side surface

of the model. By applying this boundary condition, the full effects of coupling terms,

such as in combined bend-twisting deformation, are not accounted for. However, it was

concluded after comparing a simplified half-model with the equivalent full length model,

using identical coarse mesh settings, that these effects did not significantly affect the

solution and that for the purpose of comparison between treated and untreated specimens,

these effects were negligible. Lastly, the contact between the specimen and the rollers was

not considered. Instead, an applied uniform pressure over a small area of 0.2 ×W mm2

denoted by Region 1 in Figure 3.5 was used to mimic the action of the loading roller. The

load applied on this area corresponds to half of the total load applied by the roller due to

the symmetry boundary condition in x. Contact between the specimen and the support

rollers was replaced by Dirichlet boundary conditions, with the transverse displacement

w in the z direction being set to zero along a nodal line defined on the bottom surface

of the specimen, 8.095 mm away from the end of the loading region, separating Region 2

from Region 3. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The remaining degrees of freedom along

this line are left unconstrained. Note that local solutions near the applied load and near

the applied constraints will be different from a model including contact of the loading and

support rollers with the specimen, but the stress field of interest, away from these regions,

is similar. Lastly, displacement v in the y direction was constrained along a contour line,

around the structure, at mid-width of the model. This is to prevent any rigid body motion

in y but still allow Poisson’s effect to occur.

In the treated case, the same assumptions were made but two additional sections of

EP950G resin were considered on the sides of the composite specimen. Note that in

the treated case, the applied pressure and remaining boundary conditions are applied to

the CFRP section only and are, therefore, equivalent to the untreated case.
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Figure 3.5: High-fidelity linear FE model of untreated case. Region 1, 2 and
3 with different mesh refinements. Applied pressure of p(x, y) = P/(2W0.2)
over the area W0.2, where P is the total applied load from the roller and W
is the width. Zoomed-in views A, B and C showing mesh bias near the edge
and discretisation through the thickness of fibrous plies and their interfaces.
Locations M1 (12 µm away from the edge), M2 (60 µm away from the edge)
and M3 (at mid-width) for stress analysis also highlighted.

Linear hexahedral elements (ABAQUS C3D8R type elements) with reduced integration

and enhanced hourglass control were used in order to prevent shear locking and unrealistic

hourglass deformation modes. The mesh seeding parameters were selected after conducting

a convergence analysis, which is described in sub-section 3.4.2. Along the length of the

coupon (in x), the mesh density varies in the three regions shown in Figure 3.5. Eight,

sixty and fifteen elements are used along the length of Regions 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

Region 1 requires a small element size as it is subjected to an applied pressure, therefore

requiring the highest level of mesh refinement. The stress field and failure initiation were

analysed in Region 2, where an intermediate level of mesh refinement is used. A coarser

mesh can be used in Region 3 without sacrificing the accuracy of the overall solution as it

is neither a region of interest nor a loading region.

Across the width (in y), a graded mesh with a total of eighty elements and a double bias

ratio of 1000 was used in order to reduce the total number of elements whilst keeping a

very high level of mesh refinement near the free edges. This is illustrated in zoomed-in

view B of Figure 3.5. For the through the thickness (in z) finite element discretisation,

six elements were used within each ply with a double bias ratio of two, so that elements

closer to outer surfaces or to ply interfaces have smaller thicknesses. For the ply interfaces,

three elements through the thickness were found to be necessary, as demonstrated in sub-

section 3.4.2. The through the thickness mesh refinement is illustrated in zoomed-in view

C of Figure 3.5.

For the treated case, the same considerations used in the untreated case are applied and the

mesh definitions in the CFRP section are exactly identical. The resin treatment blocks are

introduced in the model as an extension of the original specimen width, but the specimen

is in this case partitioned into CFRP and resin treatment domains, such that different

material properties can be easily assigned to each. The finite element discretisations
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along the length and through the thickness of the resin treatment blocks are the same as

those used in the CFRP section. Across the width, a total of 30 elements were in each

resin block with a single bias ratio so that the width of the very last elements of these

sections approximately matched the width of the adjacent elements from the composite

part, ensuring a smooth transition of the strain field.

The thermal residual stresses arising from the cool-down process after the curing cycle of

the CFRP section were accounted for in an initial step, prior to the loading step. The cool-

down from 977-2/HTS40 curing temperature of 177 ◦C to 25 ◦C room temperature was

applied to the CFRP section in both untreated and treated cases. Note that the residual

stresses are identical in untreated and treated cases after the first round of curing, as

the resin blocks are only bonded to the laminate after it is cured. The second round of

curing at 60 ◦C and posterior cool-down back to 25 ◦C is accounted for in the treated

case, considering both CFRP and resin block sections. The consideration of the full

temperature gradient overestimates the residual stresses due to attenuating factors such

as humidity and moisture ingression and therefore, half of this value is used in both curing

cycles, following Puck and Schürmann’s approach [9, 94]. The constant thermal expansion

coefficients α11, in the longitudinal direction, and α22 = α33 in the transverse directions,

are used in the plies, whereas isotropic thermal expansion is considered in the resin rich

ply interfaces using the constant thermal expansion coefficient α of pure 977-2 resin. For

the resin blocks, the constant thermal expansion coefficient αT of EP950G is used in the

second round of curing.

The model pre-processing was fully automated using a bespoke Python script. In addition,

in order to evaluate the onset of interlaminar damage at the ply interfaces due to interlam-

inar transverse stresses, Ye’s quadratic stress failure criterion [275] was implemented in a

Fortran-written user-defined output variables subroutine (UVARM). The criterion reads:

FI =

(〈σzz〉
YT

)2

+

(
τxz
SL

)2

+

(
τyz
ST

)2

(3.2)

with damage initiation occurring when FI reaches one. The McCauley bracket is applied

to the transverse direct stress σzz and can be defined by 〈•〉 = max{0, •}, so that only

positive tractions contribute to failure. Note that instead of the actual failure index

value, its square root is presented throughout this work as it varies linearly with stress

components and applied loads, rendering it a more convenient metric.

All the material properties used in the model are shown in Table 3.2.

3.4.2 Stress singularity and convergence analysis

In specimens without resin edge treatment and with exposed free edges, very high interlam-

inar stresses can develop at the ply interfaces and become non-convergent at the free edges.

For these cases, greater mesh refinement across the width, corresponding to decreased fi-
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nite element width, will only lead to increased stress values at the free edges. Theoretically,

as the element dimensions across the width approach zero, the non-convergent stress com-

ponents will increase and tend to infinity. In practice, this stress singularity at the free

edges can become problematic as the predicted values are unreliable and might not reflect

the real interlaminar stress field. In addition, delaminations are expected to start from

the free edges and propagate across the width of the specimen, so determining the stress

state at the exact point of damage initiation becomes very challenging in ply interfaces

where interlaminar stresses are non-convergent. However, accurate stress solutions can

still be obtained at a chosen distance from the free edge by using a minimum number of

elements within that set distance. This minimum number of elements must be determined

by conducting a convergence analysis at the ply interfaces where stresses are known to be

non-convergent at the free edge. Since failure initiation is most likely to occur at the free

edge, obtaining a converged solution as close to the free edge as possible is desirable.

After determining the minimum mesh refinement required for the untreated specimen

problem, the same mesh parameters can be used for the treated case without requiring any

additional laborious analyses. The resin treatment blocks suppress the stress singularity at

the free edges, ensuring convergence of the stress field in every ply interface, regardless of

ply orientations. Evidently, a minimum level of mesh refinement is still required to achieve

converged solutions at the transition between the CFRP section and the resin treatment

blocks, but this level is much coarser than the refinement required for a converged solution

at a small distance from the free edges in the untreated specimen.

In order to evaluate convergence of the solution and establish the mesh refinement param-

eters, the transverse direct stress component σzz was measured in the 3rd ply interface

(0/90) of the untreated specimen, which is known to be non-convergent at the free edge.

The values were taken 20 elements away from Region 1, approximately 2.7 mm in the x

direction, as shown in Figure 3.5 such that the solution is not affected by stress concentra-

tions induced by the loading conditions. This particular distance was deliberately chosen

for the stress analysis and posterior discussion, corresponding to approximately the same

location where the CT-scan ortho-slice S1, in Figure 3.4, was taken.

First, the number of elements across the width (in y) was varied and the solution was

analysed in the top element of the interface, at four different physical distances from the

free edge (0, 2, 4 and 12 µm). The remaining mesh seeding parameters were fixed. The

relative error, in absolute value, was then calculated by comparing each solution with the

most refined case. The results can be observed in Figure 3.6a.

Then, in Figure 3.6b, the number of elements through the thickness (in z) of the ply

interfaces was varied, whilst keeping the remaining mesh parameters constant. σzz was

measured at a distance of 4 µm from the free edge, at the top and bottom element of

the interface, and the through the thickness average of all elements in that interface was

computed.
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(a) Refinement across the width. (b) Refinement in ply interfaces.

Figure 3.6: Relative error (in absolute value) of σzz measured at the 3rd in-
terface, 2.7 mm away from loading region (in x direction of Figure 3.5) using
different mesh refinements. In (a), σzz measured at top element of interface, at
4 distances from the free edge for L1 stacking sequence. In (b), σzz measured
at top, bottom and averaged elements of interface, 4 µm away from free edge.

From Figure 3.6, it was concluded that with 80 elements across the width and three

elements through the thickness of the resin rich ply interfaces provided a good compromise

between accuracy and computation runtime, with a relative error of the direct transverse

stress below 0.5%, on average, and below 3% at most, for distances greater or equal than

4 µm away from the free edge. However, it is known that the transverse direct stress σ33,

in this case expressed in the material coordinate system, must be continuous through the

laminate thickness from load equilibrium. In order to ensure that this condition is met, a

third analysis was performed by extracting the through the thickness distribution of the

σ33 stress component at three distances away from the free edge (4 µm, 12 µm and 60

µm). The analysis was performed, once again, at 2.7 mm away from Region 1, in the x

direction. The results are shown in Figure 3.7. It was concluded that with the selected

mesh refinement of 80 elements across the width and three elements through the thickness

of the ply interfaces, the solution had fully converged at a minimum distance of 12 µm

away from the free edge, as the distribution of σ33 is fully continuous at any distance

greater or equal than 12 µm from the free edge. On the other hand, the discontinuities

in the distribution of σ33 in the 4th and 12th ply interfaces indicate that the solution is

not fully converged at 4 µm away from the free edge. Therefore, the subsequent stress

analysis presented in the next section is conducted at a minimum distance of 12 µm from

the free edge.
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Figure 3.7: Through the thickness distribution of direct transverse stress σ33,
expressed in the material coordinate system, in the untreated specimen at
three distances from the free edge (4 µm, 12 µm and 60 µm), 2.7 mm away
from Region 1. Applied total load of 2833.1 N. The results were obtained with
a mesh refinement of 80 elements across the width and three elements through
the thickness of the resin rich ply interfaces.

3.4.3 Onset of interlaminar damage and effects of resin edge treatment

In this section, the stress field at the onset of interlaminar damage is analysed with the

linear elastic finite element model. A total applied load of 2833.1 N (load applied by the

upper roller) is considered, so the actual applied load in the model corresponds to half

of this value due to the symmetric boundary condition in the x direction. It should be

noted that this load is the damage initiation load of the untreated specimen, producing

a maximum failure index of one at the minimum distance of 12 µm away from the free

edge, where the solution is reliable and has fully converged, and it does not correspond to

ultimate failure. The same load is then applied to the treated specimen, allowing a direct

comparison with the untreated case such that the effects of the resin edge treatment on

the stress field can be investigated. It is also important to note that the relative difference

for any given stress component between the untreated and the corresponding treated case

remain the same, regardless of applied load, as this is a linear elastic analysis.

First, the through the thickness variation of the stress field is analysed at different distances

from the free edge of the untreated specimen. From this first analysis, the critical ply

interfaces, where the onset of damage first occurs, are identified and the variation of the

stress field in these particular interfaces is then investigated further. The effects of the

resin edge treatment are also investigated by comparing all of the extracted stress fields

from the untreated specimen with the corresponding treated cases.
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3.4.3.1 Variation of through the thickness stress field: Before and after

treatment

The through the thickness variation of the stress field and the corresponding distribution

of the square root of the failure index are investigated at 2.7 mm away from the loading

region, and at three distances from the free edge of the untreated specimen: 12 µm, 60

µm and at mid-width. These locations are depicted in Figure 3.5 by the designations M1,

M2 and M3, respectively.

The through the thickness variation of the transverse stresses τ13, σ33 and τ23, that con-

tribute to interlaminar damage, are first shown at location M1 in Figure 3.8. The stresses

are plotted in the material system 123 of each ply whereas in the case of the resin rich

ply interfaces, the material system 123 coincides with the global coordinate system xyz

due to material isotropy. Therefore, the stresses σzz, τxz and τyz and the stresses σ33, τ13

and τ23 are used interchangeably when referring to the ply interfaces. The corresponding

square root of the failure index is shown in Figure 3.8a, which is computed taking the

average transverse stresses τxz, σzz and τyz at each ply interface, which are highlighted

with markers and for untreated and treated cases, respectively, in Figures 3.8b, 3.8c

and 3.8d.

From Figure 3.8, the 3rd (0/90), 4th (90/90), 5th (90/0), 7th (-45/45) and 9th (45/-45)

interfaces show the highest failure index values and can be identified as the five main

critical interfaces in the untreated specimen, at a distance of 12 µm from the free edge.

Considering each stress component individually, the transverse shear stress τ23 has the

smallest contribution to the onset of damage, displaying relatively low magnitude in every

ply interface. The direct component σ33 shows considerable fluctuation, and is particularly

pronounced in the third and fourth plies, and their symmetric counterparts (13th and 14th

plies), including the adjacent ply interfaces. However, the compressive direct stress in the

13th and 14th plies does not contribute to the onset of damage, hence the lower failure

index values in these plies. The contribution of τ13 towards the onset of damage is, as

expected, the largest, and is relatively consistent through the thickness of the laminate

due to the transverse loading from the upper roller.

It can be observed from Figure 3.8 that, at this very small distance from the edge, the resin

edge treatment affects every ply interface, reducing the failure index in most ply interfaces.

Figure 3.8c displays particularly pronounced resin treatment effects on the distribution of

σ33, attenuating the peaks at the third, fourth, 13th and 14th plies and adjacent interfaces.

The effects of the treatment on the shear component τ13 are smaller but still important,

with a consistent reduction in stress in most ply interfaces. However, the treatment leads

to a small increase in the absolute value of τ13 in the outer-most ply interfaces, resulting

in an increase in the square root of the failure index in these interfaces. Note that the

failure index remains well below the necessary threshold for damage initiation, indicating

that the benefits from the treatment outweigh the small increase in the outer-most ply
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(a)
√

FI (b) τ13

(c) σ33 (d) τ23

Figure 3.8: Through the thickness variation of square root of failure index, near
the edge (12 µm away - location M1) for both untreated and treated cases,
using 977-2/HTS40 material system and L1 stacking sequence. Corresponding
through the thickness transverse stresses (τ13, σ33 and τ23) in (b), (c) and (d).
Ply stresses are given in the local material coordinate system 123. The global
coordinate system xyz coincides with the material coordinate system 123 at
the resin rich ply interfaces due to material isotropy. Failure index is computed
using average stresses in the resin rich zones, which are highlighted with and

for each ply interface, for untreated and treated cases, respectively. A total
load of 2833.1 N is applied to both untreated and treated cases.

interfaces. Finally, it was observed that the effects of the treatment on τ23 are negligible.

Analogous to Figure 3.8, the through the thickness variation of the transverse stresses and

the corresponding square root of the failure criterion are also shown at location M2 in

Figure 3.9. It can be observed that at 60 µm away from the edge, the overall magnitude

of σ33 and τ13 is reduced, resulting in lower failure indexes in both untreated and treated

cases, when compared to the corresponding measurements at 12 µm away from the edge.

However, similar trends can be observed, with σ33 displaying peaks in the 3rd, 4th, 13th and

14th plies and adjacent interfaces, and with τ13 displaying relatively uniform magnitude

through the laminate thickness. The resin edge treatment also has similar effects at this

distance, attenuating the peaks in σ33, reducing the overall magnitude of τ13 and generally

leading to a decrease in the failure index. However, similar to 12µm away from the free
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edge, the treatment results in a small increase in the absolute value of τ13 in the first and

last ply interfaces, at 60 µm from the edge.

(a)
√

FI (b) τ13

(c) σ33 (d) τ23

Figure 3.9: Through the thickness variation of square root of failure index, near
the edge (60 µm away - location M2) for both untreated and treated cases,
using 977-2/HTS40 material system and L1 stacking sequence. Corresponding
through the thickness transverse stresses (τ13, σ33 and τ23) in (b), (c) and (d).
Ply stresses are given in the local material coordinate system 123. The global
coordinate system xyz coincides with the material coordinate system 123 at
the resin rich ply interfaces due to material isotropy. Failure index is computed
using average stresses in the resin rich zones, which are highlighted with and

for each ply interface, for untreated and treated cases, respectively. A total
load of 2833.1 N is applied to both untreated and treated cases.

Lastly, in Figure 3.10, the through the thickness variation of the stresses and square root

of the failure index are shown at location M3, for both untreated and treated cases. At

this location, the free edge effects are nonexistent in the untreated specimen case and,

as expected, the onset of damage at mid-width is driven by the shear stress τ13, which

is predominant due to the transverse loading from the roller. The remaining direct and

shear stresses σ33 and τ23 are practically null at every ply interface. The effects of the

resin treatment at mid-width are much smaller than near the edge at 12 µm and 60µm,

but still result in an overall reduction in the failure index due to a decrease in τ13 in most

ply interfaces, reaching a maximum decrease of 10.8% at the 8th interface. The reduction
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in τ13 due to treatment is a result of the aforementioned stiffness increase from the applied

resin blocks, as shown in the experimental results in section 3.3.

(a)
√

FI (b) τ13

(c) σ33 (d) τ23

Figure 3.10: Through the thickness variation of square root of failure index at
mid-width of the specimen (location M3) for both untreated and treated cases,
using 977-2/HTS40 material system and L1 stacking sequence. Corresponding
through the thickness transverse stresses (τ13, σ33 and τ23) in (b), (c) and (d).
Ply stresses are given in the local material coordinate system 123. The global
coordinate system xyz coincides with the material coordinate system 123 at
the resin rich ply interfaces due to material isotropy. Failure index is computed
using average stresses in the resin rich zones, which are highlighted with and

for each ply interface, for untreated and treated cases, respectively. A total
load of 2833.1 N is applied to both untreated and treated cases.

3.4.3.2 Variation of stress field in critical ply interfaces: Before and after

treatment

The critical ply interfaces of the untreated case were identified in the previous analysis

at 12 µm away from the free edge. In this sub-section, the variation of the stress field

across the width of the specimen (in the y direction) is investigated at these interfaces. The

variation of the stress field and the effect of the treatment across the width of the specimen

in a given ply interface depends, in order of importance, on the angle mismatch between

adjacent plies and on the position of the ply interface through the laminate thickness.
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Therefore, based on adjacent ply angles, from the aforementioned critical ply interfaces,

three main cases can be identified: 0/90 or 90/0 interfaces, such as the the 3rd and 5th;

-45/45 or 45/-45, such as the 7th and 9th interfaces; the resin rich zone between 90/90 plies,

such as the 4th interface. Due to the similarity in behaviour between the 3rd and 5th and

between the 7th and 9th interfaces, only the 3rd and 9th are analysed for conciseness. The

first interface, although not critical, is also analysed as it is representative of the behaviour

in the outer-most ply interfaces, where the resin edge treatment results in a small increase

in the failure index. The results are shown in Figure 3.11, where the variations in τxz

and σzz are plotted from the edge to mid-width of the specimen, in both untreated and

treated cases, at 2.7 mm away from the loading region in the x direction and under the

same aforementioned loading conditions.

(a) 1st interface (45/-45) (b) 3rd interface (0/90)

(c) 4th interface (90/90) (d) 9th interface (45/-45)

Figure 3.11: Variation of relevant stress components from edge to mid-width
(normalised by half-width) for treated and untreated cases using 977-2/HTS40
material system and L1 stacking sequence, at 1st, 3rd, 4th and 9th ply interfaces,
with 2833.1 N applied total load. Values taken 2.7 mm away from loading region
in x direction.

Considering the 3rd interface in the untreated case in Figure 3.11b, it can be observed

that both σzz and τxz peak at the edge of 0/90 interfaces, with σzz increasing significantly

towards the free edge due to the stress singularity. Moving away from the free edge, the

contribution of the shear component τxz to the onset of delamination becomes dominant
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and the effects of σzz decrease.

The contribution of σzz and τxz to free edge failure of the untreated case is also pronounced

in the 4th interface, as shown in Figure 3.11c. In this case, however, τxz is the stress

component with greatest magnitude, even near the free edge. There is no stress singularity

at the free edge and the solution of σzz is fully converged. Similar to the 0/90 interface

case, σzz decreases to approximately zero magnitude with increased distance from the free

edge.

In the 45/-45 interfaces such as the 9th, τxz is the only stress component contributing

to failure of the untreated case, as shown in Figure 3.11d. In this case, the shear stress

τxz increases towards the free edge, resulting in an unconverged solution due to the stress

singularity.

The resin edge treatment predominantly affects the σzz component near the edge at the

3rd and 4th interfaces, as shown in Figures 3.11b and 3.11c, causing a significant reduction

in its magnitude. The near edge shear stress τxz is generally less affected. This is even the

case for angle-ply interfaces (45/-45), such as the 9th (in Figure 3.11d), where the benefits

from the treatment on τxz are still smaller than the effects on σzz in cross-ply interfaces

(0/90) such as the 3rd, even though both components peak at the edge in those respective

interfaces. However, the effects on σzz rapidly dissipate as the distance from the edge

is increased whereas the reduction in τxz, although decreased, generally remains, even at

mid-width.

The small increase in the absolute value of τxz due to the resin edge treatment in the outer-

most ply interfaces is demonstrated in Figure 3.11a. The overall effects of the treatment

are, however, very small in these ply interfaces.

3.4.4 Thermal stresses from resin edge treatment

The cooldown process from the second cycle at 60 ◦C to cure the resin edge treatment

blocks introduces additional residual stresses in the treated case. The increase in transverse

stresses at the ply interfaces solely due to the second round of curing was investigated.

It was observed that the maximum increase occurs in 45/-45 and -45/45 ply interfaces,

in the shear stress component τxz, corresponding to an absolute value of approximately

10 MPa. The results are demonstrated in Figure 3.12, showing the variation of residual

transverse stresses at the critical ply interfaces previously analysed in Figure 3.11, at 2.7

mm away from region 1. The stresses are plotted from the edge to mid-width (normalised

by half-width) in log scale.

The low curing temperature results in a relatively small increase in residual stresses.

These, however, are larger in the vicinity of the edge. The shear stress τxz is the most

affected component, as demonstrated in the first and 9th interfaces, but remains practically

unchanged in 0/90 and 90/90 interfaces, as shown in the 3rd and 4th ply interface cases.
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(a) 1st interface (45/-45) (b) 3rd interface (0/90)

(c) 4th interface (90/90) (d) 9th interface (45/-45)

Figure 3.12: Increase in thermal residual transverse stresses due to resin edge
treatment curing cycle. Stresses are plotted at 1st, 3rd, 4th and 9th ply in-
terfaces from edge to mid-width (normalised by half-width) in log scale using
977-2/HTS40 material system and L1 stacking sequence. Values taken 2.7 mm
away from loading region in x direction.

The shear stress τyz and the direct stress σzz are less pronounced in terms of maximum

magnitude, remaining below a maximum variation of 6.5 MPa, in absolute value. However,

these components are affected by the cooldown process in every ply interface, regardless

of the angle mismatch between adjacent plies or the position of the ply interface through

the laminate thickness.

The small variations in interlaminar stress due to the second round of curing in the treated

specimen case are not substantial and do not cause interlaminar damage prior to the

loading of the specimen. Moreover, these small variations are outweighed by the benefits

provided by treatment, as free edge stresses are still successfully decreased, as shown

in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11. However, it is important to note that choosing a

different resin treatment material, requiring a higher curing temperature, would increase

the residual stresses in the composite.
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3.5 Analysis of the propagation of interlaminar damage and ultimate

failure

3.5.1 Implementation of a non-linear FE model for short beam shear tests

3.5.1.1 General modelling considerations

Similar to the first linear elastic model, only the 977-2/HTS40 material system was in-

vestigated using the non-linear FE model. However, the full specimen geometry was

considered and the simplified boundary conditions used in the first linear model were re-

placed by the real loading conditions used in the test. Therefore, instead of Dirichlet

boundary conditions constraining the transverse displacements and an applied distributed

load, mimicking the action of the bottom and upper rollers, respectively, the rollers were

explicitly modelled using rigid analytical surfaces. Frictionless contact was introduced

between the rollers and the surfaces of the specimen. The thermal residual stresses prior

to loading were also accounted for using the same considerations as in the linear elastic

model case. An illustration of the non-linear model set-up is shown in Figure 3.13

Figure 3.13: Non-linear FE model for short beam shear tests, showing damage
at ply interfaces. The full specimen geometry is considered and the rollers are
modelled using rigid analytical surfaces.

The non-linearity in the model is introduced primarily due to the cohesive zone model used

at the ply interfaces, allowing the onset and propagation of interlaminar damage. The

resin-rich interlaminar regions at the ply interfaces used in the linear model were replaced

by ABAQUS in-built zero-thickness surface-based cohesive zones [276]. The nominal ply

thickness of 0.265 mm was used for every ply. Note that the aim of this model is to indicate

the relative improvement in propagation of delamination and in ultimate interlaminar

strength from the application of the resin edge treatment, and therefore damage within

the resin edges and plies is not modelled. The addition of these mechanisms would increase

computation runtime without significantly affecting the results, since delaminations are the

main failure mechanism in multi-directional composite laminates under 3-point bending

conditions.

The pre-processing and post-processing were automated using a bespoke Python script and

the finite element solution was computed using the explicit integration scheme provided by
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ABAQUS Explicit [276] in order to cope with the different non-linearities. The loading of

the upper roller was applied by means of a smooth step velocity profile in the z-direction

whilst the remaining rollers were fully clamped. For the smooth step, a sigmoid function

increasing from 0 at the instant t = 0 s to 2.5 mm/s at t = tf is used, where tf corresponds

to the final instant of the simulation. The value of tf is computed by integrating the

sigmoid function and solving the resulting displacement equation with respect to t for an

applied final displacement of 1 mm.

A coarser mesh was used to avoid prohibitively long computation runtimes and 4 linear

hexahedral elements with reduced integration and enhanced hourglass control were con-

sidered through the thickness of each ply. In the resin block region, the same level of finite

element discretisation is used through the thickness as the one used in the CFRP section.

The mesh was graded so that at the free edges and at mid-length, where the velocity is

applied by the upper roller, the mesh refinement is increased.

In order to speed up the computation runtime, a nominal material density of 10−6 kg/mm3

and a mass scaling ratio of 1000 were used in the entire domain whilst preserving the quasi-

static nature of the simulation. The energy balance was monitored during runtime for

every simulation, guaranteeing that the energy ratio between kinetic and internal elastic

energy remained below 5%. This ensures that the external work from the applied loading

is mainly converted into elastic strain energy. The artificial strain energy introduced by

the hourglass control method was found to be negligible, remaining below 1% of the elastic

strain energy.

Besides the material properties of the 977-2/HTS40 plies and of the EP950G resin, pre-

sented in Table 3.2, the cohesive zone behaviour in the non-linear model requires the

definition of a penalty stiffness value K, which is set to K = 106 N/mm3. This value

is used to avoid contributing to the global compliance of the structure and was selected

after conducting a sensitivity analysis, providing an accurate and stable material response

whilst maintaining a reasonable computation runtime. More details on the importance of

choosing adequate penalty stiffness values are presented in subsection 3.5.1.2. In addition,

a mixed-mode interaction parameter of ηBK = 1.45 is used according to [277] to establish

the critical mixed-mode strain energy release ratio at the ply interfaces. The strength val-

ues YT , SL and ST , as well as the mode I and mode II critical strain energy release rates

GCI and GCII of the ply interfaces in Table 3.2 were also used in the cohesive zone model.

After the onset of damage at the ply interfaces, the penalty stiffnesses in the cohesive zones

are degraded using an exponential softening law. A thorough description of the cohesive

zone behaviour implemented in the non-linear model is presented in subsection 3.5.1.2.

3.5.1.2 Cohesive zone model for ply interfaces

The surface-based cohesive zone model introduces frictionless cohesive behaviour in every

ply interface as a surface interaction property and as part of a general contact model,
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with zero interface thickness. ABAQUS in-built functionalities [276] allow a wide array

of customisable cohesive zone modelling choices but the current implementation is based

on [7, 193]. The reader is referred to these references for a more detailed description of

cohesive zone modelling fundamentals. Some alternative proposed cohesive models include

sliding friction but these approaches typically require thorough experimental characterisa-

tion of contact surface roughness, or otherwise, approximations of debatable justification

must be taken. Therefore, as the friction parameters were not available for the material

system tested herein and further experimental characterisation is out of the scope of this

thesis, frictionless behaviour is assumed in the entire model domain.

The constitutive cohesive behaviour is introduced for every individual contact constraint

between the top and bottom surfaces of any pair of adjacent plies. The number of contact

constraints is identical to the number of nodes acting as slave nodes in a typical master-

slave contact formulation. Note that unlike cohesive element implementations, where

local mesh refinement in the cohesive layer is possible whilst keeping a coarser mesh in

the adjacent plies, in the case of cohesive surfaces, the refinement at the interface directly

depends on the refinement of the adjacent plies.

The cohesive behaviour used in the model relates the normal and shear stresses (or trac-

tions) τ to the displacement jumps (or separations) across an interface ∆. The tensors ∆

and τ can be expressed in terms of their components in shear ∆1, ∆2 and τ1, τ2, associated

with mode III and mode II loading, respectively, and their normal components ∆3 and τ3,

associated with mode I loading:

∆ =





∆1

∆2

∆3




, τ =





τ1 (∆1)

τ2 (∆2)

τ3 (∆3)





(3.3)

Damage initiation occurs when the tractions at the interface reach a minimum threshold

value, corresponding to the interfacial strength ‖τ‖02. This threshold is here defined by

a resultant or L2 norm of the traction vector at the onset of damage to represent the

most general case under mixed-mode failure conditions. For single-mode delamination,

the formulation is reduced to the respective single traction and separation components.

The traction resultant reads:

‖τ (∆) ‖2 =
√
τ2
sh (∆1,∆2) + 〈τ3 (∆3)〉2 (3.4a)

τsh (∆1,∆2) =
√
τ2

1 (∆1) + τ2
2 (∆2) (3.4b)

where τsh corresponds to the shear traction resultant. Note that the McCauley bracket

is used in the normal traction component τ3 as only positive values contribute to failure.
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Analogously, the displacement jump resultant can be written as:

‖∆‖2 =
√

∆2
sh + 〈∆3〉2 (3.5a)

∆sh =
√

∆2
1 + ∆2

2 (3.5b)

The point of damage initiation is typically established with interactive failure criteria for

mixed-mode conditions. In this model, the same quadratic stress criterion used in the

previous linear model is applied at the interfaces. Note, however, that in the previous

case the criterion was established using the stresses at element integration points, whereas

in this case, the tractions across interfaces are used instead. Re-writing the criterion in

equation 3.2 for the current application, damage initiates when:

(
τ1

ST

)2

+

(
τ2

SL

)2

+

(〈τ3〉
YT

)2

= 1 (3.6)

After damage initiation, the tractions at the interface are degraded irreversibly with in-

creasing separation, until complete de-cohesion. A physical idealisation is demonstrated in

Figure 3.14a considering the case of linear softening of the interface, whereby the tractions

are linearly decreased from the onset of damage until complete separation at ‖∆‖f2 .

(a) a (b) b

Figure 3.14: Comparison of physical idealisation of a cohesive zone model
with linear softening and its corresponding numerical implementation using
the penalty stiffness K. Figure is based on [6].

The damage process dissipates a cumulative energy ratio Gczd , which reaches the critical

mixed-mode strain energy release rate Gczr at the point of complete separation ‖∆‖2 =

‖∆‖f2 . Mathematically, this process can be written as:

Gczd = Gczr −
∫ ‖∆‖f2

0
‖τ (∆) ‖2 · d‖∆‖2 (3.7)

The numerical implementation of cohesive behaviour requires a finite value of stiffness prior

to the onset of damage, as shown in Figure 3.14b. A linear elastic response is typically

considered, using a penalty stiffness tensor K that relates the traction and separation

components. The penalty stiffness is a numerical artifact and is not an experimentally

measurable quantity. Its value must ensure a stiff connection between the interacting
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surfaces before damage initiation and can significantly affect the solution. Low penalty

stiffness values typically result in an elastic bond which is too compliant, leading to an

inaccurate representation of the mechanical behaviour of the interface, and very high values

can lead to spurious oscillations in the material response and numerical errors related to

computer precision [7]. Moreover, high penalty stiffness values also lead to a decrease in

the stable time increment in finite element analyses using explicit methods, resulting in

an increase in computation runtime.

After the onset of damage, the tractions are degraded by decreasing the penalty stiffness

values with a damage tensor Dcz. The full constitutive relation between the traction and

separation tensors reads:

τ = (I−Dcz) K∆− [δi3D
czK〈−∆〉] , i = 1, 2, 3 (3.8)

where δi3 is the Kroenecker delta applied to the normal direction. The term in square

brackets prevents interpenetration for the case of compressive normal stresses. The damage

tensor Dcz and the penalty stiffness tensor K can be written as the diagonal matrices:

Dcz = diag {dcz1 , dcz2 , dcz3 } (3.9a)

K = diag {K1,K2,K3} (3.9b)

The components of the damage tensors are reduced to a single damage variable dcz1 =

dcz2 = dcz3 = dcz, such that the traction components are all degraded uniformly. A di-

agonal penalty stiffness results in uncoupled traction-separation behaviour, meaning that

a displacement jump in the normal direction does not lead to tractions in the shear di-

rections, and conversely, pure shear separations do not result in tractions in the normal

direction. In the present model, a single penalty stiffness value is assigned for the three

components, such that K1 = K2 = K3 = K.

The damage process is irreversible, with the damage variable dcz increasing monotonically

from dcz = 0, at the point of damage initiation, to a maximum of dcz = 1 at complete

separation. The process can be described formally as:

dczt+∆t = max
{

0,min
{

1,max
{
dczt , d

cz
t+∆t

}}}
∀ t,∆t ≥ 0 (3.10)

where t and ∆t correspond to an instant and an increment in time, respectively.

For the particular case of linear softening, the evolution of the damage variable dcz can be

written as a function of the displacement jump resultant ‖∆‖2 at any given point in the

traction-separation curve, at onset of damage ‖∆‖02 and at complete separation ‖∆‖f2 :

dcz =
‖∆‖f2

(
‖∆‖2 − ‖∆‖02

)

‖∆‖2
(
‖∆‖f2 − ‖∆‖02

) (3.11)
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where

‖∆‖f2 =
2Gczr

‖τ (∆) ‖02
(3.12)

In the in-built ABAQUS implementation, the evolution of dcz for the case of an exponential

softening law takes the form [276]:

dcz = 1−


1−

1− exp

(
−αd

(
‖∆‖2−‖∆‖02
‖∆‖f2−‖∆‖02

))

1− exp (−αd)



‖∆‖02
‖∆‖2

(3.13)

where αd is a parameter defining the rate of damage evolution. Lower values of αd result

in a faster initial degradation of the penalty stiffness due to a rapid increase in dcz after

damage initiation. In the limit, when αd → 0, the softening law tends to the linear case.

The variation in the exponential softening law with αd is illustrated in Figure 3.15 and

compared to the linear softening case.

Figure 3.15: Schematic of cohesive zone exponential softening laws with differ-
ent values of αd < 0. Comparison with linear softening law.

In the case of exponential softening, the displacement jump at failure ‖∆‖f2 can be com-

puted by replacing 3.13 in the constitutive equation 3.8 and introducing in the integrand

below: ∫ ‖∆‖f2
‖∆‖02

‖τ (∆) ‖2 · d‖∆‖2 = Gczr −
K

2
‖∆‖02 · ‖∆‖02 (3.14)

which can be solved with respect to ‖∆‖f2 .

The critical mixed-mode strain energy release rate can be computed with the Benzeggagh-

Kenane fracture criterion, according to [240]:

Gczr = GCI +
(
GCII − GCI

)(Gsh
GT

)ηBK

(3.15)

where Gsh = GII + GIII , GT = GI + GII + GIII ; GI , GII and GIII correspond to the strain

energy release rates in mode I, II and III, respectively; GCI and GCII correspond to the

critical strain energy release rates in mode I and II, respectively; ηBK corresponds to a
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material dependent mixed-mode interaction parameter. The mixed-mode cohesive model

is demonstrated in Figure 3.16, using a linear softening law as an illustrative example.

Figure 3.16: Schematic of mixed-mode cohesive model using a linear softening
law. Onset of damage is determined using a quadratic stress criterion and the
critical mixed-mode energy release rate is computed using the Benzeggagh-
Kenane fracture criterion. Figure is based on [7].

Lastly, it is important to note that after complete interface de-cohesion, the nodal be-

haviour reduces to a simple contact interaction, preventing element interpenetration. The

cohesive behaviour across fully separated master-slave nodes is never restored.

3.5.2 Non-linear FE model validation

The non-linear FE model was validated against the experimental results in Table 3.3,

using the 977-2/HTS40 material system. First, the FE results were compared with the

average experimental interlaminar shear strengths, for both untreated and treated cases.

The resulting total relative increase in interlaminar shear strengths due to the treatment

were also compared. Then, the relative difference between experimental averages and FE

results were computed for each of these quantities. The comparison is shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Comparison between average experimental interlaminar shear
strength Sxz and corresponding FE solution using the non-linear model, for
both untreated and treated 977-2/HTS40 specimens using L1 stacking se-
quence. The total relative increase in strength due to treatment is also com-
pared. The relative difference between experimental results and corresponding
predictions from finite element analysis (FEA) is computed.

Sxz [MPa]
% Increase

Untreated Treated
Experimental 71.50 91.40 27.8
FEA 79.15 101.70 28.5
Rel. Difference (%) 10.7 11.3 2.5

Good agreement is found between the experimental averages and the FEA solutions, with
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a maximum relative difference of 11.3% in the treated case, and a smaller but similar

difference of 10.7% in the untreated case, as shown in Table 3.4. The model introduces

a systematic bias, resulting in increased absolute values of interlaminar strength when

compared to the corresponding experiments. Despite this, and more importantly, the

relative difference between the reported increases due to the treatment is in very good

agreement, corresponding to only 2.5% between the experiments and FEA. Accurately

capturing this relative increase is more relevant than obtaining accurate absolute values

for either the untreated or treated interlaminar strengths, as it portrays the effects of the

resin treatment. In terms of relative increase in short beam stiffness due to the treatment,

the reported FEA increase is slightly higher than the experiments, corresponding to 16.8%,

compared to 12% (as shown in Table 3.3). The systematic bias of the FE model can be

attributed to an overestimation of the interlaminar properties, whereas the slightly higher

FE predicted stiffness of the treated case can be attributed to two factors: Firstly, the

consideration of a linear elastic material response in the resin blocks when in fact these

exhibit some plastic deformation; secondly, the level of porosity in the resin blocks (shown

in Figure 3.4) results in a stiffness decrease and consequently, an overestimation of its

value in the FE model.

The agreement between the non-linear model and the experimental results was also inves-

tigated on a general level using the Bland-Altman plot in Figure 3.17. The plot provides

a visual representation of the systematic bias and establishes the limits of agreement be-

tween experiments and the non-linear FE model. To construct the plot, the difference

between experimental and FEA solutions are plotted against their mean values, for each

experimental datapoint out of the total number of tests performed. Therefore, all 6 un-

treated and 7 treated individual experimental strengths using 977-2/HTS40 prepreg are

considered. The FE predictions and experimental results are denoted by SFEA and SExp,

respectively. The mean of the differences, the standard deviation (±SD) of the differences

and the limits of agreement between the experiments and the non-linear FE model at

±1.96SD are also shown. More details on the fundamentals of statistical agreement be-

tween quantitative measurements using Bland-Altman plots can be found in the original

article by Bland and Altman [278]. From Figure 3.17, the systematic bias or error of

the FE model is clearly visible, with a mean of differences of approximately -9 MPa. A

small standard deviation of the differences of 3.52 MPa results in good limits of agreement

at ±1.96SD. No significant proportional error can be observed, with the variation of the

differences remaining relatively constant for both untreated and treated cases.

Along with the comparison against average experimental results in Table 3.4, the Bland-

Altman plot indicates that the model is capable of accurately predicting the relative in-

crease in interlaminar shear strength due to the resin edge treatment.
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Figure 3.17: Bland-Altman plot of the solutions for interlaminar shear strengths
from experiments (SExp) and from the non-linear FE model (SFEA) using all
6 untreated and 7 treated experimental datapoints with 977-2/HTS40 prepreg
and L1 stacking sequence. Mean of differences SExp−SFEA, standard deviation
of differences (±SD) and limits of agreement at ±1.96SD are shown.

3.5.3 Propagation of delamination: Before and after resin edge treatment

With the validation of the non-linear FE model established, the current section focuses on

the analysis of the effects of the resin edge treatment on the propagation of delamination,

using the non-linear model.

First, the effects of the treatment were analysed considering the same, previously tested,

L1 stacking sequence. Besides the resin treatment width used in the experiments and in

the previous linear FE analysis (3.17 mm), another five cases were investigated in order

to assess the effectiveness of the treatment with varying resin block width. The additional

cases correspond to a Wr of 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.5 mm, 1 mm and 2 mm.

The L1 case corresponds to a very dispersed stacking sequence, and it is not representative

of the effects of the resin edge treatment on blocked laminates, containing thicker blocks of

similar, adjacent plies. Therefore, a second, more blocked stacking sequence L2, consisting

of [452/-452/902/02]S was also investigated. Note that the L1 and L2 stacking sequences

have identical in-plane stiffness. The effects of the treatment on the L2 stacking sequence

were analysed considering the same variation in resin block width.

The quantitative effects of the resin edge treatment are shown in Figure 3.18 for both L1

and L2 stacking sequences, and for varying resin block width. In Figure 3.18a, the total

relative increase in interlaminar shear strength and in short beam stiffness is shown. The

corresponding net interlaminar shear strength improvement, solely due to suppression of

free edge effects, is plotted in Figure 3.18b.
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(a) Total Sxz and stiffness increase (b) Net Sxz improvement

Figure 3.18: Total relative increase in interlaminar shear strength Sxz and
short beam stiffness after resin edge treatment in L1 and L2 lay-up configura-
tions, using 977-2/HTS40, and corresponding net interlaminar shear strength
improvement due to suppression of edge effects. Variation in resin treatment
width is considered.

The qualitative effects of the resin edge treatment on the extent, number and propagation

of delaminations can be observed in Figures 3.19 and 3.20 for the L1 and L2 stacking

sequences, respectively. For each stacking sequence, four illustrative cases are shown for

conciseness, corresponding to the untreated case, two intermediate resin block widths of

0.1 mm and 1.0 mm, and the largest resin block width of 3.17 mm. The delaminated

areas are plotted in red, with added translucency in the ply regions to improve visibility.

The results were taken at an applied transverse displacement corresponding to load drop

of the untreated case. This allows a direct comparison of the severity of delaminations

between untreated and treated cases at an identical strain state. The effects of the treat-

ment are clearly visible, resulting in a considerable decrease in both number and area of

delaminations.
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(a) Untreated (b) Treated - 0.1 mm

(c) Treated - 1.0 mm (d) Treated - 3.17 mm

Figure 3.19: Delaminations (damage variable dcz = 1) in 977-2/HTS40 lami-
nate with L1 stacking sequence, for varying resin treatment widths. All cases
were obtained at an applied displacement corresponding to load drop of the
untreated case.

(a) Untreated (b) Treated - 0.1 mm

(c) Treated - 1.0 mm (d) Treated - 3.17 mm

Figure 3.20: Delaminations (damage variable dcz = 1) in 977-2/HTS40 lam-
inate with L2 stacking sequence. All cases were obtained at an applied dis-
placement corresponding to load drop of the untreated case.
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3.6 Discussion: Effectiveness of the resin edge treatment

The experimental and numerical results indicate that the resin edge treatment can be used

in the certification process of large aircraft components, where free edges are non-existent

or their effects are insignificant, to produce more accurate/representative interlaminar

shear strength predictions. From the experiments, it was observed that the treatment can

benefit the certification of interlaminar shear strength of both pristine specimens, such as

the ones manufactured from 977-2/HTS40, as well as defective specimens manufactured

from degraded material, such as the M21/T800S cases. This is an important remark,

indicating that the treatment can be used to more accurately determine knock-downs in

interlaminar shear strength due to defects and material degradation, and better isolate

those knock-downs from the effects of free edges.

From linear FE analysis, it was observed that the treatment effectively reduces the inter-

laminar stress concentrations at the free-edges of multi-directional laminates, delaying or

suppressing the onset of damage in critical ply interfaces. In particular, the treatment re-

duces both transverse direct stress σzz and shear stress τxz components at the interlaminar

regions. The effects on σzz are confined to a small distance from the edge, but the effects

on τxz, although decreased, extend across the total width of the specimen. The reduction

in τxz away from the edges is a result of the increase in short beam stiffness due to the

applied resin blocks. The stiffening effect is discussed in greater detail in section 3.6.3.

From the non-linear FE analysis, it was observed from Figure 3.18 that the resin edge

treatment always results in a net interlaminar strength improvement, regardless of resin

treatment width. The resin edge treatment also effectively suppressed the propagation of

delaminations, reducing the number and extent of damaged interfaces, as demonstrated

in Figures 3.19 and 3.20, given a similar applied strain for both untreated and treated

specimens. This, however, does not indicate that the treatment leads to less damaged

specimens at ultimate failure. In fact, the resin edge treatment allows damage to increase

more gradually across multiple ply interfaces, such that at ultimate failure, delaminations

are more evenly distributed through the laminate thickness. In other words, the treat-

ment prevents localisation of damage in critical ply interfaces. This can be observed in

Figure 3.8a, where the untreated case displays very localised onset of damage, occurring

in critical ply interfaces with very high failure indexes due to considerable interlaminar

stresses. After treatment, the failure indexes become more evenly distributed through the

laminate thickness. After onset, the growth of delamination in the critical ply interfaces

of the untreated case occurs very rapidly, leading to premature ultimate failure without

extensive visible damage. This process is supported by the CT-scans in Figure 3.4, where

after failure, the untreated case displays much more localised damage, in fewer ply inter-

faces than the treated case. The treated case, on the other hand, exhibits much more

widespread damage affecting most ply interfaces.

The benefits of the treatment vary depending on the CFRP material of the specimen, the
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stacking sequence, and the width of the resin blocks. Therefore, in the next sections, the

effectiveness of the resin edge treatment is analysed as a function of each of these factors.

3.6.1 Variation with material system

The effectiveness of the treatment depends on the mismatch in elastic properties of the

CFRP material and of the resin treatment material. This mismatch will always intro-

duce stress concentrations at the CFRP-resin material transition, resulting in interlami-

nar stresses which can lead to delaminations. Under such circumstances, the interlaminar

shear strength of a large component is still under-predicted, as edge effects are not com-

pletely removed and failure initiates at the CFRP-resin block transition. This is supported

by both FE results. In the linear case, it was observed that even after treatment, inter-

laminar stresses and resulting failure index still peak in the vicinity of the CFRP-resin

block transition due to high σzz and τxz. The non-linear FE results also show propagation

of delaminations starting from these areas.

The effects of the resin edge treatment can be maximised by utilising resin materials with

similar elastic properties to those of the CFRP matrix, so that the contrast in properties

and resulting stress concentrations can be minimised. This remark also explains the greater

improvements obtained for the degraded M21/T800S specimens. The lower short beam

stiffness of the degraded material induces a smaller contrast in elastic properties at the

CFRP-resin block transition when compared to the 977-2/HTS40 case, resulting in a more

significant decrease in interlaminar stresses after treatment.

As previously mentioned, it should be noted that significant porosity was found in the

resin blocks used for the treatment, which is shown in Figure 3.4. Although this might

affect the properties of the resin, the treatment itself is still effective. This may not be the

case if large pore concentrations were found at the CFRP-resin block transition, which

would lead to areas with exposed free edges.

3.6.2 Variation with stacking sequence: Dispersed and blocked cases

The effectiveness of the treatment also depends on the stacking sequence, resulting in

greater strength improvements in laminates with blocked plies. This can be observed in

Figure 3.18, where, quantitatively, the resin edge treatment has a considerably greater ef-

fect on the interlaminar shear strength of the blocked L2 stacking sequence, regardless of

resin treatment width. In addition, the increase in short beam stiffness is slightly lower for

the blocked stacking sequence, resulting in a considerably larger net interlaminar strength

improvement. This can be illustrated, for instance, considering the maximum resin treat-

ment width of 3.17 mm, used in the experiments. In this case, the relative increase in

interlaminar shear strength of the blocked L2 stacking sequence was approximately 46.4%,
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with a relative stiffness increase of 9.8%, corresponding to a net improvement in strength,

due to suppression of edge effects, of 36.6%.

Laminates with blocked stacking sequences can benefit more from the resin edge treat-

ment as they are more prone to delaminations. In blocked laminates, the increased stress

gradients through the thickness of each block of plies result in an increased propensity for

interlaminar damage. This can be observed in Figures 3.19 and 3.20, where delaminations

in the L2 laminate are clearly more extensive in both untreated and treated specimens,

when compared to the corresponding L1 cases.

3.6.3 Variation with resin treatment width

The resin treatment width of 3.17 mm was used in the experiments, leading to an unde-

sirable increase in short beam stiffness of 12% for 977-2/HTS40 and 8% for M21/T800S

cases. Reducing the width of the resin blocks can be advantageous so that edge effects

are mitigated whilst keeping the increase in stiffness of the specimen to a minimum. In

the particular cases tested in this work, the strength after treatment is still below the

strength expected from a wide component as failure, even after treatment, initiates from

the edges. This might not be the case if less compliant resin treatment materials are used.

For both M21/T800S and 977-2/HTS40, using a stiffer resin would minimise interlaminar

stresses at the CFRP-resin block transition, but the width of the blocks should be reduced

to avoid considerable stiffening of the specimen, therefore preventing strengthening of the

specimen over the strength of the final, large-scale component. On the other hand, free

edge effects typically extend a few ply thicknesses away from the free edge and as a result,

there is a minimum necessary resin treatment width in order to achieve the desired effect

and minimise stress concentrations. Thus, the ideal resin treatment width corresponds to

a compromise between maximisation of the net strength improvement and minimisation

of the stiffness increase.

The variation of resin treatment width and its effect on the corresponding strength and

stiffness increases can be analysed using Figure 3.18b. It was observed that for the L2

stacking sequence, the relative increase in stiffness varies from 0.17% to 9.8% whereas the

strength varies from 9.5% to 46.4%, from the thinnest to widest resin block. However,

in the L1 case, the increase in stiffness varies from 1.1% to 16.8%, whereas the strength

increase varies from 3% to 28.5%. The corresponding net strength improvements in Fig-

ure 3.18b suggest that the optimal resin treatment width is highly dependent on stacking

sequence. Because the short beam stiffness of blocked laminates is less sensitive to the

treatment width, wider resin blocks can be used to maximise the strength improvement.

On the other hand, thinner resin blocks should be used with unblocked laminates to avoid

stiffening effects. This is illustrated by the L1 case, where net strength improvements

become marginal with more than 1 mm wide blocks.

Qualitatively, for a given applied strain, an increase in resin treatment width results in
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a decrease in number and extent of delaminations, in both dispersed and blocked lam-

inates. This is shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. The effects of the treatment with 0.1

mm resin blocks are not very pronounced, for both stacking sequences, which explains the

corresponding small net interlaminar strength improvements in Figure 3.18b. However, a

significant decrease in delaminated areas can be observed after the application of 1 mm

and 3.17 mm wide resin blocks.

The optimal resin treatment width to maximise net strength improvements, whilst keeping

the stiffness increase to a minimum, should be determined a priori via numerical analysis

on a case-by-case basis, as it depends on the CFRP and resin treatment material properties,

and on the stacking sequence of the laminate. After its determination, the process can be

applied in the screening and certification of the component.

3.7 Numerical edge treatment

From the previous results it can be observed that edge failure can never be completely

suppressed due to the discontinuity of the elastic constants in the CFRP-resin block in-

terface. To eliminate this discontinuity, one could use a block of material with the same

elastic behaviour as the CFRP, but preventing the development of damage and fracture

within that material is not possible experimentally. This, however, can be easily achieved

in a simulation setting. As such, in this section a ‘numerical’ edge treatment is proposed

as a simple and yet effective solution to suppress the free edge effects in FE simulations of

coupon-level structures. The numerical edge treatment follows the same approach as the

resin edge treatment, whereby the blocks are attached to the free edges of the specimen,

but in this case, the blocks are made up of an infinitely elastic CFRP material, which

cannot fracture. To achieve this, the same elastic properties of the CFRP are used in the

block but no stiffness degradation is applied in either interlaminar or intralaminar regions.

Continuity of the elastic constants from the CFRP to the treatment blocks is ensured by

using the same stacking sequence in the blocks as in the CFRP specimen, suppressing

stress concentrations at the CFRP-block transition.

The quantitative effects of the numerical edge treatment are shown in Figure 3.21 for

both L1 and L2 stacking sequences, and for varying block width. The Figure shows the

comparison of the net interlaminar shear strength improvement, solely due to suppression

of free edge effects, achieved with the numerical edge treatment and with the resin edge

treatment (the results of the resin edge treatment are the same as those presented in

Figure 3.18b).

Figure 3.21 indicates that the numerical edge treatment can successfully reduce free edge

effects and, as expected, consistently provides greater net interlaminar shear strength im-

provements than the resin edge treatment, regardless of stacking sequence or block width.

Analogous to the resin edge treatment, the improvements from free edge suppression with
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(a) L1 lay-up (b) L2 lay-up

Figure 3.21: Comparison of net interlaminar shear strength improvement in L1
and L2 lay-up configurations, using 977-2/HTS40, due to suppression of edge
effects with resin edge treatment and with numerical edge treatment. Variation
in treatment width is considered.

the numerical edge treatment are greater in the blocked stacking sequence (L2 case). It

can also be observed that the numerical edge treatment reaches ‘full or almost full ef-

fectiveness’ at smaller block widths than the resin edge treatment. For instance, for the

L2 stacking sequence, the net interlaminar shear strength improvement obtained from

the numerical edge treatment does not significantly increase with block widths greater

than 1 mm, whereas with the resin edge treatment there is still a considerable margin of

improvement that can be achieved by increasing the width to 2 or 3.17 mm.

3.8 Concluding remarks

A detailed investigation of the resin edge treatment, proposed in [52], has been conducted

for the case of short beam coupons under 3-point bending loading, where free edge effects

are particularly pronounced due to transverse shear.

Experiments on two materials, one pristine and the other degraded, showed net interlami-

nar shear strength improvements of 16% and 36%, respectively, after resin edge treatment.

An initial high-resolution linear elastic FE model was implemented in order to analyse the

effects of the resin edge treatment on the onset of interlaminar damage. It was shown that

the resin edge treatment has a pronounced effect near the CFRP-resin block transition,

significantly reducing interlaminar stresses and delaying/suppressing the onset of delam-

ination in critical ply interfaces. The treatment also leads to a more widespread damage

pattern through the laminate thickness, preventing localised failure in ply interfaces with

very high interlaminar stresses. This was further supported by CT-scans of the failed

tested specimens.

A second, non-linear FE model employing cohesive zones was implemented to investigate

the effects of the resin edge treatment on the propagation of interlaminar damage. It
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was observed that the resin edge treatment results in greater improvements in laminates

with blocked stacking sequences, which are more prone to delaminations, and when using

wider resin blocks. However, wide resin block widths can lead to significant increases in

stiffness of the specimen, over the original stiffness of the large-scale component, causing

an unrealistic strengthening effect. It was found that the optimal width of the resin blocks

to maximise net strength improvements solely by reduction of free edge effects, whilst

minimising increases in stiffness, depends on the material properties and lay-up of the

laminate. This optimal width should be determined numerically on a case-by-case basis,

by conducting a similar analysis to the one presented in this work. After determination of

the optimal width, the resin treatment can be applied repeatedly in the certification process

of that specific component. In cases where the resin block is too narrow to manufacture,

an increased value can be used, provided that the width of the CFRP specimen is also

increased, so that the ratio of CFRP to resin block width remains the same. Assuming

that an optimal resin treatment width is used such that free edge effects are suppressed

to the maximum extent achievable, increasing the CFRP coupon width is expected to

result in similar shear strength values, despite the volume of edge material now being

reduced relative to the CFRP volume. This is because if the optimal resin treatment

nearly suppresses edge effects for a narrower coupon, it will also successfully suppress

the edge effects in a wider CFRP section, where free edge stresses are less critical due

to the increased width. If, on the other hand, a sub-optimal resin treatment width is

used instead, thus not adequately suppressing free edge effects, increasing the width of the

CFRP coupon will result in an increase in shear strength.

It was found that even with resin edge treatment, edge effects were not completely removed.

This is due to the mismatch in elastic properties between the resin treatment material

and the CFRP. Using resins with similar elastic properties to those of the CFRP matrix

can increase the potential benefits from the treatment. In a simulation environment,

it is possible to implement a proposed ‘numerical’ edge treatment, whereby blocks of

purely elastic CFRP material are attached to the free edges of the CFRP coupon. It

was observed that the numerical edge treatment consistently provides greater interlaminar

shear strength improvements than the resin edge treatment, regardless of stacking sequence

or block width.

In conclusion, the resin edge treatment can be used as a reliable and effective method

for free edge suppression in coupon-level testing. As a certification process, the method

allows more accurate determination of strength knock-downs due to defects, isolating

them from the effects of free edges. The numerical edge treatment, on the other hand, is

a simple solution that can be easily implemented in any coupon-level FE model. The two

strategies, one for experimental and the other for virtual testing, can be used synergistically

to generate coupon-level data which is more representative of the large-scale component.
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Chapter 4

Development of a general meso-scale FE

modelling framework for composite laminates

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a comprehensive and robust meso-scale FE modelling framework is pro-

posed as a virtual testing tool for more accurate generation of representative coupon-level

predictions. The objective of this proposed framework is to overcome the limitations of

existing virtual testing frameworks, detailed in chapter 2. The modelling framework is

comprised of the following:

(i) a proposed meso-scale, physically-based continuum damage mechanics material model.

The model is used to predict the mechanical behaviour of a ply under any general

three-dimensional stress state, including the elastic response, non-linear shear plas-

tic behaviour, onset of ply failure and progression of different intralaminar damage

mechanisms.

(ii) surface-based cohesive zones connecting adjacent plies, in order to model the inter-

laminar behaviour, including onset and progression of delaminations.

(iii) two separate thermal and mechanical analysis steps to simulate the cool-down pro-

cess after stress-free curing cycle and the subsequent loading of the specimens at

ambient temperature.

(iv) general contact in all model interior and exterior surfaces to prevent element inter-

penetration after intralaminar and interlaminar failure.

(v) appropriate kinematic considerations such as mesh alignment with ply orientation,

directional biasing and element deletion to allow a physically-sound representation

of the failure mechanisms.

(vi) an option that allows the user to apply the numerical edge treatment (described in

section 3.7) to the coupon, in order to prevent edge failure.

The framework was applied to the particular case of open-hole tensile testing of rectangular

coupons following the ASTM D5766 standard [279], as shown in Figure 4.1, and considering

AS4/8552 prepreg material system. However, the modelling framework is generic and can
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be applied to any structure, regardless of geometry, material system, loading conditions,

laminate configuration or stacking sequence, provided that the user has knowledge of all

the necessary input properties.

Figure 4.1: Schematic of OHT specimen showing dimensions, coordinate sys-
tem, arbitrary ply orientation α and loading Nxx. Square region (36x36 mm)
used in the FE model is also highlighted.

The pre-processing and post-processing elements of the framework were implemented in

a bespoke Python code and the finite element solution is computed using an explicit

integration scheme using the commercial software ABAQUS Explicit [276]. The proposed

ply material model, i.e item (i), was implemented in a VUMAT Fortran material user-

subroutine.

The chapter is divided into four sections, where all the modelling components are described

in detail. First, in section 4.2, the model inputs and the general modelling considerations

are addressed. The latter include items (ii), (iii), (iv), (vi) as well as the specifics on the

application of thermal gradients, boundary conditions, mechanical loading, finite element

properties and explicit scheme definitions.

In section 4.3, item (v) is addressed and the pre-processing methodology used to generate

finite element meshes aligned with the ply orientation is described in detail. The benefits

from using mesh alignment are also described.

In section 4.4, item (i) is addressed in detail. In particular, a thorough description of

the constitutive model, non-linear shear behaviour, damage activation functions and sub-

sequent evolution, energy regularisation and in-situ strength calculation is given. The

theory and mathematical formulation are presented along with important notes on their

numerical and computational implementation. The element deletion strategy in item (v)

is also described in this section.

4.2 General modelling considerations

The modelling framework requires 25 independent material properties, which can be

grouped by the physical phenomena they describe:

• Ply elasto-plastic properties
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− E11: Young’s modulus in the longitudinal direction. Optionally, the user can

define distinct tensile and compressive moduli E+
11, E−11.

− E22: Young’s modulus in the transverse direction. Optionally, the user can

define distinct tensile and compressive moduli E+
22, E−22.

− G12: In-plane shear elastic modulus.

− ν12, ν23: Poisson’s ratios.

− n: Ramberg-Osgood shape parameter defining non-linear shear behaviour.

− τA: Ramberg-Osgood asymptotic stress defining non-linear shear behaviour.

• Ply strength properties

− XT : Longitudinal tensile strength.

− XC : Longitudinal compressive strength.

− YT : Transverse tensile strength.

− YC : Transverse compressive strength.

− SL: In-plane shear strength.

− fT : ratio of longitudinal tensile strength corresponding to initiation of the fibre

pull-out process.

− fC : ratio of longitudinal compressive strength corresponding to the process of

kink band broadening at constant stress.

• Ply fracture properties

− G+
1 : critical strain energy release rate for longitudinal tension.

− G−1 : critical strain energy release rate for longitudinal compression.

− G+
2 : critical mode I strain energy release rate for transverse cracking.

− G6: critical mode II strain energy release rate for transverse cracking.

− fG: ratio of critical strain energy release rate for longitudinal tension corre-

sponding to the fibre breakage process.

• Ply thermal properties

− α11: Constant thermal expansion coefficient in the longitudinal direction.

− α22: Constant thermal expansion coefficient in the transverse direction.

• Interlaminar properties

− K: Penalty stiffness used in the cohesive zone model.
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− ηBK : BK parameter used to establish the mode-mixity ratio in the cohesive

zone model.

• Geometric and inertial ply properties

− ρ: Mass density.

− tply: Ply thickness.

The remaining properties in the out-of-plane transverse direction, such as E33, G13, ν13,

G23 and α33 can be derived from the ones above. The properties used in the cohesive zone

model in the interlaminar regions were also derived from the ply properties listed above.

Note that the penalty stiffness used in the cohesive zone model is not material specific

and is a numerical artifact. On the other hand, even though the mass density is material

specific, its precise value is not relevant in the context of quasi-static simulations and does

not represent the inertia of the system in case mass scaling strategies are used.

After the initial input definitions, the pre-processing and ABAQUS model generation is

performed automatically in a Python script. The plies are generated and the corresponding

material properties and orientations are assigned. The external Fortran VUMAT material

user-subroutine takes these input properties and computes the new strain and stress fields

at every time step during runtime.

After assembling the laminate, the Python script implements cohesive zones at every ply

interface using ABAQUS Explicit in-built surface-based frictionless cohesive zones [276]

and using the model described in sub-section 3.5.1.2. The onset of interlaminar damage is

predicted by means of Ye’s quadratic stress criterion [275]. The same uncoupled penalty

stiffnesses of K = 106 N/mm3, as used in the non-linear model for short beam shear

tests in subsection 3.5.1, are used in the initial linear elastic cohesive response. This

value provides an accurate and stable material response whilst maintaining a reasonable

computational runtime. After the onset of interlaminar damage, the tractions at the

interface are gradually decreased to zero using a linear softening law, dissipating the

critical mixed-mode strain energy release rate, obtained by the BK criterion [240] using

a BK parameter ηBK = 1.45 [9]. The interlaminar transverse tensile and shear strengths

Y czm
T and SczmL are assumed to be identical to the ply nominal strengths YT and SL,

respectively. The critical mode I and mode II strain energy release rates of the ply are

also used at the interfaces.

The initial thermal analysis step is created in order to account for the influence of thermal

residual stresses resulting from post-curing cool-down. The constant thermal expansion

coefficients α11, α22, α33 = α22 are assigned to every ply and a temperature field (constant

in the spatial coordinates) is applied to the whole model. The temperature is varied

uniformly so that half of the real temperature drop (from 180◦C for AS4/8552 to 25◦C)

is modelled. Consideration of the total temperature interval overestimates the residual

stresses due to other attenuating parameters, such as humidity and moisture ingression,
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and therefore half of this value is used as per [9, 94].

The mechanical loading step is subsequently applied by means of a smooth step velocity

profile in the x-direction on one end-surface of the specimen, whilst enforcing zero velocity

to fix the degrees-of-freedom of the other end-surface. The remaining degrees-of-freedom in

y and z-directions are constrained. This corresponds to a displacement-controlled bound-

ary condition applied in the x-direction on one end, whilst clamping the other end. For

the smooth step profile, a sigmoid function increasing from 0 at instant t = 0 s to 2.5

mm/s at t = tf is used, where tf corresponds to the final instant of the simulation. The

value of tf is calculated by integrating the sigmoid function and solving the displacement

equation with respect to t, given a user-defined final displacement of 1 mm. Note that this

value is not necessarily reached as simulations are automatically halted after a 40% drop

in load from the maximum is detected in order to save computational resources, since the

post-failure response is not of interest. To halt a given simulation, a bespoke Fortran-

written user-defined amplitude subroutine (VUAMP) was implemented. The subroutine

tracks the evolution of the reaction force at the end-surface of the specimen and halts the

simulation when the aforementioned condition is met.

General, frictionless contact is applied to every element in the model, in both normal

and tangential directions, and including both interior and exterior element surfaces. It

is important to note that the inclusion of interior surfaces, i.e surfaces between adjacent

elements, is necessary due to the element deletion strategy used in the ply continuum

model. When an element is removed from the mesh, the interior surfaces of the surrounding

elements become exposed and can interact with other elements. The inclusion of every

surface of every element in the contact definitions is a necessary cost, as it increases

computation runtime but it prevents element interpenetration completely.

Owing to an in-plane deformation dominated response and to reduce computation time

to a manageable level, one linear element with reduced integration (ABAQUS C3D8R),

enhanced hourglass and distortion control is used per ply thickness. A similar approach

is used in [9, 13, 85].

A nominal density of ρ = 1.58 · 10−6 kg/mm3 [9] and a mass scaling ratio of 1000 were

used to speed up the computation runtime without sacrificing the quasi-static nature of

the simulation. This was verified by monitoring the energy balance in every simulation

and in particular, guaranteeing that the energy ratio between kinetic and elastic strain

energies remained below 5% throughout the entire duration of any given simulation. In

fact, with the aforementioned material properties, boundary condition implementation,

considering a smooth step velocity profile, and with the applied mesh sizing definitions

(discussed in section 4.3), this energy ratio remained below 1% in every simulation during

the entire pre-failure region of the specimen’s stress-strain curve, only increasing above

this value during the short post-failure period after the maximum load is reached. The

ratio between artificial strain energy, introduced by the hourglass control method, and the
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elastic strain energy is also monitored in a similar fashion, remaining below 5% in every

simulation.

Finally, with the numerical edge treatment option, two 1 mm wide blocks of purely elastic

CFRP material and no stiffness degradation are attached to the free edges of the specimen

using tie constraints on the connecting surfaces. The element width sizing used in the

blocks is similar to the CFRP specimen in order to preserve a smooth transition of the

stress field.

In Figure 4.2, a schematic of the modelling framework, applied to the particular case of

OHT, is shown. See section 4.3 for details on the mesh alignment procedure.

Figure 4.2: Schematic of OHT FE model, corresponding to the square region
(36x36 mm2) highlighted in Figure 4.1. Example shows the case of a coupon
with numerical edge treatment. Cases without numerical edge treatment are
identical but without the additional 1 mm wide elastic CFRP blocks. Boundary
conditions B1 and B2 applied on left and right hand-side surfaces, correspond-
ing to a 0 mm/s velocity and a 0 to 2.5 mm/s smooth step velocity profile,
respectively.

4.3 Mesh alignment

Mesh alignment with the orthotropic material directions has been shown to mitigate physi-

cally inadmissible crack propagation, which deviates from the microstructure-allowed path

due to mesh induced stress locking [147]. Incorrect crack bands not only lead to an unre-

alistic representation of the failure mechanisms, but can also result in inaccurate ultimate

strength predictions. A strategy similar to the one used in [9] is adopted, where physically-

sound crack paths are imposed using mesh alignment with the respective orientation of

the ply and are reinforced using directional biasing, using an element aspect ratio of 1 to

3 (transverse to longitudinal directions). The mesh generation process is performed using
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a Python script, which generates the individual meshes of each ply of the laminate. Note

that the mesh generation process is problem specific and the methodology in this work was

developed for the particular case of rectangular or square laminates with a single central

circular hole. The mesh generation methodology can be easily extended to different appli-

cations where flat laminates are used, requiring only simple modifications. The process,

however, is not suitable for curved laminates.

The procedure starts with the definitions of geometric inputs of the laminate (length,

width and hole radius), the ply orientation and the element dimensions in terms of el-

ement length and width. Most of the mesh is composed by hexahedral elements, with

tetrahedral elements only being used near the laminate boundaries, where mesh correc-

tions are sometimes necessary. Because only one element is used per ply thickness, the

mesh generation process can be performed in a two-dimensional space, requiring only a

simple subsequent extrusion in the thickness direction.

After the input definitions, the algorithm is run for every unique ply angle in the laminate.

The mesh is not generated for the same ply orientation more than once to reduce number of

computations. Instead, multiple instances of the same unique ply orientation are generated

within ABAQUS, which speeds up the model pre-processing. The mesh generation process

can be divided into two main steps. The first corresponds to the tile or partition generation

process and the second corresponds to the actual finite element meshing. The first step

is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The pre-meshed ply obtained by the end of the first step is

then used in ABAQUS for the second step, where it is seeded with the element dimensions

and extruded, finally generating the final three-dimensional mesh. This second step is

illustrated in Figure 4.4. Note that the pre-meshed plies obtained by the end of the

first step can be saved in a database and reused in other models, saving computational

resources. The pre-meshed plies can then be given as an input to ABAQUS, which skips

the first step, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

In the first step, for each unique ply angle, the algorithm generates space-filling rectangular

tiles, aligned with the ply orientation. The dimensions of the tiles, i.e length and width,

are multiples of the respective element dimensions. These dimensions are determined

automatically within the algorithm, and must be large enough such that the circular hole

lies inside the central tile, but should be as small as possible such that the space between

the edge of the hole and the central tile is minimised. The algorithm generates as many

of these tiles as necessary, with identical fixed dimensions, until the whole ply is fully

covered. The algorithm subsequently computes all the intersections between tiles and ply

boundaries (edges of the ply or edge of the hole), identifying all the tiles where this occurs.

For intersecting tiles, the algorithm splits these into subtiles and checks whether the new

subtiles intersect the boundaries. For intersecting subtiles, these are split again into smaller

subtiles. The process is repeated for every subtile that intersects the ply boundaries, until

the smallest subtile dimensions are reached, corresponding to the element dimensions.

Subtiles with element dimensions near the ply boundaries may require nodal corrections,
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typically corresponding to edge trimming, small nodal adjustments and splitting when

subtiles contain more than four sides. Tetrahedral elements are oftentimes formed as a

result of subtile splitting.

The tiles and subtiles with dimensions larger than the elements will be used in the second

step as construction or auxiliary line segments, in order to seed and generate the final

finite element mesh. Subtiles with element dimensions remain unchanged in the second

step. Note that the tiles and subtiles provide the orientation needed for the alignment

of the finite elements and therefore, their actual dimension is irrelevant, as long as they

are multiples of the element dimensions. However, from a computational perspective,

the greater the number of tiles and subtiles generated by the end of the first step in the

algorithm, the longer the pre-processing will take due to increased memory requirements

in ABAQUS. By minimising the dimensions of the initial tiles whilst making sure they are

larger than the circular hole, the total number of tiles and subtiles generated by the end

of the algorithm is minimised, thus improving pre-processing efficiency.

Figure 4.3: Schematic of first step in mesh generation procedure. The result is
a pre-meshed ply with partitions or tiles and subtiles.

The seeding of the tiles and subtiles in the second step is performed using ABAQUS in-

built functionalities. The process is fully automated within the Python script, finding all

the edges of tiles and subtiles along the longitudinal direction (in the ply orientation) and

seeding them with elements, equally spaced with the element length. The same process is

applied in the in-plane transverse direction, but seeded elements are in this case spaced

with the element width. Using tile and subtiles dimensions which are multiples of the

dimensions of the element is crucial because it results in an integer number of seeds with

consistent element sizing. The final step is the extrusion of the edges of the finite elements
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through the thickness of the ply.

Figure 4.4: Schematic of second step in mesh generation procedure. The pre-
meshed ply is converted into the final three-dimensional finite element mesh.

For details on the algorithm for the first step in the mesh generation procedure, i.e pre-

mesh generation, the reader is referred to the appendix A.1.

4.4 Continuum model for the ply

The ply constitutive model is mostly based on the models proposed by Tan et. al [180, 231],

by Falcó et. al [9] and by Maimı́ et. al [142, 226]. In order to form the model presented

in this work, the individual limitations of the previously proposed models were overcome

by selecting the best, or most physically sound features of each. Some additional features

were introduced and some implementations were necessary for modelling consistency. The

models in [9, 142, 226] propose an accurate description of the longitudinal tensile failure

process, where after damage onset a coupled linear-exponential softening law is used,

accounting for both fibre breakage and pull-out mechanisms. However, [9, 142, 226] do

not account for mixed-mode matrix damage progression, and instead define independent

damage variables for the normal and shear stresses σ22 and τ12. Moreover, the onset of

matrix damage is determined on oblique fracture planes but the corresponding damage

variables are applied on orthogonal fracture planes. Therefore, to overcome this limitation,

the matrix damage model presented in [180, 231] is used, which proposes a single matrix

damage variable directly applied to the tractions acting on the oblique fracture plane. In

addition, the pre-damage shear response is modified with a Ramberg-Osgood model [280,

281] incorporating isotropic hardening, in order to account for non-linear elasto-plastic

behaviour. Lastly, element deletion criteria were implemented, following [9].
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4.4.1 Constitutive model

The ply behaviour is described by a continuum damage model, implemented in the VU-

MAT user-subroutine, and accounts for three main independent failure mechanisms: ma-

trix failure under a general three-dimensional stress state, longitudinal tensile failure and

longitudinal compressive failure. Prior to damage initiation, the material response is lin-

ear elastic in longitudinal and transverse directions, and non-linear elasto-plastic in shear,

such that plastic strain components εpij only exist for i 6= j.

Each failure process begins with the onset of irreversible damage, defined by stress or

strain dependent damage activation functions or failure criteria φ+
F ≥ 1, φ−F ≥ 1, φM ≥

1, detailed in the next section. After these conditions are met, energy-based damage

evolution laws are applied so that the stresses acting on the fracture plane that define

a crack surface can be degraded. This is achieved using independent damage variables

dF and dM , corresponding to the longitudinal damage variable and the matrix damage

variable, respectively. The former represents the evolution of damage for both tension

and compression in the longitudinal, fibre-aligned direction, whereas the latter represents

the evolution of damage in the transverse, matrix-dominated directions. The damage

variables increase irreversibly from 0, when the damage activation functions are verified,

to a maximum of 1. The values of 0 and 1 correspond to undamaged and fully damaged

material, respectively, for any given failure mode. In other words, when a damage variable

reaches 1, complete failure occurs and all load-bearing capacity is lost in the material

directions affected by that particular damage variable, i.e the stresses acting on the fracture

plane in a given failure mode become null.

The orientation of the fracture plane depends on the failure mode. For longitudinal failure,

either under tension or compression, the fracture plane is considered to be orthogonal

to the fibre orientation and damage is applied on the stress component normal to this

plane. At the micromechanical level, longitudinal compressive failure actually occurs on

an oblique fracture plane due to fibre kinking, as detailed in the next section. However,

damage at the mesoscopic level resulting from this phenomenon predominantly affects the

longitudinal, fibre-aligned direction. Therefore, as an artifact of this, a single mesoscopic

fracture plane, orthogonal to the longitudinal direction, as shown in Figure 4.5a, can be

defined for both longitudinal tensile and compressive failure.

For the case of matrix failure, the fracture plane is always parallel to the fibre direction

but can have different possible orientations depending on the loading conditions. If the

material is subjected to pure uni-axial transverse tension, the matrix fracture plane is

normal to the applied loading direction. However, under pure compression, shear or any

combined three-dimensional stress state, the matrix fracture plane is oblique, as depicted

in Figure 4.5b.

Since fibre dominated longitudinal failure is always orthogonal to the fibre orientation, the

longitudinal stress component acting on the corresponding fracture plane is equivalent to
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(a) Longitudinal failure (b) General matrix failure

Figure 4.5: Orientations of fracture plane for longitudinal failure and matrix
failure under a general three-dimensional stress state.

the original longitudinal stress component σ11 acting on the material coordinate system.

As a result, the longitudinal damage variable dF can be directly applied to the stress

defined on the material coordinate system. This, however, is not the case for matrix

failure, where the damage variable dM is applied to the normal and shear stress components

acting on the matrix fracture plane, requiring a transformation of the stress tensor from

the original material coordinate system. Conveniently, this transformation corresponds to

a rotation about the fibre orientation axis, preserving the σ11 component, so that both

dF and dM can be applied to the stress tensor on the matrix fracture plane, hereinafter

defined by the variable ℘. Formally, the true, damaged, stress tensor σ℘ defined on the

fracture plane can be written as a function of the effective or undamaged stress tensor

σ̃℘, both in Voigt notation, and the damage tensor D. The effective stress tensor on the

fracture plane can be defined by a rotation T ℘ of the effective stress tensor defined on the

material coordinate system σ̃, which in turn is as a function of the orthotropic elasticity

tensor C0 and the elastic strain tensor εe:

σ℘ = Dσ̃℘ = DT ℘ (σ̃) = DT ℘
(
C0εe

)
(4.1)

where εe can be determined by εe = ε − εp, with εp and ε corresponding to the plastic

and total strain tensors, respectively. The undamaged elasticity tensor can be written as:

C0 = Ψ




E11 (1− ν23ν32) E11 (ν21 + ν31ν23) E11 (ν31 + ν12ν32) 0 0 0

E22 (ν12 + ν13ν32) E22 (1− ν13ν31) E22 (ν32 + ν12ν31) 0 0 0

E33 (ν13 + ν12ν23) E33 (ν23 + ν13ν21) E33 (1− ν12ν21) 0 0 0

0 0 0 G12 0 0

0 0 0 0 G23 0

0 0 0 0 0 G13




(4.2)

where

Ψ = (1− ν12ν21 − ν23ν32 − ν31ν13 − 2ν21ν32ν13)−1 (4.3a)

E33 = E22, ν13 = ν12, G13 = G12 (4.3b)
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In order to maintain a positive definite elasticity tensor, the Poisson’s ratios must also be

degraded after damage initiation. This is achieved by directly degrading each component

νij in C0 using global damage variables dii, with i = 1, 2, 3 according to [231]:

νij,d
Eii,d

=
νij (1− dii)
Eii (1− dii)

=
νji (1− djj)
Ejj (1− djj)

=
νji,d
Ejj,d

, i, j = 1, 2, 3 (4.4)

The stress tensors in equation 4.1 are expressed in vector form. Considering these tensors

in matrix form, the rotation of the effective stress tensor from material coordinate system

to fracture plane, defined as T ℘ (σ̃), can be written as a function of the rotation matrix

R℘ and its transpose:

σ̃℘ = R℘σ̃RT
℘ (4.5)

where

R(℘) =




1 0 0

0 cos (℘) sin (℘)

0 −sin (℘) cos (℘)


 (4.6)

The damage tensor D can be written as the diagonal matrix:

D = diag

{
1− dF , 1− 〈σ̃

℘
22〉
σ̃℘22

dM , 1, 1− dM , 1− dM , 1

}
(4.7)

Note that dM is not applied when the effective normal stress on the fracture plane σ̃℘22 < 0,

as this would effectively close the crack. In the case of longitudinal damage, compressive

and tensile failure are accounted for independently by tracking two distinct damage vari-

ables d+
F and d−F , since the corresponding underlying mechanisms differ significantly. To

ensure closure of longitudinal cracks under load reversal, dF can be written as a function

of d+
F and d−F :

dF = d+
F

〈σ̃11〉
|σ̃11|

+ d−F
〈−σ̃11〉
|σ̃11|

(4.8)

The irreversibility of damage is accounted for both dF , dM and the global damage variables

dii with i = 1, 2, 3 such that, given an instant t and increment in time ∆t:

dt+∆t
k = max

{
0,min

{
1,max

{
dtk, d

t+∆t
k

}}}
∀ t,∆t ≥ 0, k = F,M, 11, 22, 33 (4.9)

4.4.2 Non-linear shear behaviour

The pre-damage non-linear shear behaviour of the matrix is predicted with a uni-dimensional

Ramberg-Osgood model [280, 281] in each shear component:

σij =
2Gijεij

(
1 +

(
Gij2εij
τA

)n) 1
n

, ij = 12, 23, 13 (4.10)
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where τA and n correspond to an asymptotic stress value and a shape parameter, respec-

tively. The parameters can be found by fitting (4.10) to experimental shear stress-strain

curves of the material [282]. The shear stresses are computed by replacing the shear moduli

in (4.2) by the instantaneous tangential stiffness at a given strain state:

∂σij
∂2εij

=
Gij

(
1 +

(
Gij2εij
τA

)n)1+ 1
n

, ij = 12, 23, 13 (4.11)

The Ramberg-Osgood model is able to predict the non-linear elastic behaviour but it does

not account for permanent deformation due to plasticity. Plastic behaviour is introduced in

the model by means of a rate-independent plasticity formulation with isotropic hardening.

Details on the fundamentals and generalities of isotropic hardening can be found in [283,

284]. The Ramberg-Osgood model with isotropic hardening was implemented within the

VUMAT subroutine.

The yield surface evolves according to the Ramberg-Osgood equation and plastic strain

is accumulated whenever the trial stress at a new time step t + ∆t, in absolute value,

|σtrial, t+∆t
ij | exceeds the yield stress registered in the previous time step |σY, tij |. If the

material undergoes plastic deformation, the new yield stress |σY, t+∆t
ij | is computed using

the instantaneous tangential stiffness evaluated at t,
∂σij
∂2εij
|t. The return mapping to the

yield surface is performed by computing the stress from the Ramberg-Osgood equation at

the corresponding strain state. The complete model is outlined below in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Ramberg-Osgood model with isotropic hardening

1: εt+∆t
ij ← εtij + ∆εij

2: σtrial, t+∆t
ij ← Gij

(
εt+∆t
ij − εp, tij

)

3: if |σtrial, t+∆t
ij | ≤ |σY, tij | then . Elastic behaviour: no additional plastic deformation

4: σt+∆t
ij ← σtrial, t+∆t

ij

5: εp, t+∆t
ij ← εp, tij

6: εe, t+∆t
ij ← εt+∆t

ij − εp, t+∆t
ij

7: |σY, t+∆t
ij | ← |σY, tij |

8:
∂σij
∂2εij
|t+∆t ← ∂σij

∂2εij
|t

9: else . Plastic behaviour: increase in plastic deformation

10: |σY, t+∆t
ij | ← |σY, tij |+

∂σij
∂2εij
|t|∆εij |

11: σt+∆t
ij ← |σY, t+∆t

ij |sgn{σtrial, t+∆t
ij }

12: εe, t+∆t
ij ← σt+∆t

ij /Gij

13: εp, t+∆t
ij ← εt+∆t

ij − εe, t+∆t
ij

14: εauxij ← solve equation 4.10 with σij ← σY, t+∆t
ij

15:
∂σij
∂2εij
|t+∆t ← compute equation 4.11 with εij ← εauxij

In Figure 4.6, two examples of the stress-strain curves using the implemented Ramberg-
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Osgood with isotropic hardening model, without the consideration of material damage, are

demonstrated. First, in Figure 4.6a, the curve corresponding to uniform, constant loading

from 0 to a 2εij = 0.2 shear strain is shown, with the total and accumulated plastic strain,

2εij and 2εpij , respectively, highlighted. In Figure 4.6b, the evolution of stress σij and yield

stress (in absolute value) |σYij | with strain is shown but in this case considering loading,

unloading and load reversal scenarios. Different loading steps are denoted with labels 1 to

6 in sequential order. Two main situations can be observed: loading of the material within

the plastic domain, where σij follows the Ramberg-Osgood equation and |σYij | increases,

corresponding to material hardening, as shown from the origin to point 1, point 2 to 3

and point 4 to 5; unloading followed by load reversal within the elastic domain, where σij

follows linear elastic behaviour with stiffness modulus Gij and |σYij | remains constant, as

shown from point 1 to 2, 3 to 4 and 5 to 6.

(a) Ramberg-Osgood model (b) Loading and unloading

Figure 4.6: Examples of stress-strain curves using Ramberg-Osgood model with
isotropic hardening. In (a) the stress obtained from the Ramberg-Osgood equa-
tion (4.10) is shown for a maximum applied strain 2εij = 0.2. The total and
the accumulated plastic strains, 2εij and εpij are highlighted. In (b), the evo-

lution of stress σij and of the yield stress, in absolute value, |σY
ij | are displayed

considering loading, unloading and load reversal scenarios, which are denoted
with labels 1 to 6, in sequential order.

4.4.3 Damage activation functions

The three-dimensional failure criteria proposed by Catalanotti in [216] are used as damage

activation functions for longitudinal and general three-dimensional matrix failure. The

criteria comprise three independent inequality functions φM ≥ 1, φ+
F ≥ 1 and φ−F ≥ 1, that

define the envelopes of matrix, longitudinal tensile and longitudinal compressive failure,

respectively. The damage variables activate when the corresponding activation functions

are equal or greater than 1.

For the matrix failure criteria φM , Catalanotti proposes a modification of Mohr-Coulomb’s

and Puck and Schürmann’s criteria, to account for both in-situ effects and general three-

dimensional stress states. The criteria are evaluated on the fracture plane ℘, requiring a
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single rotation of the stress tensor, as demonstrated in equation 4.5 and Figure 4.7a. Two

functions can be defined considering tensile or compressive normal stress acting on the

fracture plane:

φM =

(
σ̃℘22

SisT

)2

+

(
σ̃℘12

SisL

)2

+

(
σ̃℘23

SisT

)2

+ λ

(
σ̃℘22

SisT

)2(
σ̃℘12

SisL

)2

+ k

(
σ̃℘22

SisT

)2

∀ σ̃℘22 ≥ 0

(4.12a)

φM =

(
σ̃℘12

SisL − ηLσ̃
℘
22

)2

+

(
σ̃℘23

SisT − ηT σ̃
℘
22

)2

∀ σ̃℘22 < 0 (4.12b)

with

k =
SisT

2 − Y is
T

2

SisT Y
is
T

(4.13a)

λ = 2ηLS
is
T /S

is
L − k (4.13b)

where Y is
T , SisL and SisT are the normal, longitudinal shear and transverse shear in-situ

strengths. Details on the determination of the in-situ strengths can be found in sec-

tion 4.4.6. The coefficient of longitudinal influence ηL can be estimated according to [285]

in the absence of biaxial test data:

ηL =
−SLcos (2α0)

YCcos2 (α0)
(4.14)

The coefficient of transverse influence ηT can be computed as [285]:

ηT =
−1

tan (2α0)
(4.15)

where α0 is the fracture angle of the matrix under pure uniaxial compression, correspond-

ing to approximately 53◦.

The angle that defines the fracture plane ℘ is found by maximising the criteria between

[ 0, π [ :

argmax
℘∈[0,π[

φM (℘) (4.16)

Finding the maximising fracture angle can be computationally intensive if brute force

approaches are taken. For instance, if the problem is reduced to integer numbers, 180

evaluations would still be required in a given time step. Therefore, a golden section search

algorithm combined with inverse parabolic interpolation was used in this work, according

to [286], in order to reduce the number of necessary evaluations. With this approach,

the fracture angle is typically found within 10 or fewer failure criteria evaluations for

any applied stress state, and requires a minimum of four evaluated points, significantly

decreasing computation runtime. The complete procedure is presented in appendix A.2.

For longitudinal failure, two sets of criteria φ+
F and φ−F are defined, corresponding to ten-
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(a) Matrix failure (b) Fibre kinking

Figure 4.7: Rotations of stress tensor onto fracture plane for matrix and lon-
gitudinal compressive (fibre kinking) failure criteria. In (a), rotation of the
material coordinate system to the matrix fracture plane ℘ by angle ℘ about
the fibre orientation 1-axis. In (b), three consecutive rotations of the mate-
rial coordinate system to arrive at kinking fracture plane ψ: rotation θ about
1-axis; rotation ϕ about 3,θ-axis; rotation ψ about 1,ϕ-axis.

sile and compressive failure, respectively. Under longitudinal tension, the onset of failure

is determined by a maximum strain criterion. Under longitudinal compression, the onset

of failure is predicted on an oblique fracture plane ψ as a result of fibre kinking. This

phenomenon is predicted assuming Argon’s hypothesis [124] whereby kink band formation

is triggered by localised matrix failure in the vicinity of misaligned fibres. Therefore, the

onset of fibre kinking is predicted using the matrix failure criteria established in equa-

tion 4.12, evaluated using the stress tensor on the ψ fracture plane. The complete criteria

for longitudinal failure read:

φ+
F =

ε11E11

XT
∀ ε11 ≥ 0 (4.17a)

φ−F =

(
σ̃ψ22

SisT

)2

+

(
σ̃ψ12

SisL

)2

+

(
σ̃ψ23

SisT

)2

+ λ

(
σ̃ψ22

SisT

)2(
σ̃ψ12

SisL

)2

+ k

(
σ̃ψ22

SisT

)2

∀ σ̃ψ22 ≥ 0 ∧ ε11 < 0

(4.17b)

φ−F =

(
σ̃ψ12

SisL − ηLσ̃
ψ
22

)2

+

(
σ̃ψ23

SisT − ηT σ̃
ψ
22

)2

∀ σ̃ψ22 < 0 ∧ ε11 < 0 (4.17c)

Note that for the case of longitudinal compression, three successive rotations of the stress

tensor are required: from material coordinate system to the kinking plane θ using a

rotation about the fibre orientation axis; from the kinking plane to the misalignment

frame ϕ using an out-of-plane rotation; from the misalignment frame to the fracture plane

ψ using a rotation about the kink fibre axis. For the sake of simplicity, the angles defining

a rotation are denoted using the same variable as the plane resulting from that rotation.

The three rotations of the stress tensor can be observed in Figure 4.7b and expressed in

matrix notation read:

σ̃ψ = RψRϕRθσ̃RT
θ RT

ϕRT
ψ (4.18)
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where

R(θ) =




1 0 0

0 cos (θ) sin (θ)

0 −sin (θ) cos (θ)


 (4.19a)

R(ψ) =




1 0 0

0 cos (ψ) sin (ψ)

0 −sin (ψ) cos (ψ)


 (4.19b)

R(ϕ) =




cos (ϕ) sin (ϕ) 0

−sin (ϕ) cos (ϕ) 0

0 0 1


 (4.19c)

(4.19d)

The angle ψ can be found by maximising the criterion above between [ 0, π [ . The pro-

cedure is analogous to the determination of the matrix fracture plane ℘ in equation 4.16

using the golden section search algorithm with inverse parabolic interpolation detailed in

algorithm 3. The misalignment angle ϕ is determined following Catalanotti’s approach

in [216], which is extended here to account for non-linear shear described by Ramberg-

Osgood equation.

According to Catalanotti, the misalignment angle can be defined as a function of the

shearing angle γm:

ϕ = sgn
{
σ̃θ12

}
γm (4.20)

Catalanotti presents a methodology to find the solution of γm for linear elastic constitutive

behaviour in shear, using Newton-Raphson’s method. The approach consists in defining a

linear stress-strain relation σ̃ϕ12 = χγm in the misaligned frame, where χ is an elastic micro-

mechanical parameter related to the kink formation. In this work, a similar approach is

taken but this stress-strain relation includes the non-linearity from the Ramberg-Osgood

model. As such, extending Catalanotti’s solution from [216], the closed form expression

for the micro-mechanical parameter becomes:

χ =
sin (2ϕc)XC

2ϕc

(
1−

(
sin(2ϕc)XC

2τA

)n) 1
n

(4.21)

with

ϕc = arctan




1−
√

1− 4
(
Sis
L

XC
+ ηL

)
Sis
L

XC

2
(
Sis
L

XC
+ ηL

)


 (4.22)

Finally, γm can be found numerically using Newton-Raphson’s method, where the modified
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residual and its derivative considering non-linear behaviour become:

F =
χγm

(
1 +

(
χγm
τA

)n) 1
n

+
1

2

(
σ̃θ11 − σ̃θ22

)
sin (2γm)− |σ̃θ12| cos (2γm) (4.23a)

∂F
∂γm

=
χ

(
1 +

(
χγm
τA

)n)1+ 1
n

+
(
σ̃θ11 − σ̃θ22

)
cos (2γm) + 2|σ̃θ12| sin (2γm) (4.23b)

The shearing angle γm can be determined iteratively:

γi+1
m = γim −

F|γm=γim
∂F
∂γm
|γm=γim

(4.24)

The kink band angle θ can be calculated according to [216]:

θ = arctan

(
σ̃13

σ̃12

)
∀ σ̃12 6= 0 ∨ σ̃13 6= 0 (4.25a)

θ =
1

2
arctan

(
2σ̃23

σ̃22 − σ̃33

)
∀ σ̃12 = σ̃13 = 0 ∧ σ̃23 6= 0 (4.25b)

4.4.4 Damage evolution

4.4.4.1 Longitudinal failure

Under longitudinal tension, the evolution of d+
F follows a coupled linear-exponential soft-

ening law, as shown in Figure 4.8a, following the formulation proposed in [142, 226]. The

initial linear softening phase is governed by fibre breakage, whereas the subsequent expo-

nential phase is dictated by fibre pull-out, whereby load is still transferred across broken

fibre bonds via matrix shear. The total dissipated energy considering both processes cor-

responds to the critical strain energy release rate of the material for longitudinal tension,

G+
1 , normalised by the longitudinal characteristic finite element length lF . During the

initial fibre breakage phase, only a fraction fGG+
1 /lF is dissipated, where fG is a parame-

ter that can be obtained from the longitudinal tensile crack resistance curve (R-curve) of

the material using Compact Tension (CT) tests and applying the data reduction method

proposed in [236]. The remainder energy fraction (1− fG)G+
1 /lF is dissipated during the

fibre pull-out phase. The transition from fibre breakage to pull-out occurs at a fraction

fT of the longitudinal tensile strength, corresponding to fTXT . This parameter is usually

coined as the material pull-out strength. According to [142, 226], the evolution of d+
F can

be expressed as:

d+
F = 1−

(
1− dL+

F

)(
1− dE+

F

)
(4.26)
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where the terms dL+
F and dE+

F can be written as:

dL+
F = 1 +

Υ

E11
−
(
Υ

E11

)[
max

{
1,min

{
E11ε11

XT
, 1 +

E11 (1− fT )

Υ

}}]−1

(4.27a)

dE+
F = 1−

[
max

{
1, (1−H)

E11ε11

fTXT

}]−1

exp

{
A+
F

[
1−max

{
1, (1−H)

E11ε11

fTXT

}]}

(4.27b)

the parameters Υ , H and A+
F can be obtained from closed form expressions:

Υ =
E11 (1− fT )XT lF

2E11fGG+
1 − (1− fT )XT lF

(4.28a)

H = 1 +
Υ

E11
−
[
1 +

E11 (1− fT )

Υ

]−1( Υ

E11
+ 1

)
(4.28b)

A+
F =

2f2
TX

2
T lF

2E11 (1−H)
(
1− fGG+

1

)
− f2

TX
2
T lF

(4.28c)

Under longitudinal compression, the evolution of d−F follows a linear softening response

followed by a stationary stress state, as shown in Figure 4.8b for the particular case of

pure uniaxial loading. The initial softening phase corresponds to the propagation of a

kink band, dissipating the normalised critical strain energy release rate of the material

for longitudinal compression, G−1 /lF . After complete energy dissipation, the material

preserves a fraction of its load bearing capacity as a plateau is reached, corresponding to

kink band broadening at constant stress. This stress value is defined by a fraction fC of

the ultimate strength under longitudinal compression, where the value of fC is material

dependent and can be determined from longitudinal compression tests of unidirectional 0◦

laminates. The evolution of d−F in the linear softening phase follows the expression:

d−F =
εf11

(
ε11 − ε0

11

)

ε11

(
εf11 − ε0

11

) (4.29)

where εf11 can be calculated as:

εf11 =
2G−1

E11ε0
11lF (1− fC)

(4.30)

In order to enforce the hard discontinuity between the linear softening and the kink band

broadening regimes, the constitutive stress-strain relation in the longitudinal direction in

equation 4.1 is defined for a minimum strain condition ε11 ≥ ε∗11, such that below the

strain threshold ε∗11, the constitutive relation is replaced by:

σ11 = fCE11ε
0
11 ∀ ε11 < ε∗11 (4.31)

where the strain threshold ε∗11 corresponds to the abscissa of the stress discontinuity in
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Figure 4.8b, after which the stress reaches a plateau, and can be computed as:

ε∗11 = εf11 − fC
(
εf11 − ε0

11

)
(4.32)

(a) 11 - Tension (b) 11 - Compression

Figure 4.8: Schematic of uniaxial material response under longitudinal tension
in (a) and compression in (b).

A more detailed description of the implementation of linear and coupled linear-exponential

softening laws for longitudinal failure can be found in [142, 226].

4.4.4.2 Mixed-mode matrix failure

Mixed-mode matrix damage evolves in the oblique fracture plane ℘, where the matrix

damage variable dM follows a linear softening law and is established using the relevant

normal and shear strain components acting on the fracture plane. The evolution of matrix

damage is illustrated in Figure 4.9 under single-mode loading conditions (pure transverse

tension and shear). Generically, for any mixed-mode loading conditions, the evolution of

dM reads:

dM =
ε℘r,f − ε

℘,p
r,0

ε℘r,f − ε
℘
r,0

ε℘r − ε℘r,0
ε℘r − ε℘,pr,0

(4.33)

where ε℘r corresponds to the resultant or L2 norm of the strain vector comprised of shear

components 2ε℘12, 2ε℘23 and positive normal component 〈ε℘22〉 on the fracture plane. Note

that only positive normal stresses contribute to the damage evolution process as a negative

stress would effectively close the crack. Superscript p and subscripts 0 and f indicate

plastic component of ε℘r , ε℘r at onset of damage and ε℘r at ultimate failure, respectively.

By geometric definition, the strain resultant at ultimate failure can be easily computed

as:

ε℘r,f =
2Gr
σ℘r,0lM

+ ε℘,pr,0 (4.34)

such that the total dissipated energy corresponds to the critical mixed-mode strain en-

ergy release rate Gr, regularised by the matrix characteristic finite element length lM .

Analogous to the strain resultant, σ℘r,0 corresponds to the L2 norm of the stress vector on

the fracture plane with components σ℘12, σ℘23 and 〈σ℘22〉, at the onset of damage. Gr can

be determined following the approach in [231], where a quadratic relationship is used to
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establish the mode-mixity ratio considering the stress state on the fracture plane at the

onset of matrix damage. It is therefore assumed that the mode-mixity ratio remains the

same from damage initiation until ultimate failure. The approach only requires the critical

mode I and II strain energy release rates of the ply, G+
2 and G6 respectively:

Gr = G+
2

(
〈σ℘22,0〉
σ℘r,0

)2

+ G6

(
σ℘12,0

σ℘r,0

)2

+ G6

(
σ℘23,0

σ℘r,0

)2

(4.35)

The L2 norm of the stress and strain vectors on the fracture plane ℘ can be computed as:

σ℘r =

√
〈σ℘22〉2 + (σ℘12)

2
+ (σ℘23)

2
(4.36a)

ε℘r =

√
〈ε℘22〉2 + 4 (ε℘12)

2
+ 4 (ε℘23)

2
(4.36b)

(a) 22 - Tension (b) 12 - Shear

Figure 4.9: Schematic of uniaxial material response under in-plane transverse
tension in (a) and shear in (b).

4.4.5 Energy regularisation

The damage variables dF and dM are calculated using the ply critical strain energy release

rates of each failure mode, normalised by the respective characteristic finite element lengths

lF and lM . This energy regularisation procedure, first proposed by Bažant and Oh in [152]

ensures mesh-independent solutions, such that the total dissipated energy in any failure

mode remains identical, regardless of mesh refinement. However, energy regularisation

alone does not necessarily guarantee correct energy dissipation as it can introduce possible

snap-backs in material response, depending on the choice of characteristic finite element

lengths. This non-physical behaviour occurs when the ultimate strain in a given failure

mode is lower than the corresponding strain at the onset of damage. Physically, this

corresponds to a material that, upon fracture, dissipates less energy than its own elastic

strain energy, per unit surface area. In order to prevent this unrealistic behaviour, the

characteristic finite element lengths must be smaller or equal than a maximum value,

defined for each failure mode, and the mesh refinement used in the model must be selected

accordingly. Formally, the maximum characteristic finite element length can be determined
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a priori considering the condition |εf | ≥ |ε0| for each failure mode, where |εf | and |ε0|
correspond, generically, to the strain at ultimate failure and the strain at the onset of

damage in absolute value. Considering each failure mode and solving the above inequality

with respect to the characteristic finite element lengths lF and lM :

lF ≤ min

{
2E11G+

1

X2
T

,
2E11G−1

X2
C (1− fC)

}
(4.37a)

lM ≤ min

{
2E22G+

2(
Y is
T

)2 ,
2G12G6(
SisL
)2

}
(4.37b)

Note that the conditions above are established considering single mode or pure uni-axial

loading conditions, which is sufficient for the determination of the maximum allowable

value of lF , but insufficient for the case of lM , since the matrix can fail under mixed-mode

conditions. For the latter, in order to fully cover all possible scenarios, single element

tests must be performed with varying mode-mixity in loading, ensuring that the strain at

ultimate failure is greater or equal than the strain at the onset of damage for the prescribed

element dimensions.

The characteristic length of a finite element can be determined by computing li = Vel/Ai, i =

F,M , where Vel corresponds to the element volume and Ai corresponds to the area of the

polygon resulting from the intersection of the fracture plane with the element. Mesh align-

ment with fibre orientation facilitates the computation of AF and AM , as longitudinal and

matrix failure occur in fracture planes which are orthogonal and parallel to this orienta-

tion, respectively. For an aligned element, the polygons resulting from the intersection

of the fracture plane with the element are always rectangular. The determination of lF

is automatic as it is equal to the geometric finite element length. The determination of

lM is also trivial and can be determined using the fracture angle ℘ when matrix damage

initiates. Note that this computation only needs to be performed once, for each element.

Finding the characteristic lengths of non-aligned finite elements requires the computation

of the area of the intersecting polygons, not necessarily rectangular, which can have differ-

ent number of edges. Such cases typically require an increased number of computations,

leading to an increase in runtime.

4.4.6 In-situ strengths

The ply strengths that control matrix cracking in a given ply in a multidirectional laminate

can vary significantly depending on the thickness of the ply and on its position within the

laminate due to important differences in the fracture mechanisms [8, 89, 287]. As a result,

the actual ply strengths exhibited in a multidirectional laminate, typically referred to

as in-situ, oftentimes do not correspond to the experimentally measured strengths of a

unidirectional composite. In order to improve the predictive accuracy of failure criteria,

the in-situ strengths must be considered.
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Camanho et al. proposed an analytical model to predict the transverse tensile and the

in-plane shear in-situ strengths [8] and three ply configurations were considered: thick

embedded, thin embedded and thin outer plies. In-situ strengths in thin plies increase

with decreasing ply thickness, or with a decrease in number of blocked plies with same

orientation. However, for thick embedded plies, the in-situ strengths are constant and do

not scale with thickness.

The determination of the in-situ shear strengths requires the consideration of shear non-

linearity. Models that propose neglecting shear non-linearity or approximate the in-situ

strengths using linear shear assumptions whilst considering non-linear shear behaviour

are at odds with the use of in-situ strengths [89]. To preserve consistency and avoid

contradictory assumptions, non-linear shear must be considered and the in-situ strengths

must be determined accordingly, following the same non-linear response.

For any given embedded ply, the transverse tensile and in-plane shear in-situ strengths

are determined computing the maximum between the thick and the thin embedded ply

cases:

Y is
T = max

{
Y is, thick
T , Y is, emb

T

}
(4.38a)

SisL = max
{
Sis, thickL , Sis, embL

}
(4.38b)

For an outer ply, the transverse tensile and in-plane shear in-situ strengths are the maxi-

mum between the thin outer ply case and the unidirectional strength:

Y is
T = max

{
Y is, out
T , YT

}
(4.39a)

SisL = max
{
Sis, outL , SL

}
(4.39b)

The transverse shear in-situ strength SisT can be estimated using the in-plane shear in-situ

strength, according to [216, 287]:

SisT =
2sin2 (α0)− 1

ηLsin (2α0)
SisL (4.40)

4.4.6.1 Thick embedded plies

Considering the case of a thick embedded ply in a multidirectional laminate, a slit crack

propagates in the transverse direction z first, as shown in Figure 4.10.

The mode I and mode II energy release rates can be defined as a function of the crack
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of thick embedded ply. Adapted from [8].

length 2a0 along the thickness z [8]:

GI (z) =
1

2
πa0Λ0

22σ
2
22 (4.41a)

GII (z) = πa0

∫ γ12

0
σ12dγ12 (4.41b)

where Λ0
22 can be determined as:

Λ0
22 = 2

(
1

E22
− ν2

12

E11

)
(4.42)

Solving equation 4.41a with the transverse stress equal to the transverse in-situ tensile

strength σ22 = Y is
T , one obtains the mode I critical strain energy release rate G+

2 :

G+
2 =

1

2
πa0Λ0

22

(
Y is
T

)2
(4.43)

Replacing the constitutive shear response in equation 4.41b by the Ramberg-Osgood law in

equation 4.10 and defining the upper limit of integration γ12 = γis12, where γis12 corresponds

to the engineering strain at σ12 = SisL from the Ramberg-Osgood equation, one obtains

the mode II critical strain energy release rate G6:

G6 = πa0

∫ γis12

0

G12γ12
(

1 +
(
G12γ12
τA

)n) 1
n

dγ12 (4.44)

According to Dvorak and Laws [288], a unidirectional laminate can be considered a special

case of an unconstrained thick ply. The mode I and II critical strain energy release rates

for this case can be written as follows, where for the mode II case, the upper limit of

integration becomes γ12 = γL, with γL corresponding to the engineering strain when the

shear stress is equal to the unidirectional in-plane shear strength σ12 = SL from the

Ramberg-Osgood equation:

G+
2 = 1.122πa0Λ0

22 (YT )2 (4.45a)

G6 = 2πa0

∫ γL

0

G12γ12
(

1 +
(
G12γ12
τA

)n) 1
n

dγ12 (4.45b)
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Combining equations 4.43 with 4.45a and 4.44 with 4.45b and solving the mode I case

with respect to Y is
T :

Y is
T = 1.12

√
2YT (4.46a)

∫ γis12

0

G12γ12
(

1 +
(
G12γ12
τA

)n) 1
n

dγ12 − 2

∫ γL

0

G12γ12
(

1 +
(
G12γ12
τA

)n) 1
n

dγ12 = 0 (4.46b)

Equation 4.46b requires numerical integration and subsequent numerical resolution with

respect to γis12. The in-plane shear in-situ strength SisL can be easily obtained by comput-

ing the stress using the Ramberg-Osgood equation at σ12

(
γ12 = γis12

)
. In this particular

work, numerical integration was performed using Simpson’s rule and Newton-Raphson’s

method was subsequently used to solve the equation numerically. The resulting trans-

verse tensile and in-plane shear in-situ strengths correspond to the thick embedded ply

strengths Y is, thick
T and Sis, thickL , respectively.

4.4.6.2 Thin embedded plies

For the case of a thin embedded ply in a multidirectional laminate, the slit crack extends

through the ply thickness tply completely and therefore propagates in the longitudinal

direction x, as show in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Schematic of thin embedded ply. Adapted from [8].

The mode I and II strain energy release rates can be defined according to [288] and using

the Ramberg-Osgood equation read:

GI (x) =
πtply

8
Λ0

22σ
2
22 (4.47a)

GII (x) =
πtply

4

∫ γ12

0

G12γ12
(

1 +
(
G12γ12
τA

)n) 1
n

dγ12 (4.47b)

The transverse tensile in-situ strength can be calculated by solving equation 4.47a with

σ22 = Y is
T , in which case the mode I critical strain energy release rate G+

2 is dissipated:

Y is
T =

√
8G+

2

πtplyΛ0
22

(4.48)

The in-plane shear in-situ strength can be obtained by solving equation 4.47b with the

upper limit of integration γ12 = γis12, dissipating the mode II critical strain energy release
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rate G6:

G6 =
πtply

4

∫ γis12

0

G12γ12
(

1 +
(
G12γ12
τA

)n) 1
n

dγ12 (4.49)

Analogous to the solution procedure in thick embedded ply case, equation 4.49 is solved

with respect to γis12 using numerical integration, and the in-plane shear in-situ strength

SisL is subsequently found by computing the stress using the Ramberg-Osgood equation

at σ12

(
γ12 = γis12

)
. The resulting transverse tensile and in-plane shear in-situ strengths

correspond to the thin embedded ply strengths Y is, emb
T and Sis, embL , respectively.

4.4.6.3 Thin outer plies

In the case of a thin outer ply, as shown in Figure 4.12, the slit crack extends through the

ply thickness tply completely, reaching the outer surface, and therefore propagates in the

longitudinal direction x.

Figure 4.12: Schematic of thin outer ply. Adapted from [8].

The mode I and II strain energy release rates defined according to [288] and using the

Ramberg-Osgood equation, read:

GI (x) = 1.222πt
ply

4
Λ0

22σ
2
22 (4.50a)

GII (x) =
πtply

2

∫ γ12

0

G12γ12
(

1 +
(
G12γ12
τA

)n) 1
n

dγ12 (4.50b)

Solving equation 4.50a with σ22 = Y is
T and integrating in equation 4.50b with the upper

limit of integration γ12 = γis12, one obtains, analogous to the thin embedded ply case:

Y is
T = 1.78

√
G+

2

πtplyΛ0
22

(4.51a)

G6 =
πtply

2

∫ γis12

0

G12γ12
(

1 +
(
G12γ12
τA

)n) 1
n

dγ12 (4.51b)

where equation 4.51b is solved with respect to γis12 and the in-plane shear in-situ strength

SisL is found with σ12

(
γ12 = γis12

)
from the Ramberg-Osgood equation. The resulting trans-

verse tensile and in-plane shear in-situ strengths correspond to the thin outer ply strengths

Y is, out
T and Sis, outL , respectively.
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4.4.7 Element deletion criteria

Element deletion was used to avoid highly distorted elements and to model crack open-

ing [180]. This is enforced when, for a given element, one or more of the following criteria

are met [9]:

ε11 ≤ −1.0 (4.52a)

ε22 ≤ −1.0 (4.52b)

d+
F ≥ 0.999 (4.52c)

dM ≥ 0.999 ∧ σ℘22 ≥ 0 (4.52d)

detF /∈ ]0.1, 5.0[ (4.52e)

Note that element deletion is enforced for tensile damage only, with a single condition for

d+
F and a constrained condition for dM when the transverse stress on the fracture plane

σ℘22 is non-negative. Under compression, the crushing damage is considered smeared over

the element. When compressive strains, in absolute value, are equal or greater than unity,

the elements are removed due to excessive distortion. Establishing limits on the deter-

minant of the deformation gradient detF also prevents excessive finite element distortion.

However, it is important to verify that elements are not removed too early due the limits

imposed on detF, allowing the damage variables to reach their maximum. The defor-

mation gradient F can be computed as the derivative of each component of the vector

x, defining the deformed current configuration, with respect to each component of the

undeformed reference configuration vector X.

F =
∂x

∂X
=




∂x1
∂X1

∂x1
∂X2

∂x1
∂X3

∂x2
∂X1

∂x2
∂X2

∂x2
∂X3

∂x3
∂X1

∂x3
∂X2

∂x3
∂X3


 (4.53)

Considering that the displacement vector u can be written as:

u = x−X (4.54)

The deformation gradient can be re-written in terms of displacements:

F =
∂

∂X
(X + u) = I +

∂u

∂X
= I +




∂u1
∂X1

∂u1
∂X2

∂u1
∂X3

∂u2
∂X1

∂u2
∂X2

∂u2
∂X3

∂u3
∂X1

∂u3
∂X2

∂u3
∂X3


 (4.55)
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4.5 Concluding remarks

A general meso-scale FE modelling framework has been proposed for composite laminates

and its formulation has been described in detail. The framework overcomes the limita-

tions of some existing virtual testing frameworks, enabling accurate strength predictions.

These limitations include the inability to predict mixed-mode intralaminar matrix damage

considering its onset and evolution on oblique fracture planes, or to distinguish between

different longitudinal tensile failure mechanisms such as fibre breakage and pull-out. Other

considerations, such as finite element mesh alignment with ply orientation, that prevent

incorrect crack paths and inaccurate stress redistributions, are also often disregarded in

most FE modelling frameworks.

The FE modelling framework was applied to the particular case of open-hole tension but

it is generic and can be applied to any composite structure. The framework includes a pro-

posed meso-scale material model based on CDM for the ply, surface-based cohesive zones

in order to model interlaminar behaviour, separate thermal and mechanical analysis steps

in order to simulate the post-cure cool-down process and the subsequent loading of the

specimen, a general contact formulation, and element deletion to allow crack progression

due to the different failure mechanisms. The framework also includes a bespoke algorithm

which aligns the mesh with the ply orientation, and an option that allows the user to

apply the numerical edge treatment, enabling suppression of free edge effects if desired.

The pre-processing and post-processing steps of the framework were implemented in a be-

spoke Python script and the finite element solution is computed using ABAQUS Explicit.

The physically-based CDM model used for the ply was implemented in a Fortran-written

user-defined material subroutine (VUMAT) and accounts for three main failure mecha-

nisms: matrix failure under a general three-dimensional stress state, where damage onset

and evolution are computed on oblique fracture planes considering mixed-mode conditions;

longitudinal tensile failure, accounting for both fibre breakage and pull-out mechanisms;

and longitudinal compressive failure, where the onset of damage is established as a re-

sult of the fibre kinking process. The onset of the different ply failure mechanisms are

determined considering the relevant in-situ strength values. Moreover, the pre-damage

non-linear shear behaviour including plasticity of the matrix is also accounted for using a

Ramberg-Osgood model with isotropic hardening.

The proposed FE modelling framework can aid the generation of more reliable and rep-

resentative coupon-level strength predictions, particularly in unconventional laminate de-

signs, where failure modes can vary considerably. The validation of the proposed frame-

work and its application to such laminates is provided in chapter 5, where a comprehensive

investigation of open-hole tensile failure is performed for a variety of cases.
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Chapter 5

Investigation of representative open-hole

tensile strength with unconventional laminate

designs

5.1 Introduction

Establishing reliable and accurate allowables for notched and open-hole strength of mul-

tidirectional CFRP laminates is a pivotal step in the design and certification process of

large aerospace components. The case of open-hole tension (OHT) usually receives con-

siderable attention, both because it is a simple and relatively inexpensive test to perform,

and because it is an early indicator of structural strength, representing the interaction of

a common geometric feature with fibre and matrix properties. OHT strength and the un-

derlying failure modes can change significantly with variations in laminate and ply block

thickness, with specimen dimensions, in particular the width to hole diameter ratio, and

with stacking sequence. These variations in OHT strength have been extensively studied

in recent years [84–88, 289] and a summary of the different failure modes is provided in

the comprehensive investigation by Hallett et al. [86]. Ultimately, it was found that the

accumulation of sub-critical interlaminar and intralaminar matrix damage and its inter-

action with fibre failure are the unifying factors that dictate OHT strength. In particular,

it was found that sub-critical damage is mostly affected by ply blocking and can either

increase OHT strength by blunting the stress concentrations in fibre dominated failure

modes, or decrease OHT strength where failure is delamination-driven. The beneficial ef-

fects of sub-critical inter-fibre splitting of main load bearing plies was also observed under

multiaxial loading in [290, 291] for different stress raisers, using a modified Arcan test

rig. It was verified that the degree of sub-critical damage varies with loading direction

and lay-up. Recently, in [292], the progression of damage on the surfaces and inner plies

of quasi-isotropic laminates under open-hole tension was recorded using in-situ edge mi-

croscopy and digital image correlation (DIC), providing in-situ evidence that variations

in lay-up can lead to vastly different phenomena.

However, these studies have been conducted for the particular case of SA laminates, com-

prised of the traditional 0◦, ±45◦ and 90◦ ply orientations, and considering on-axis loading

in the 0◦ ply direction only. OHT failure and the effects of ply blocking in less conventional
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laminates employing non-standard angle (NSA) with non-orthogonal ply orientations are

still largely unexplored. Moreover, the effects of ply blocking on OHT failure are often

analysed from a scaling perspective, where either the ply block thickness in a laminate is

increased, i.e ply-level scaling, or the number of repeating sublaminates is increased, i.e

sublaminate-level scaling [84–88]. These approaches provide insight into the fundamental

physical mechanisms and key differences that drive ultimate failure, but do not necessar-

ily provide a pathway to laminate tailoring for OHT strength considering other design

requirements.

In this chapter, the effects of unconventional design practices, such as ply blocking and

the use of non-standard angles, on the failure modes and OHT laminate strength are

investigated from a design-based perspective. The OHT failure of comparable SA and

NSA laminates is analysed under on-axis and misaligned loading, for a wide range of

stacking sequences which are varied from most dispersed to most ply blocked. For this

investigation, a comprehensive testing campaign is conducted, using both experiments

and the meso-scale FE modelling framework proposed in chapter 4. The experiments

are used to quantitatively (strength predictions) and qualitatively (failure mechanisms)

validate the meso-scale modelling framework using post-mortem ultrasonic C-scans. The

validation of the framework lays the basis for virtual testing of a more extensive set of

stacking sequences, providing insight into the exact location, sequence and interaction of

the different intralaminar and interlaminar damage events that lead to ultimate failure. In

addition, the validity and usefulness of OHT coupon-level testing for the representation of

OHT strength of large-scale components, where holes are positioned away from free edges,

is brought into question by performing a comparative investigation of simulations with and

without the previously proposed numerical edge treatment. The use of unconventional

laminates, either employing NSA and/or considerable ply blocking are discussed in the

light of the numerical edge treatment.

The chapter is organised as follows: First, in section 5.2, the stacking sequences and

the in-plane stiffness matching method to find comparable NSA laminates are described.

In section 5.3, the manufacturing and testing methodology are described in detail. The

results from experiments and from the FE modelling framework are shown in section 5.4.

In particular, the comparison between FE predictions and experimental results is given in

section 5.4.1, whereas in section 5.4.2 a more extensive set of laminates is virtually tested

using the FE modelling framework. The results are subsequently discussed in section 5.5,

first validating the proposed FE modelling framework in section 5.5.1; then, regarding the

effects of ply blocking on OHT failure of SA and NSA laminates, in section 5.5.2; and

lastly, addressing the validity of OHT coupon-level testing and the use of unconventional

stacking sequences and ply orientations, in section 5.5.3.

The physical tests and C-scans used for validation of the FE modelling framework were

carried out by a final year project student and by a postdoctoral researcher, and were

subsequently curated, post-processed and analysed by the author.
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5.2 Stacking sequences and in-plane stiffness matching

In order to investigate comparable SA and NSA laminates, an identical in-plane stiffness is

selected considering the typical industrial ply percentages of a wing skin, corresponding to

50/40/10 for 0◦, ±45◦ and 90◦ plies in a SA laminate, respectively. To find NSA laminates

that match the specified in-plane stiffness, rather than directly matching stiffness terms,

it is more straightforward to match in-plane lamination parameters, ξ1 and ξ2, defined as

[293, 294]:

ξ1 =
1

T

∫ T

0
cos (2θ(z)) dz =

1

T

Np∑

l=1

cos (2θl) tl (5.1)

ξ2 =
1

T

∫ T

0
cos (4θ(z)) dz =

1

T

Np∑

l=1

cos (4θl) tl (5.2)

where T is the laminate thickness, θl and tl denote the orientation and thickness of the

lth ply respectively in the stack, and Np is the total number of plies. Note that if the plies

are of equal thickness these expressions reduce to the mean values of the trigonometric

functions of the ply orientations in equations 5.1 to 5.2. The in-plane laminate stiffnesses

A11,A12,A22 and A66 all have linear dependency upon ξ1 and ξ2 [294], and extension-shear

coupling terms A16 and A26 are automatically zero for balanced laminates.

Consider a balanced and symmetric stacking sequence [±ψγ/ ± φ(1−γ)]S, where ψ and

φ are non-standard ply angles, and γ denotes the proportion of plies in the stack with

orientation ψ. A method for determining angles φ and ψ was previously derived in [82].

Let α = cos (2ψ) and β = cos (2φ). For a specified value of γ, α and β may be determined

using:

α =
ξ1 − (1− γ)β

γ
(5.3)

β = ξ1 ±
√
ξ2

1 − (2ξ2
1/γ − ξ2 − 1)

2(1/γ − 1)
(5.4)

For a given total number of plies there are a small, finite number of values of γ corre-

sponding to stacks where γNp, and therefore the number of plies with orientation ±ψ, is

an integer. Note that Np must be a multiple of 4 to ensure that the matched laminates

are balanced and symmetric (or at least to ensure that symmetric solutions are available),

and feasible solutions exist for γ ∈ {4/Np, 8/Np, . . . , 1 − 4/Np}. Unique solutions exist

only for γ ≤ 0.5, as solutions corresponding to γ > 0.5 are automatically captured in the

definition of φ. For instance, if the total number of plies is Np = 20, feasible solutions

of equations 5.3 to 5.4 exist for γ = 0.2 and γ = 0.4. By definition, α and β must be

bounded within the interval [−1, 1]. Feasible values of ψ and φ may be found for each of

the unique solutions of α and β which satisfy this criterion.

Applying the method above to the 50/40/10 SA ply percentages and considering lami-
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5.2. Stacking sequences and in-plane stiffness matching

nates with 20 plies (Np = 20), one obtains a single matching solution, corresponding to

[±103/± 572]S. Note that permutations of this solution will yield the exact same in-plane

stiffness and constitute all possible matching NSA laminates that satisfy the specified SA

in-plane stiffness.

With the possible SA and NSA laminates defined, the stacking sequences of SA and NSA

laminates were selected to represent variation from most dispersed (SA1 and NSA1 cases)

to most blocked (SA6 and NSA5 cases), whilst keeping constant laminate thickness and ply

percentages and in-out-of-plane coupling terms B ≈ 0. Due to in-plane stiffness matching,

null extension-shear terms A16 = A26 = 0 are automatically guaranteed. These laminates

were then subjected to on-axis open-hole tension, where the displacement or tensile load

is applied in the direction corresponding to the longitudinal axis of a 0◦ ply, as illustrated

in Figure 4.1. In order to investigate the same laminates under a misaligned loading

condition, the stacking sequences were then rotated by a constant angle corresponding

to the desired misalignment. In particular, the cases of +5◦ and +10◦ off-axis loading

were approximated performing rotations by +5◦ and +10◦ to the stacking sequences of

all selected laminates. It should be noted that in-plane stiffness is the same amongst

rotated laminates, but due to the applied rotation, extension-shear coupling terms are not

necessarily zero. For clarity, the original laminates without applied rotation are denoted as

unmodified throughout the text. The stacking sequences of both unmodified and rotated

laminates analysed in this work are shown in Table 5.1. Note that the cases labelled

with SO, QI and HA are not stiffness matched, and correspond to the stacking sequences

of a soft laminate, a quasi-isotropic laminate and a hard laminate, respectively. These

additional laminates are taken from [9] and are used for validation of the FE model only.
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5.3. Manufacturing and testing methodology

Table 5.1: IDs and corresponding stacking sequences of laminates. Number of
experimentally tested cases also indicated under ‘Exp’.

ID Stacking sequence Exp.

SA1 [45/0/-45/0/-45/0/45/0/90/02/90/0/-45/0/45/0/45/0/-45] 3
SA2 [45/-45/02/-45/45/02/90/02/90/02/-45/45/02/45/-45] 3
SA3 [45/-45/45/-45/04/90/0]S 3
SA4 [45/-45/45/-45/05/90]S -
SA5 [452/-452/05/90]S -
SA6 [452/-452/90/05]S -
NSA1 [10/-10/-57/57/-10/10/57/-57/10/-102/10/57/-57/-10/10/-57/57/10/-10] 3
NSA2 [57/-57/57/-57/10/-10/10/-10/10/-10]S 3
NSA3 [-572/572/102/-103/10]S 3
NSA4 [-572/572/10/-103/102]S -
NSA5 [-572/572/103/-103]S -
SA3+5◦ [50/-40/50/-40/54/-85/5]S 3
NSA2+5◦ [62/-52/62/-52/15/-5/15/-5/15/-5]S 3
SA1+10◦ [55/10/-35/10/-35/10/55/10/-80/102/-80/10/-35/10/55/10/55/10/-35] 1
SA2+10◦ [55/-35/102/-35/55/102/-80/102/-80/102/-35/55/102/55/-35] 1
SA3+10◦ [55/-35/55/-35/104/-80/10]S 3
SA4+10◦ [55/-35/55/-35/105/-80]S -
SA5+10◦ [552/-352/105/-80]S -
SA6+10◦ [552/-352/-80/105]S -
NSA1+10◦ [20/0/-47/67/0/20/67/-47/20/02/20/67/-47/0/20/-47/67/20/0] -
NSA2+10◦ [67/-57/67/-57/20/0/20/0/20/0]S 3
NSA3+10◦ [-472/672/202/03/20]S -
NSA4+10◦ [-472/672/20/03/202]S -
NSA5+10◦ [-472/672/203/03]S -
SO [45/-45/0/45/-45/90/45/-45/45/-45]S [9]
QI [-45/0/45/90]2S [9]
HA [0/45/0/90/0/-45/0/45/0/-45]S [9]

5.3 Manufacturing and testing methodology

From Table 5.1, twelve stacking sequences were experimentally tested. The corresponding

laminate ID and number of repeats of the same test are shown in Table 5.1. For the tests,

coupons with 100 mm gauge length, 36 mm width and 6 mm diameter holes at their centre

point, were manufactured from AS4/8552 unidirectional prepreg. The material properties

of AS4/8552 are shown in Table 5.2.

The cured laminates were cut with a sliding table saw with a diamond carbide circular

blade into the specified coupon dimensions. The free edges were then finely polished and

the aluminium tabs were bonded over the ends of the coupons using Redux420 adhesive.

Before bonding the tabs, the corresponding surfaces of the coupons were roughened with

200-grit sandpaper and thoroughly cleaned, in order to improve the quality of the bond.

The circular hole was drilled at the centre of each coupon using a DIN 338 diamond coated

drill bit. For drilling precision, a guide consisting of a locating plate and a clamping plate

were used to align the hole and fix the coupon during the drilling procedure. The hole

was drilled from both sides of the guide to avoid hole-exit delamination, induced by the

drilling operation. The guide and test coupon are shown in Figure 5.1
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5.3. Manufacturing and testing methodology

Table 5.2: Ply properties of AS4/8552 unidirectional prepreg. All properties
from [9] except for fT , fC and fG, which were assumed from IM7/8552 material
system [13]. Ply thickness of 0.195 mm was measured from experiments.

Ply properties

Elastic Fracture
E+

11, E−
11 (GPa) 137.1, 114.3 G+1 (kJ/m2) 125.0

E+
22, E−

22 (GPa) 8.8, 10.1 G−1 (kJ/m2) 61.0
G12, G13 (GPa) 4.9 G+2 (kJ/m2) 0.30
ν12, ν13 0.314 G6 (kJ/m2) 0.87
ν23 0.487 fG 0.3

Strength Thermal
XT (MPa) 2106.4 α11 (◦C−1) 0.21 · 10−6

XC (MPa) -1675.9 α22 (◦C−1) 3.30 · 10−5

YT (MPa) 74.2
YC (MPa) -322.0
SL (MPa) 110.4
fT 0.4
fC 0.2

Figure 5.1: Drilling guide and OHT test coupon. Figure provided by William
Taylor.

The faces of each coupon were subsequently painted with a speckle pattern, for subsequent

DIC analysis of the strain field. The coupons were then tested under displacement control

in an Instron 5585H tensile test system using a pair of self-tightening tensile grips to

determine OHT strength according to ASTM D5766-5766M [279], at a displacement rate

of 0.5 mm/min. The coupon dimensions, loading and gripping regions are illustrated in

Figure 4.1.

The average strain through the specimens was extracted from DIC analysis, neglecting the

peaks in strain around the hole and edges by averaging the data over a 200 mm2 region,

centred approximately 25 mm above the centre of the hole. Images were recorded at a

frequency of 1 Hz until peak load using a pair of cameras in stereo, and then processed

using DaVis software. The strain was extracted for one sample per laminate configuration

only. In order to generate the experimental stress-strain curves, the Instron load data

was first merged with the DIC averaged strain data, and the curves were subsequently

obtained from fitting of the resulting datapoints with a 9th order polynomial, so that both

linear or quasi-linear responses (as well as non-linear regions) are adequately captured.
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The process is described in detail in appendix B, where the raw DIC averaged strain data

is also shown. The full experimental set-up is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Full OHT experimental set-up. Figure provided by William Taylor.

5.4 Experimental and numerical results

5.4.1 Comparison of FE model predictions and experiments

First, the FE modelling framework is validated using the experimentally tested lami-

nates. The quantitative agreement between FE model and experiments is shown in Fig-

ure 5.3, where the comparison between OHT failure strength predicted by the model

and corresponding experimental mean (and standard deviation) can be observed. Two

sets of results are shown, the first, displayed in light grey, corresponding to the Na-

tional Center for Advanced Materials Performance (NCAMP) experimental campaign

performed in [9], where three OHT laminate configurations are tested using AS4/8552

prepreg: a soft laminate (SO) with stacking sequence [45/-45/0/45/-45/90/45/-45/45/-

45]S; a quasi-isotropic laminate (QI) with [-45/0/45/90]2S; and a hard laminate (HA)

with [0/45/0/90/0/-45/0/45/0/-45]S. The second set, in dark grey, corresponds to the

laminates tested in-house. Note that the specimen dimensions of the first set are slightly

different (6.35 mm and 38.1 mm diameter and width, respectively) and these results are

used for model validation purposes only. In the second set, standard deviations are not

shown in cases where a single experiment was performed, with three repeats being per-

formed otherwise.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of experimental mean and FE predicted OHT
strengths. Set of experiments in light grey from NCAMP experimental cam-
paign from [9]. Set of experiments in dark grey performed in-house, where
standard deviations are not shown in cases where a single experiment was per-
formed or three repeats performed otherwise.

In Figure 5.4, the Bland-Altman plot [278] of the OHT strengths from Figure 5.3 is shown,

demonstrating the quantitative agreement of the model with the experiments on a general

level. The difference between experimental (SExp) and FEA (SFEA) solutions are plotted

against their mean for the total 32 in-house experiments, plus 3 experiments from [9].

The mean of the differences, the standard deviation (±SD) and the limits of agreement

between the experiments and the FE model at ±1.96SD are also shown.

Figure 5.4: Bland-Altman plot of the OHT strengths from FEA (SFEA) and
experiments (SExp) using all 32 in-house experimental datapoints (in dark
grey), plus the 3 datapoints from [9] (in light grey). Mean of differences
SExp − SFEA, ± standard deviation (±SD) and ±1.96 standard deviation of
differences (±1.96SD) are also shown.

Figure 5.5 shows the comparison between the experimental and FE predicted stress-strain

curves until ultimate strength. Note, however, that one experimental stress-strain curve is

shown per laminate configuration as DIC was performed for a single sample only. There-

fore, the experimental ultimate strengths highlighted in the Figure 5.5 correspond to a

single point rather than the experimental mean presented in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of experimental and FE predicted stress-strain curves
until ultimate strength, with one experimental sample per laminate configura-
tion. Different configurations are offset by 0.2% from each other to improve
readability. FE curves were cropped post peak load for direct comparison with
experimental curves and ultimate strength is highlighted with markers in all
cases. For the complete FE curves, the reader is referred to Figure 5.9.

5.4.1.1 C-scans

The qualitative agreement between FE model and experiments is assessed in terms of sim-

ilarity in post-failure damage morphology. The damaged specimens from the experiments

were C-scanned using a Ultrasonic Sciences Ltd. C-scan system employing a 35 MHz

probe in time of flight mode. Figure 5.6 shows the comparison of C-scanned and FE pre-

dicted damage morphology of the coupons. The depth of the delaminated areas shown by

C-scans is indicated by a colour map and outer surface cracks are represented in greyscale,

whereas the FEA images are displayed in translucent greyscale. Note that C-scans are

post-test and thus show more extensive damage, whereas FE simulations are halted after

a 40% drop in load. The relative propensity for damage is, however, comparable between

experiments and FE model.
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SA1 SA1+10◦ SA2 SA2+10◦ SA3

SA3+10◦ NSA1 NSA2 NSA2+10◦ NSA3

Figure 5.6: Comparison of C-scanned and FEA predicted post-mortem failure
morphology of coupons. Depth of delaminated areas shown by overlaid time
of flight ultrasonic C-scans is indicated by a colour map and outer surfaces are
represented in greyscale. Delaminations and intralaminar cracking displayed
in translucent greyscale in FEA. Loading direction in x.
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5.4.2 FE results for analysis

In this section, the results presented hereafter are all obtained from the FE model and

are used for posterior analysis in the discussion section 5.5. The FE results provide in-

sight into the damage mechanisms and physical phenomena that drive the failure process

and ultimately lead to final failure. The quantitative results are presented first in sec-

tion 5.4.2.1, corresponding to OHT strength predictions, indicators of damage onset and

metrics of damage accumulation. Then, in section 5.4.2.2, the qualitative results from

the FE predictions are shown, corresponding to the different damage morphology patterns

and their evolutions.

5.4.2.1 Quantitative results

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the FE strength predictions of all laminates in Table 5.1, except

+5◦ rotated laminates. Four sets of results can be observed for both SA and NSA lam-

inates: unmodified laminates, laminates with numerical edge treatment (+E), laminates

with rotation (+10◦) and laminates with rotation and numerical edge treatment (+10◦+E).

The OHT strength predictions of the SA laminates can be observed in Figure 5.7, whereas

Figure 5.8 shows the predictions of all NSA laminates.

Figure 5.7: OHT strength predictions of SA laminates using FEA, with (+10◦)
and without rotation and with (+E) and without numerical edge treatment.
Stacking sequence is varied from most dispersed (SA1 case) to most blocked
(SA6 case).
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5.4. Experimental and numerical results

Figure 5.8: OHT strength predictions of NSA laminates using FEA, with
(+10◦) and without rotation and with (+E) and without numerical edge treat-
ment. Stacking sequence is varied from most dispersed (NSA1 case) to most
blocked (NSA5 case).

The complete stress-strain curves obtained from FEA are shown in Figure 5.9 for both SA

and NSA cases, from smallest to largest amount of ply blocking, with +10◦ and without

rotations, with (+E) and without edge treatment.

In order to understand the effects of ply blocking on the onset of damage, the strains at

which damage initiates were computed from the FE predictions. The results are shown

in Figure 5.10, illustrating the effects of ply blocking on the onset of intralaminar matrix

damage (dM > 0) and fibre damage (dF > 0) in unmodified SA and NSA laminates. The

onset of matrix and fibre failure are shown for each ply orientation of each laminate and

plotted against strain.

After onset, the accumulation of the different intralaminar damage mechanisms due to ply

blocking was also investigated. A damage accumulation metric was used to quantify the

amount of damage between onset and ultimate failure. For this metric, the ratio of dam-

aged finite elements over the total number of finite elements in a laminate is computed

at every simulation time step. In particular, the cases of intralaminar matrix damage

and longitudinal damage are investigated, with the first metric corresponding to the ratio

of damaged elements with dM > 0 and the second metric corresponding to the ratio of

damaged elements with dF > 0. The results are shown for both unmodified SA and NSA

laminates in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, corresponding to accumulation of matrix damage and

longitudinal damage, respectively. Note that because of mesh alignment with ply orienta-

tion and the fact that the number of finite elements in a laminate depend on the orientation

of its plies, the aforementioned damage accumulation metrics become dependent on ply

orientation as well. Therefore, the metrics are only comparable between laminates with

similar plies, e.g they are comparable between SA laminates or between NSA laminates,

but not between SA and NSA laminates.
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(a) SA1 (b) SA2 (c) SA3

(d) SA4 (e) SA5 (f) SA6

(g) NSA1 (h) NSA2 (i) NSA3

(j) NSA4 (k) NSA5

Figure 5.9: FE predicted stress-strain curves of SA and NSA laminates, with
(+10◦) and without rotation, with (+E) and without edge treatment, for dif-
ferent ply blocking strategies.
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Figure 5.10: Onset of intralaminar failure mechanisms predicted by FEA (fibre
damage - dF > 0 and matrix damage - dM > 0) in 0◦, ±45◦ and 90◦ plies
of unmodified SA laminates, and in ±10◦ and ±57◦ plies in unmodified NSA
laminates. Ultimate failure is also plotted for each laminate. Stacking sequence
is varied from most dispersed (SA1 and NSA1 cases) to most blocked (SA6 and
NSA5 cases).

(a) SA laminates (b) NSA laminates

Figure 5.11: Effect of different ply blocking strategies on the accumulation of
intralaminar matrix damage in laminates using FEA. The ratio of damaged
elements (due to intralaminar matrix damage dM > 0) over total number of
elements in unmodified SA and NSA laminates is used as a metric for damage
accumulation. Curves are plotted until strain at ultimate failure. Stacking
sequence is varied from most dispersed (SA1 and NSA1 cases) to most blocked
(SA6 and NSA5 cases).
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(a) SA laminates (b) NSA laminates

Figure 5.12: Effect of different ply blocking strategies on the accumulation of
intralaminar longitudinal damage in laminates using FEA. The ratio of dam-
aged elements (due to intralaminar longitudinal damage dF > 0) over total
number of elements in unmodified SA and NSA laminates is used as a metric
for damage accumulation. Curves are plotted until strain at ultimate failure.
Stacking sequence is varied from most dispersed (SA1 and NSA1 cases) to most
blocked (SA6 and NSA5 cases).

The accumulation of intralaminar matrix and longitudinal damage in 0◦ plies of unmodified

SA laminates is of particular interest for the analysis of the failure process, discussed in

section 5.5. Therefore, the damage accumulation metrics are computed for unmodified

SA laminates, taking the ratio of damaged finite elements, in the 0◦ plies, over the total

number of finite elements in those same plies. The results are shown in Figure 5.13.

(a) Matrix damage (b) Longitudinal damage

Figure 5.13: Effect of different ply blocking strategies on the accumulation of
intralaminar damage in 0◦ plies of unmodified SA laminates using FEA. Ratio
of damaged elements due to intralaminar matrix damage (dM > 0) and ratio of
damage elements due to intralaminar longitudinal damage (dF > 0) in (a) and
(b), respectively. The ratios are computed considering the number of damaged
elements over the number of total elements within 0◦ plies. Curves are plotted
until strain at ultimate failure. Stacking sequence is varied from most dispersed
(SA1 case) to most blocked (SA6 case).
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Lastly, the accumulation of intralaminar matrix damage is also demonstrated in Fig-

ure 5.14 for the case of rotated SA and NSA laminates.

(a) SA laminates (b) NSA laminates

Figure 5.14: Effect of different ply blocking strategies on the accumulation of
intralaminar matrix damage in laminates using FEA. The ratio of damaged
elements (due to intralaminar matrix damage dM > 0) over total number of
elements in rotated (+10◦) SA and NSA laminates is used as a metric for dam-
age accumulation. Curves are plotted until strain at ultimate failure. Stacking
sequence is varied from most dispersed (SA1 and NSA1 cases) to most blocked
(SA6 and NSA5 cases).
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5.4.2.2 Qualitative results

Figure 5.15 shows the qualitative effects of ply blocking on the accumulation of intralam-

inar matrix cracking, and three representative examples (SA1, SA3 and SA6) for SA and

(NSA1, NSA3 and NSA5) for NSA laminates are shown at ultimate failure. Matrix cracks

in plies with identical orientation are highlighted in the same colour: in SA laminates, red,

green and blue correspond to ±45◦, 0◦ and 90◦ plies, respectively and in NSA laminates,

red and blue correspond to ±57◦ and ±10◦ plies, respectively. Note that matrix cracks

correspond to the particular case of fully damaged material due to matrix tensile failure.

(a) SA1, ε0xx = 0.66% (b) SA3, ε0xx = 0.86% (c) SA6, ε0xx = 1.25%

(d) NSA1, ε0xx = 0.64% (e) NSA3, ε0xx = 0.64% (f) NSA5, ε0xx = 0.69%

Figure 5.15: Effects of ply blocking on intralaminar matrix cracking predicted
by FEA (dM ≥ 0.999 ∧ σ℘

22 ≥ 0) at ultimate failure for three representative
cases, for both SA and NSA laminates. Red, green and blue correspond to
±45◦, 0◦ and 90◦ plies, respectively, in SA laminates. Red and blue correspond
to ±57◦ and ±10◦ plies, respectively, in NSA laminates. ε0xx corresponds to
applied strain at ultimate failure. Transparency added to the material to make
matrix cracks visible in every plie. Loading direction in x.

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the effects of ply blocking on the severity of delaminations in

SA (SA2 case is omitted as it is very similar to SA1) and NSA laminates, respectively. The

first, second and third rows of Figures 5.16 and 5.17 correspond to unmodified laminates,

laminates rotated by 10◦ and laminates rotated by 10◦ with numerical edge treatment,

respectively. Laminates with only numerical edge treatment and no rotation (+E) were

not shown for brevity, as they were not as affected by delaminations as the rotated cases.

Contour lines of fully delaminated areas are plotted for every interface, with different

colours corresponding to different interfaces. For the sake of clarity, the depth of each

interface is not provided. In unmodified and rotated cases (first and second rows), the

delamination contours were obtained at an applied strain ε0
xx corresponding to ultimate

failure. In the rotated with numerical edge treatment cases (third row), the delamination

contours were obtained at an applied strain equivalent to the strain at ultimate failure of
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the corresponding rotated laminates (second row), to allow a direct comparison.

SA1 SA3 SA4 SA5 SA6

ε0
xx = 0.66% ε0

xx = 0.86% ε0
xx = 0.86% ε0

xx = 0.81% ε0
xx = 1.25%

+
1
0
◦

ε0
xx = 0.66% ε0

xx = 0.71% ε0
xx = 0.71% ε0

xx = 0.71% ε0
xx = 0.64%

+
1
0
◦

+
E

εxx = 0.66% εxx = 0.71% εxx = 0.71% εxx = 0.71% εxx = 0.64%

Figure 5.16: Delamination contour plots of SA laminates for different ply block-
ing strategies from FEA. Second row with rotation (+10◦) and third row with
rotation and numerical edge treatment (+10◦ + E). Different colours corre-
spond to different ply interfaces. εxx corresponds to applied strain and ε0xx
corresponds to applied strain at ultimate failure. Transparency added to the
material to make delaminations visible in every interface. Loading direction in
x. Stacking sequence is varied from most dispersed (SA1 case) to most blocked
(SA6 case).
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NSA1 NSA2 NSA3 NSA4 NSA5

ε0
xx = 0.64% ε0

xx = 0.62% ε0
xx = 0.64% ε0

xx = 0.64% ε0
xx = 0.69%

+
1
0
◦

ε0
xx = 0.64% ε0

xx = 0.67% ε0
xx = 0.74% ε0

xx = 0.79% ε0
xx = 0.74%

+
1
0
◦

+
E

εxx = 0.64% εxx = 0.67% εxx = 0.74% εxx = 0.79% εxx = 0.74%

Figure 5.17: Delamination contour plots of NSA laminates for different ply
blocking strategies from FEA. Second row with rotation (+10◦) and third row
with rotation and numerical edge treatment (+10◦ + E). Different colours
correspond to different ply interfaces. εxx corresponds to applied strain and ε0xx
corresponds to applied strain at ultimate failure. Transparency added to the
material to make delaminations visible in every interface. Loading direction
in x. Stacking sequence is varied from most dispersed (NSA1 case) to most
blocked (NSA5 case).

Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show the effects of the applied rotation on intralaminar damage

mechanisms of a blocked SA laminate, using the comparison of SA5 and SA5+10◦ as

an illustrative case. In Figure 5.18, a top view of the laminates at three applied strains

(before, at and after ultimate failure) are shown. Matrix cracks of different plies are shown

in different colours and propagation of fibre damage (dF > 0) is represented in a colour

map (see Figure caption for more details). The rotation leads to a change in failure type:

from hole-driven to edge-driven failure. The causes and implications of this are addressed

in detail in the discussion section 5.5. Figure 5.19 shows the cross-section of the plots

in Figure 5.18, taken at 9 mm away from the centre of the hole in the x direction (this

location is indicated on each aforementioned Figure). Differences in concentration and

unloading of longitudinal stress (σ11) for hole-driven and edge-driven failure are shown

in a colour map on the cross-section plane, whereas delaminations and matrix cracks are

displayed in translucent greyscale.
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(a) SA5, εxx = 0.76% (b) SA5, ε0xx = 0.81% (c) SA5, εxx = 0.86%

(d) SA5+10◦, εxx = 0.67% (e) SA5+10◦, ε0xx = 0.71% (f) SA5+10◦, εxx = 0.76%

Figure 5.18: Propagation of fibre damage dF > 0 (SDV46 - represented in a
colour map from blue to red) along with intralaminar matrix cracking in SA5,
unmodified and after rotation, at three strain states (before, at and after ul-
timate failure) from FEA. Rotation leads to a change in failure type: from
hole-driven to edge driven failure. εxx corresponds to applied strain and ε0xx
corresponds to applied strain at ultimate failure. Matrix cracks are shown in
black, orange, grey and cyan from lowest to highest ply angle; this order cor-
responds to −45◦, 0◦, +45◦, 90◦ in unrotated state, and to −80◦, −35◦, +10◦,
+55◦ after rotation, respectively. Transparency added so damage is visible
through laminate thickness. Loading direction in x. Cross-section locations
are highlighted with dotted lines (taken at 9 mm away from the centre of the
hole in the x direction).
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y

z

x

(a) SA5, εxx = 0.76% (b) SA5+10◦, εxx = 0.67%

(c) SA5, ε0xx = 0.81% (d) SA5+10◦, ε0xx = 0.71%

(e) SA5, ε0xx = 0.86% (f) SA5+10◦, ε0xx = 0.76%

Figure 5.19: Cross-sections of SA5, unmodified and after rotation, at two strain
states (before and at ultimate failure) taken at 9 mm away from the centre of
the hole in the x direction from FEA. Figures correspond to cross-sections in
Figure 5.18. Fibre stresses σ11 (in MPa) are shown in a colour map from blue to
red on the cross-section plane. Delaminations and matrix cracks are displayed
in translucent greyscale. Figure illustrates differences in concentration and
unloading of σ11 for hole-driven and edge-driven failure.
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5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 FE model validation

Figure 5.3 indicates that the FE model is able to accurately capture failure strength of

coupons with various stacking sequences, with a maximum relative difference of approx-

imately 5% from the experimental mean. In particular, as this correlation lays the basis

for numerical analysis of additional stacking sequences and the failure mechanisms at play

in each, it is noted that model is able to correctly predict the failure strength of coupons

with: (i) off-axis angles (e.g. NSA1-3 and laminates with rotated stacking sequences); (ii)

imbalance of plies about the loading axis (e.g. laminates with rotated stacking sequences);

(iii) blocked and dispersed sequences (e.g. SA3 vs SA1); (iv) and combinations of each

of these e.g. (SA3+10◦). In addition, from Figure 5.4, the systematic error of the model

is found to be negligible, with a 2.6 MPa mean of differences between experiments and

corresponding FE predictions, even considering the uncertainty in experimental results

due to material, manufacturing and testing variability. No proportional error is found

either, as the variation of these differences is independent of the magnitude of laminate

strength. Lastly, the standard deviation (SD) of the differences between experiments and

FE predictions is also small, corresponding to 26.9 MPa, resulting in very good limits

of agreement at ±1.96 SD from the mean. This indicates that significant changes in be-

haviour predicted by the FE model, associated to very large strength variations (typically

> 100 MPa), e.g SA2 to SA3 or SA4/SA5 to SA6 in Figure 5.7, or conversely, invariance

in strength of the NSA cases in Figure 5.8, depict real physical effects.

Figure 5.5 suggests that good agreement is also found between the experimental and the

FE predicted stress-strain curves. Small discrepancies fall within material variability and

experimental inaccuracies.

Comparison of images in Figure 5.6 shows that the FE model is also able to qualitatively

predict fracture patterns, not only displaying similar intralaminar failure but also compa-

rable relative propensity for delamination, e.g. blocked sequences show a greater extent

of interlaminar damage in both C-scans and FEA. With the capability of the FE model

now established, the remaining discussion uses FEA only to explore the effects of stacking

sequence and misalignment of load on OHT strength.

5.5.2 The effects of ply blocking on OHT failure of SA and NSA laminates

In this section, the effects of ply blocking are initially analysed considering unmodified

laminates only (SA1-SA6 and NSA1-NSA5). Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show that comparatively,

blocked SA stacking sequences (e.g SA3) outperform NSA laminates. However, NSA

laminates are very insensitive to ply blocking, with variation in stacking sequence leading

to only marginal changes in OHT strength, when compared to SA laminates.
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The effects of ply blocking on ultimate failure crucially depend on the ability or inability

of a laminate to accumulate sub-critical damage. As a result, in SA laminates ply blocking

has a pronounced effect on OHT strength by significantly affecting the accumulation of

sub-critical interlaminar and intralaminar matrix damage. Conversely, the invariability

in OHT strength to different NSA stacking sequences stems from the inability of these

laminates to accumulate sub-critical damage whilst retaining load-bearing capacity.

5.5.2.1 Sub-critical damage in SA and NSA laminates

In SA laminates, intralaminar matrix damage initiates in ±45◦ and/or 90◦ plies and is

followed by intralaminar matrix damage in 0◦ plies, as shown in Figure 5.10. Longitudinal

damage is the last failure mechanism and can initiate in 0◦ and/or ±45◦ plies depending

on stacking sequence. Loss of load-bearing capacity in these plies generally dictates ulti-

mate failure in SA laminates. In particular, 0◦ plies fail due to fibre breakage only, and

intralaminar matrix damage can accumulate independently without compromising their

load-bearing capacity. In ±45◦ plies, intralaminar damage mechanisms cannot accumu-

late independently, but ultimately, fibre failure is dominant in SA laminates. Therefore,

delaying the onset of longitudinal damage corresponds to increased OHT strength in SA

laminates, as shown in Figure 5.10.

In NSA laminates, intralaminar matrix damage initiates in the softer ±57◦ plies, followed

by the stiffer ±10◦ plies, as shown in Figure 5.10. Onset of longitudinal failure occurs after

and only in the ±10◦ plies but does not necessarily correlate with ultimate failure. The

effect of longitudinal failure on ultimate OHT strength is less critical in NSA laminates,

as the load-bearing capacity is shared between fibre and matrix (with the contribution

of each depending on ply orientation) in every ply. Unlike SA laminates, intralaminar

matrix damage in NSA laminates cannot accumulate sub-critically in any given ply without

affecting the rest of the laminate and without inevitably leading to complete failure.

5.5.2.2 Effects of ply blocking on sub-critical interlaminar and intralam-

inar matrix damage

The effects of ply blocking on sub-critical intralaminar matrix damage and ultimately, on

longitudinal damage, can be analysed quantitatively using Figures 5.10, 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13.

From a qualitative standpoint, these effects can be observed in Figures 5.15, 5.16 and 5.16.

For the case of SA laminates, where the accumulation of sub-critical damage is possible,

increased ply block thickness facilitates the propagation of intralaminar matrix damage

after onset within that block of plies. This results in an increased rate of accumulated

damage, as demonstrated in Figure 5.11a, where the order of SA laminates with ascending

ratio of damaged elements, for a given applied strain, coincides with the blocking order SA1

to SA6. This is also shown, qualitatively, in the examples in Figures 5.15a, 5.15b and 5.15c,
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where intralaminar matrix cracking visibly increases in ply blocking order. In addition,

ply blocking leads to greater stress discontinuities at interfaces, due to increased stress

gradients through each ply block thickness, which promote earlier onset of interlaminar

damage. It also reduces the number of interfaces, with more energy being available per

block interface to propagate those delaminations. These effects can be observed in the

case of SA laminates in Figure 5.16, where increased ply blocking clearly leads to more

extensive delaminations.

In SA laminates, blocking 0◦ plies can result in an increase in OHT strength, as the

additional intralaminar matrix damage and delaminations in adjacent block interfaces

blunt the notch and reduce local fibre stress concentrations, effectively delaying the onset

of longitudinal failure. This corresponds to cases SA1 to SA2, SA2 to SA3 and SA5 to

SA6, as shown in Figure 5.7, where the maximum 0◦ block thickness increases from 1 to 2,

2 to 4 and 5 to 10 plies, respectively. This blunting effect has also been reported in other

works, such as [84–88]. The overall cause and effect between increasing accumulated sub-

critical matrix damage and delaying longitudinal damage from ply blocking of 0◦ plies in

SA laminates can be observed by comparison of Figures 5.11a and 5.12a. In particular, this

cause and effect be quantitatively established very clearly by comparing the accumulation

of intralaminar matrix damage solely in 0◦ plies, in Figure 5.13a, with the longitudinal

damage in those same plies, in Figure 5.13b.

Blocking of 90◦ plies has practically no consequence on OHT strength, as shown from

SA3 to SA4 in Figure 5.7. This is because the onset of overall longitudinal damage, in

Figure 5.10, is virtually unaffected by either increase in intralaminar matrix damage of the

90◦ block or by adjacent block interface delaminations. Note that from SA3 to SA4 the

maximum 0◦ block thickness is also increased from 4 to 5 plies, but this is not sufficient

to yield a visibile effect.

Blocking ±45◦ plies, results in a decrease in OHT strength as the increased accumulation

of interlaminar and intralaminar matrix damage leads to an earlier onset of longitudinal

failure. This is shown from SA4 to SA5 in Figure 5.10. In this case, these mechanisms

directly affect longitudinal damage in blocks of ±45◦ plies, but unlike NSA laminates, they

are far less critical and can accumulate as 0◦ plies provide the necessary stiffness.

In NSA laminates, accumulation of significant sub-critical damage is not possible and

therefore, ply blocking yields very little effect on the extent of intralaminar matrix damage,

as shown quantitatively in Figure 5.11b and qualitatively in Figures 5.15d, 5.15e, 5.15f. In-

terlaminar damage is also marginally affected by ply blocking in NSA laminates, as shown

in Figure 5.17. Comparatively, NSA laminates display less extensive delaminations than

SA counterparts due to ply non-orthogonality, which results in an increased compatibility

in elastic constants of adjacent blocks of plies. As a consequence, blocks of plies can deform

more freely, leading to less pronounced interlaminar stresses near the hole and free edges

at block interfaces, and reducing the effect of blocking on these stresses. Ultimately, this
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decreases the extent of delaminations and its variability with ply blocking. The inability to

accumulate significant sub-critical matrix damage leads to similar onset and accumulation

of longitudinal damage across the tested NSA cases, as shown in Figure 5.12b, resulting

in similar OHT strengths.

The effects of ply blocking are also illustrated in Figure 5.9, where the increase in inter-

laminar and intralaminar matrix damage result in more pronounced non-linear behaviour,

particularly in SA cases with significant ply blocking, such as SA6 in Figure 5.9f. Con-

versely, the reduced extent of these damage mechanisms in NSA cases results in a response

that remains closer to linear behaviour, even in blocked cases such as NSA5 in Figure 5.9k.

5.5.3 Validity of OHT testing: Shortcomings and proposed numerical edge

treatment

5.5.3.1 Edge-driven longitudinal failure

Rotating the laminates by +10◦ to mimic off-axis loading resulted in significant differ-

ences in interlaminar damage, as shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. From comparison of

the unmodified cases with their +10◦ rotated version, it was observed that the applied

rotation led to increased delamination severity in both SA+10◦ and NSA+10◦ laminates,

which becomes more pronounced in SA+10◦ cases with ply blocking. Delamination mor-

phology also changed after rotation and is similar in all laminates, with triangular shaped

areas at the free edges. These two observations can be attributed to the introduction

of extension-shear coupling due to the applied +10◦ rotation. The additional in-plane

shearing, combined with the test boundary conditions, leads to an increase in both in-

terlaminar and intralaminar shear stresses, especially near the free edges, which promote

delaminations and intralaminar matrix damage.

The increase in delaminations and intralaminar matrix damage near the free edges can

lead to a change in longitudinal failure type, from hole-driven to edge-driven. This type

of failure occurs when delaminations and matrix cracks growing from the free edges are

severe enough to generate stress concentrations which load the fibres past their ultimate

strength, leading to fibre rupture, which propagates near the free edges. This does not

necessarily mean that longitudinal damage exclusively develops at the free edges and not

at the hole, but rather that these two occur concurrently and eventually coalesce. The

change from hole-driven to edge-driven longitudinal failure is illustrated in Figure 5.18,

where SA5 displays longitudinal damage propagating from the hole towards the free edges,

whereas SA5+10◦ displays longitudinal damage occurring concurrently at the hole and

near the free edges, where considerable matrix cracking induces significant fibre stresses.

This can be observed in Figure 5.19, where longitudinal stress σ11 concentrates in the

vicinity of matrix cracks near the free edge of SA5+10◦, leading to longitudinal damage

and subsequent unloading of σ11 in 10◦ plies from those cracks towards the hole. This
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contrasts with hole-driven failure, as shown in the SA5 case, where σ11 unloads evenly

from the hole towards the free edges.

The combination of ply blocking, ply orthogonality and extension-shear coupling promote

edge-driven longitudinal failure in SA3+10◦ to SA6+10◦ cases in Figure 5.7. Quantita-

tively, the increase in accumulated matrix cracking that promotes edge-driven failure in

blocked SA laminates can be observed in Figure 5.14a. This type of failure leads to a

significant reduction in OHT strength when compared to the corresponding unmodified

laminates. In the remaining SA+10◦ and NSA+10◦ cases in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, the rela-

tive decrease in OHT strength, when compared to the corresponding unmodified versions,

is much smaller, as the increase in interlaminar and intralaminar matrix damage due to

the applied rotation is not sufficient to trigger edge-driven failure. The NSA laminates

analysed are particularly insensitive to edge-driven failure, even in cases with significant

ply blocking and applied rotations. This is because of reduced interlaminar damage due

to ply non-orthogonality and inability to accumulate intralaminar matrix damage, both

of which remain under the threshold that triggers edge-driven failure.

5.5.3.2 Effects of numerical edge treatment

The standard OHT test method [279] specifies that specimens with non-acceptable fail-

ure modes, i.e failure that does not occur at the hole, should be rejected as they are

not representative of OHT strength in large parts. However, as demonstrated by the

cases simulated in this work, it can be impossible to identify edge-driven failure via visual

inspection of failed specimens as ply cracking always occurred at the hole, regardless of

failure type. However, prevention of edge-driven failure is possible in a simulation environ-

ment by virtually removing the free edges using the previously described numerical edge

treatment. The effects of the numerical edge treatment on OHT strength can be observed

by comparing laminates with +E label with the corresponding versions without +E in

Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Edge-driven failure is suppressed in SA3+10◦+E to SA6+10◦+E,

resulting in significant increases in strength (up to 80%) when compared to correspond-

ing cases SA3+10◦ to SA6+10◦. The numerical edge treatment also had an effect on the

SA6+E OHT strength, suggesting that failure of SA6 is negatively affected by free edge ef-

fects. Qualitatively, it can be observed from Figures 5.16 and 5.17 that the numerical edge

treatment successfully suppresses free edge delaminations in every case, whilst preserving

similar delamination contours around the hole. The effects on OHT strength, however,

are confined to laminates where failure is partially or completely edge-driven. In cases

where failure is already hole-driven, the numerical edge treatment leads to a very small

increase in strength due to the additional stiffness provided by the purely elastic block

material, as shown in the remaining cases in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. This indicates that the

procedure can be used to reliably predict large part OHT strength without interference

from edge-driven failure.
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The possibility of predicting more representative OHT strength of large parts from coupon-

level predictions using the numerical edge treatment in a simulation framework opens up

opportunities in laminate design. As mentioned in chapter 2, limiting the maximum num-

ber of blocked plies in a laminate is a common aerospace design guideline [72] and would

normally exclude some unconventional blocked SA laminates, such as SA6. This practice

would be supported if the standard test method were followed, as a small misalignment

in load would trigger unrealistic edge-driven failure resulting in a significant reduction in

strength. However, results with numerical edge treatment in Figure 5.7 indicate that such

blocked laminates would be good choices for larger parts with holes away from the free

edges or in cases where those free edges are nonexistent.

Alternatively, the NSA laminates in this study, either with ply blocking or off-axis loading,

are unaffected by edge-driven failure and display very little variation in strength, which

is on par with dispersed SA strength. Such properties make them well suited to OHT

strength prediction with current test procedures and makes for a robust and reliable design

process.

5.6 Concluding remarks

A comprehensive investigation of open-hole tensile strength of unconventional laminate de-

signs, including both non-standard ply angles and ply blocking, has been conducted. For

the investigation, an extensive experimental and virtual testing campaign, employing the

meso-scale FE modelling framework proposed in chapter 4, was performed. The FE mod-

elling framework was successfully validated against experiments on laminates featuring

standard and non-standard angles, imbalance of plies about the loading axis, and blocked

and dispersed stacking sequences. A maximum relative difference of 5% was observed be-

tween predicted and experimental strengths. Very good agreement was also found between

the failure morphology predicted from the FE model and that observed from post-mortem

C-scans. The FE modelling framework provided insight into the failure processes that

drive differences in ultimate OHT strength.

Unconventional SA laminates with large blocks of 0◦ plies were found to have higher OHT

strengths than both NSA and dispersed (more conventional) SA laminates, with iden-

tical in-plane stiffness and under on-axis loading. This is due to increased sub-critical

interlaminar and intralaminar matrix damage in thick 0◦ blocks of plies and adjacent

interfaces, which blunt fibre stresses delaying ultimate failure. However, blocked SA lami-

nates performed poorly under a +10◦ misaligned loading (mimicked by laminate rotation),

displaying much lower OHT strength than both SA and NSA counterparts under similar

loading conditions. This is due to edge-driven longitudinal failure, which is promoted by

the combination of extension-shear coupling, ply orthogonality and significant ply block-

ing. These factors contribute to critical interlaminar and intralaminar matrix damage at

the free edges, which can lead to significant fibre stress concentrations resulting in lon-
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gitudinal failure that propagates from the free edges towards the hole. As such, cases

displaying edge-driven failure are not representative of OHT strength in large-scale com-

ponents, where the holes are positioned at much greater distances from free edges or where

free edges are nonexistent, resulting in unrepresentative coupon-level data.

In order to suppress edge-driven failure, the previously proposed numerical edge treatment

was employed and its effects were investigated. It was found that the numerical edge

treatment effectively increases OHT strength in laminates prone to edge-driven failure,

shifting the failure process to the hole and ‘recovering’ OHT strengths more representative

of those expected in a large component. In particular, it was found that blocked SA

laminates, which would be ruled out by current OHT testing procedures as offering low

strength for misaligned loads (not robust to uncertain loading), actually display up to

80% higher strength when using the numerical edge treatment, bringing into question the

usefulness and validity of standard OHT coupon testing for some cases. On the other

hand, it was found that the OHT strength of the investigated NSA laminates was much

less sensitive to either variations in ply blocking and/or misaligned loading, and was not

affected by edge-driven failure. These observations were attributed to two key factors:

intralaminar matrix damage cannot accumulate sub-critically in these NSA laminates,

resulting in ultimate failure; non-orthogonality between adjacent plies of NSA laminates

produces less extensive and less variable interlaminar damage. These factors result in

much smaller variability in failure modes in NSA laminates, and ultimately, lead to small

variations in OHT strength. As such, these laminates can be reliably tested using current

testing standards as their coupon-level strength is much more representative of their OHT

strength expected in a large component. In addition, the investigated NSA laminates were

also found to provide OHT strengths on par with dispersed SA stacking sequences.

Lastly, as a general guideline, simulations with numerical edge treatment are recommended

in order to produce more representative OHT strength predictions in any laminate where

the type of OHT failure is not known in advance, or in any case where edge-driven fail-

ure is expected. This paves the way for more reliable and representative coupon-level

simulations.
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Chapter 6

Development of a data-driven Bayesian

optimisation framework for composite

laminate strength

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a novel Bayesian optimisation framework is proposed for strength of mul-

tidirectional composite laminates. To the author’s knowledge, the framework is the first

to combine high-fidelity progressive damage FE modelling with a data-driven optimisation

methodology for strength of composite laminates.

The proposed optimisation framework is generic and can be used to find stronger stacking

sequences for any composite structure and under different loading conditions. However,

the case of open-hole tensile strength is chosen as a demonstrator of the framework, both

because it is an important indicator of structural strength from coupon-level tests, follow-

ing on from the work conducted in chapter 5, but also because it is a challenging problem

which can display a variety of failure modes, representing a complex objective function

which requires an expensive FE model, for which Bayesian optimisation is particularly well

suited. As such, the optimisation framework is described in this chapter in the particular

context of open-hole tensile strength, but the method can be easily generalised to other

composite laminate strength optimisation problems.

The optimisation framework uses Gaussian process regression to generate a probabilis-

tic surrogate model of the objective function. The objective function corresponds to the

expensive OHT strength predictions computed from progressive damage FE modelling.

The surrogate model is used to build an acquisition function, which determines the best

next point to sample and where the objective function is evaluated using the FE model,

thus guiding the optimisation process towards laminates with higher OHT strength. The

framework also includes a bespoke and novel methodology for incorporating constraints

within Bayesian optimisation, which is used to enforce other design requirements such

as specified in-plane stiffness, symmetry of the laminate about its mid-plane and balance

of plies. The methodology allows the evaluation of infeasible points (that do not satisfy

the optimisation constraints) to improve the accuracy of the surrogate model but, as the

optimisation progresses, gradually limits sampling to feasible regions only. The methodol-
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ogy ensures that, ultimately, the design constraints are enforced, but the accuracy of the

surrogate model is not jeopardised in the process. Thus, the optimisation framework can

achieve very good laminate solutions in relatively few FE model evaluations, a necessary

feature when optimising such complex problems, whilst enforcing the strict constraints

associated with stacking sequence design.

As previously mentioned, other methods for global optimisation include Genetic Algo-

rithms, Particle Swarm optimisation, Simulated Annealing methods and Ant Colony op-

timisation. However, such methods can be very computationally expensive when using

complex objective functions because they require large population sizes at each iteration

of the optimisation process. In particular, considering the case of computationally ex-

pensive FE strength models including progressive damage such as the ones used herein,

these conventional global optimisation methods become computationally intractable. A

typical initial population size used in such methods, considering a problem such as the

one presented in this chapter, is of comparable magnitude to the maximum number of FE

model runs performed from start to end of the proposed Bayesian optimisation method.

In other words, for the same computational cost, the Bayesian optimisation would have

performed 100 iterations (maximum number used in the following studies) whereas other

aforementioned methods would not have progressed significantly beyond the first or second

iteration. Bayesian optimisation and other methods, some of which available in Python

open-source libraries such as HyperOpt [295] (which includes search algorithms such as

Random Search, Tree of Parzen Estimators (TPE) and Adaptive TPE) can be much more

efficient for problems with complex and computationally expensive objective functions.

The interested reader is referred to the original documentation in [295] for more details

on the implemented search algorithms.

Note that this chapter is dedicated to the description of the optimisation framework,

whereas its application, corresponding results and discussion are addressed in chapter 7

instead. The optimisation problem is first described in section 6.2 and the proposed op-

timisation framework is subsequently described in section 6.3. In order to evaluate the

objective function, the meso-scale FE modelling framework proposed in chapter 4 and used

in chapter 5 is modified and simplifications are made so it can be used within the optimi-

sation framework. The simplified meso-scale FE model is not as accurate as the original

modelling framework, but it can provide relatively accurate predictions at a fraction of the

computational cost, which is crucial for the optimisation process. The simplified meso-

scale FE model is described in detail, along with its validation, in section 6.4. Lastly,

in section 6.5, the applicability of Gaussian process regression for surrogate modelling of

open-hole tensile strength is discussed.
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6.2 Optimisation problem

Considering the same 36×36 mm plate with a 6 mm open-hole under remote longitudinal

tension manufactured from AS4/8552 that was used in chapter 5, the objective is now

to find the best possible stacking sequence that maximises the strength whilst simulta-

neously satisfying other design requirements. The additional design requirements chosen

for the problem are: a specific user-defined in-plane stiffness, corresponding to the same

previously used 50/40/10 percent breakdown of 0◦/±45◦/90◦ plies, found in a typical

wing skin; balance of positive and negative ply angles (for unrotated laminates) about the

loading axis, so that extensions-shear coupling terms are zero; symmetry of the laminate

about the mid-plane, so that the in-out-of-plane coupling terms are also null. Similar

to chapter 5, laminates with Np = 20 plies are considered. As such, the optimisation is

performed for a fixed number of plies and thus for constant mass. The symmetry require-

ment can be enforced automatically, reducing the number of effective, independent plies

to 10. The objective becomes, therefore, finding the 10 ply angles, defined by a point in

a 10-dimensional input space x = {θ1, ..., θ10}, that maximises the OHT strength of the

laminate and that satisfies the remaining in-plane stiffness and balance requirements. The

problem is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Formally, the problem can be expressed as:

Laminate view Exploded view - Plies

x

y

z

ux

1

2
1

2
1

2

1
2

θNp

θNp−1

θNp−2

θ1

Figure 6.1: OHT laminate schematic. Applied displacement ux. Global co-
ordinate system (xyz) of the laminate and material coordinate system of the
plies (123) are also shown.

xopt = argmax
x∈X

f (x) subject to g (x) = 1 (6.1)

X ⊂ Rd is the design space contained in the d-dimensional real space, with d = 10. The

objective function f (x) is the OHT strength of stacking sequence x and g (x) is a binary

constraint function enforcing the other design requirements, which returns g (x) = 1 when

the stacking sequence is feasible or g (x) = 0 when it is infeasible. For clarity, feasible

stacking sequences are those that satisfy the in-plane stiffness, balance and symmetry con-

straints, whereas infeasible stacking sequences are those that do not satisfy one or more

constraints. Because the design requirements are known, the unique combinations of ply

angles that generate feasible stacking sequences can be determined prior to optimisation.
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For this, different balanced, symmetric stacking sequences, employing both SA and NSA

orientations, are found prior to optimisation by matching the specified in-plane stiffness

using the strategy detailed in section 6.3.5.1. These unique ply angle combinations form

the basis of feasible solutions, and the set containing all permutations of these combina-

tions corresponds to the feasible design space, which contains all existing feasible stacking

sequences. Note that the feasible design space is a heavily constrained subset of the whole

design space and, as such, the Bayesian optimisation approach needs to be modified us-

ing a bespoke methodology, outlined in section 6.3.5.3, such that the application of these

constraints does not compromise the effectiveness of the optimisation process.

The design space is reduced to a discrete set of ply angles between −85◦ and 90◦ varying

at a 5◦ increment. This discretisation is refined enough to capture the trends in OHT

strength, as discussed later in section 6.5, but large enough to be manufacturable, where

manufacturing tolerances can be as high as ±3◦ for automated lay-up. This discretisation

also simplifies the optimisation process and allows for easier generation of the FE meshes.

6.3 Proposed optimisation methodology

6.3.1 Overview

The aim of Bayesian optimisation is to reach the best solution possible in the minimum

number of evaluations of the objective function, which in this case correspond to an expen-

sive OHT strength prediction with the FE model. To achieve this, a probabilistic surrogate

model of the objective function is created using Gaussian process (GP) regression [296].

A GP not only provides estimates of the trends in the observed data (GP mean), but it

also provides estimates of uncertainty. These estimates are updated with new observed

data, allowing the surrogate model to improve with more observations.

The Bayesian optimisation approach is illustrated in Figure 6.2 for a simple function,

demonstrating convergence of the optimisation and increasing surrogate model accuracy

across multiple iterations.

The illustrated procedure is summarised as follows. First, a GP is fitted to some observed

data points, corresponding to previous evaluations of the objective function, at iteration i

in the optimisation process. The observed data used in this process is commonly referred

to as training set (filled black circles on Figure 6.2). Note that the terms ‘training set’,

‘observed data’ and ‘training data’ are used interchangeably throughout this thesis.

The GP is then used to make computationally inexpensive predictions of the objective

function across the design space, at points where the value of the objective function is

unknown. These predictions are defined by mean and uncertainty estimates (red curve and

shaded red region on Figure 6.2), representing the predictions of the objective function

value and the uncertainty (given by the standard deviation) in these predictions. The
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iteration i

iteration i+ 1

iteration i+ 2

observation

objective function

GP mean

GP uncertainty

acquisition function

new observation

Figure 6.2: Bayesian optimisation schematic for three iterations. Training set
corresponds to the set of observations, denoted by filled black circles. GP mean
and uncertainty correspond to red curve and shaded red regions, respectively.
Acquisition function corresponds to the blue curve and its maximum is marked
a with red triangle.

inputs points where the GP is evaluated constitute the test set.

The GP predictions are subsequently used to build an acquisition function (blue curve on

Figure 6.2), which is responsible for the determination of the next best point to evaluate

the objective function. The acquisition function computes a trade-off between exploitation

and exploration. The former seeks to sample where the GP predicts high objective function

values (high GP mean), thereby guiding the optimisation towards predicted optima, and

the latter seeks to sample where GP uncertainty is high (high GP standard deviation),

thereby improving surrogate model accuracy and potentially revealing hidden optima in

previously unexplored regions of the design space. The objective function is subsequently

evaluated at the input point that maximises the acquisition function (denoted with a red

triangle on Figure 6.2), which is more likely to yield an improvement of the objective

whilst ensuring that the design space is adequately explored.

The new observation is appended to the training set and the process is repeated at iteration

i + 1, where the GP is re-fitted with the updated data. Note that the GP uncertainty

now reduces to zero at the new observation. The process is repeated once again at i+ 2.

It can be observed that as the optimisation algorithm progresses, the uncertainty in the

surrogate model generally decreases and the predictions of the objective function become

more accurate, directing the search towards the global maximum.

With the Bayesian optimisation approach conceptually established, the actual implemen-

tation used in this work is now presented and follows the flowchart in Figure 6.3. The
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algorithm was fully automated and implemented in a bespoke Matlab script.

Start i=1

Generate initial training set T 0
r

While
i ≤ N

Export optimisation results
and GP metrics

1. Using T i−1
r fit GP

to create/update surrogate model

2. Generate test set T i
e

3. Explore design space using
GP predictions on test set T i

e

4. Determine next point to sample xi ∈ T i
e

using acquisition function

5. Evaluate objective function at new point f
(
xi
)

6. Update best observed feasible point
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Figure 6.3: Flowchart of Bayesian optimisation algorithm.

Prior to the optimisation process, an initial training set T 0
r = {X, f} is constructed by

sampling M points X = {x1, ...,xM}T and evaluating the corresponding OHT strengths

f = f (X) using the FE model. X is a M × 10 matrix, with each row corresponding to a

stacking sequence and each column corresponding to a ply angle (hence a total of 10 plies),

and f is a M × 1 column vector. The generation of the initial training set is described

in detail in section 6.3.2. The optimisation routine is then initialised and repeated for

i = 1, ..., N iterations, where N is a user-defined limit. Different stopping conditions could

be used instead, such as a convergence criterion, but due to the relatively small number

of iterations performed, it is very unlikely for the algorithm to find a converged optimum

and thus, a restriction on the maximum number of iterations is more practical.

In step 1, the training set from the previous iteration T i−1
r is used to fit the GP. The test

set T ie at iteration i is generated in step 2, and the GP is then used in step 3 to make

predictions of OHT strength on the test set. Details on the GP and specific settings used

in this work are given in section 6.3.3. In step 4, the acquisition function is generated

using the GP predictions on T ie and the stacking sequence xi that maximises its value is

determined. Details on the choice of acquisition function are provided in section 6.3.4.
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The OHT strength of stacking sequence xi is subsequently evaluated using the FE model

in step 5.

In step 6, the newly evaluated point
(
xi, f

(
xi
))

is subsequently assessed in terms of its

OHT strength and in terms of feasibility. If the point is feasible according to the user-

defined in-plane stiffness and balance requirements, i.e it belongs to the feasible design

space, and the OHT strength is greater than the best observed feasible point so far,

f
(
xi−1

+

)
, the best observed feasible point xi+ is updated such that:

xi+ =

{
xi, if f

(
xi
)
> f

(
xi−1

+

)
∧ g
(
xi
)

= 1

xi−1
+ , if f

(
xi
)
≤ f

(
xi−1

+

)
∨ g
(
xi
)

= 0
(6.2)

In step 7, the newly evaluated point is appended to the existing training data such that

T ir =
{
T i−1
r ,

(
xi, f

(
xi
))}

. It should be noted that all observed points are added to the

training set, regardless of feasibility.

Lastly, in step 8, the iteration counter is updated and the process is repeated. When

the iteration limit is reached, the algorithm outputs the optimisation results, including

the surrogate model at every iteration, training data used throughout the optimisation

process and surrogate model performance metrics.

Because all possible stacking sequence candidates for OHT strength evaluation with the

FE model are contained in the test set T ie at each iteration, it is important that this set

meets two conditions: (i) it must be large enough and space-filling so that it allows the

algorithm to adequately explore the design space and improve the surrogate model, in

order to provide a better global approximation of the trends in OHT strength; (ii) it must

contain potential new feasible optima that fulfil all the design requirements, corresponding,

in practice, to the enforcement of the constraints on the design space, as described in

section 6.2. To achieve this, the bespoke methodology in section 6.3.5 is proposed for the

generation of T ie at every iteration i. This methodology is ultimately a novel strategy for

applying constraints within Bayesian optimisation without compromising GP accuracy,

which would jeopardise the optimisation process.

6.3.2 Initial training set

The first step before the actual optimisation process corresponds to the generation of the

initial training set. Achieving a space-filling initial training set improves surrogate model

performance, increasing the likelihood of finding optimal solutions in the optimisation pro-

cess. Therefore, the initial training set T 0
r is generated using a Maximin Latin-Hypercube

Sampling (MMLHS) algorithm, which optimises the space-filling properties of the set by

maximising the minimum distance between the M sampled points. The method is an

extension of traditional Latin-Hypercube Sampling (LHS), but with the addition of a

Maximin (MM) algorithm which improves the space-filling properties of the sampled set.
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LHS is a stratified sampling method based on the Latin square. Generically, for a nor-

malised d-dimensional space [0, 1]d, each dimension is divided into b identical bins of length

1/b such that the space is equally split into bd hypercubes. b sampled points are then ar-

ranged as a b × d matrix L where each row represents a sampled point and each column

is the coordinate of that point in each dimension. The method employs a non-collapsing

design condition, ensuring that no two samples occur within the same bin, allowing LHS

to perform uniformly well over a range of dimensions [297]. The non-collapsing condition

is illustrated in Figure 6.4, where LHS designs for two-dimensions are shown considering

b = 3, in Figure 6.4a, and b = 9, in Figures 6.4b and 6.4c.

(a) d = 2, b = 3 (b) d = 2, b = 9 (c) d = 2, b = 9

Figure 6.4: Examples of latin hypercube sampling in two-dimensions (d = 2)
and considering number of bins b = 3 and b = 9.

However, the position of the samples is still random and the non-collapsing condition alone

does not necessarily guarantee space-filling designs. This is illustrated in Figures 6.4b

and 6.4c, where despite both fulfilling the condition, only Figure 6.4b is space-filling. Op-

timisation methods within the LHS algorithm can be used to achieve space-filling prop-

erties, but this can be computationally expensive due to the total number of possible

configurations, corresponding to (b!)d−1 for b sampled points in a d-dimensional space.

Alternatively, methods such as MMLHS can be used. The MMLHS sampling strategy

used in this work considers a larger initial set of sampled points, which is progressively

reduced with a MM algorithm until the desired M set size is achieved, maximising the

space-filling properties of the set. The process can be described as follows:

(i) Generate a larger set of 100×M points (each point corresponds to a stacking sequence

with 10 ply angles) using traditional LHS, sampling from the entire design space.

(ii) For each point, calculate the Euclidean distance to their closest neighbour in the

entire set of sampled points.

(iii) Remove the point with the smallest distance, keeping all of the remaining points in

the set.

(iv) Repeat step (ii) and (iii) until M points remain in the set, forming the matrix X.

Lastly, the OHT strength of each stacking sequence in X (each row in the matrix X) is

evaluated using the FE model. The initial training set is formed by appending a column

vector f with the corresponding OHT strengths, such that T 0
r = {X, f}
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The reader is referred to [297, 298] for more details on sampling methodologies for space-

filling designs, including LHS and MMLHS algorithms.

6.3.3 Gaussian processes for surrogate modelling

Gaussian processes are random processes that can be used as non-parametric regression

methods, where instead of inferring a distribution over the parameters of a parametric

function, one can infer a distribution over functions directly. The method initially defines

a prior distribution over functions, which is converted into a posterior distribution after

observation of training data. Considering the stacking sequence defined by the vector

x, representing a point in space Rd, and a GP representing the OHT strength f (x) at

that point, then the GP prediction of the real function f (x) is uncertain and given by a

Gaussian distribution. Similarly, considering a new input stacking sequence x′ in Rd, the

predicted value of the real OHT strength f (x′) at that point is also uncertain and follows a

Gaussian distribution, which is correlated with the prediction of f (x). Therefore, instead

of returning a deterministic value, a GP returns a Gaussian distribution at any input point

in Rd. A GP can be thought of as a generalisation of a Gaussian distribution, which instead

of being described by a scalar mean and variance, the process is characterised by its mean

and covariance functions defined over a continuous range of inputs, spanning the entire

space. The definitions of GP regression and covariance functions given in sections 6.3.3.1

and 6.3.3.2, respectively, are based on the comprehensive textbook by Rasmussen [296]

and adapted to the current optimisation problem. Only key implementation aspects are

shown and the reader is referred to the original textbook for further details.

6.3.3.1 Gaussian process regression

Formally, a Gaussian process can be defined by its mean function m (x) and positive semi-

definite covariance or kernel function k (x,x′) of a real process f (x) at a point x in Rd,
and can be written as:

f (x) ∼ GP
(
m (x) , k

(
x,x′

))
(6.3)

Given a set of observations f at inputs X from the training set, the GP can be used as

a surrogate model to make predictions of the value of the real process, in this case the

objective function f , at inputs X∗ contained in the test set. The joint distribution of f with

the predictions f∗ follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution, which can be partitioned

into [296]: [
f

f∗

]
∼ N

([
m (X)

m (X∗)

]
,

[
K K∗

KT
∗ K∗∗

])
(6.4)

where K = k (X,X), K∗ = k (X,X∗) and K∗∗ = k (X∗,X∗). Note that equation 6.4 often

contains additional noise terms to account for noise in, for instance, experimental training

data. These terms are not included here as the method is applied to a deterministic FE
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OHT strength solution.

Using standard Gaussian conditioning rules, the GP predictions, given the training data

and the inputs from the test set, follow a distribution with mean µ∗ and covariance Σ∗.

This distribution is the posterior distribution of the GP, expressed as f∗|X∗,X, f :

f∗|X∗,X, f ∼ N (µ∗,Σ∗) (6.5a)

µ∗ = m (X∗) + KT
∗K
−1 (f −m (X)) (6.5b)

Σ∗ = K∗∗ −KT
∗K
−1K∗ (6.5c)

The mean µ∗ and covariance Σ∗ of the posterior distribution represent the expected value

of the objective function predicted on the test set and the uncertainty in that prediction,

respectively. Note that µ∗ and Σ∗ correspond to a vector and a square matrix, respectively,

with the size of the test set. The GP standard deviation can be computed trivially from

the covariance matrix, taking the square root of the diagonal terms in Σ∗. These diagonal

terms correspond to the variances. As such, for any single stacking sequence x∗ in the

test set, the GP predicts an expected OHT strength µ (x∗) with a standard deviation

σ (x∗). Note that the standard deviation represents the uncertainty of the prediction, or

the probable error of fit between the GP prediction and the real FE evaluation f (x∗).

Areas where little training data is available are reflected in GP predictions with high

standard deviation σ (x∗), whereas predictions at inputs near observed data display low

standard deviation. In the limit and as previously mentioned, at an observed data point

x (point used for training), the value of σ (x) collapses to zero and the GP prediction of

OHT strength is identical to the observed FE value µ (x) = f (x).

In order to prescribe properties to the GP, the mean and covariance functions must be

parametrised. The GP can then be described solely in terms of its parameters, which

must be estimated from the observed data. To illustrate the process of parametrisation

and subsequent parameter estimation, and without loss of generality, equation 6.4 can be

re-written for the example of a GP used to make predictions at a single point x∗ and fitted

to n observations at training points {x1, ...,xn}:



f (x1)
...

f (xn)

f (x∗)



∼ N







m (x1)
...

m (xn)

m (x∗)



,




k (x1,x1) · · · k (x1,xn) k (x1,x∗)
...

. . .
...

...

k (xn,x1) · · · k (xn,xn) k (xn,x∗)

k (x∗,x1) · · · k (x∗,xn) k (x∗,x∗)







(6.6)

The mean function m (x) is parametrised using a 1 × p vector of explicit basis functions

hT (x) and a p× 1 vector of weight coefficients β such that:

m (x) = hT (x)β (6.7)

Different explicit basis functions can be used. Common choices include constant func-
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tions hT (x) = 1, linear functions hT (x) =
[
1 xT

]
and quadratic functions hT (x) =[

1 xT {x� x}T
]
, where the operation � denotes the element-wise product between two

vectors.

The covariance function defines the degree of similarity between data points, based on

the idea that points with similar inputs, are likely to have similar outputs. Covariance

functions are generally parametrised in terms of kernel parameters σl and σf , where σl

corresponds to the characteristic length-scale and σf corresponds to the signal standard

deviation, such that k (x,x′|σl, σf ). The characteristic length-scale σl defines how far apart

the input values must be for the function values to become uncorrelated, and thus governs

the roughness of the GP, whereas the signal standard deviation σf is a scaling parameter

and defines the amplitude of these variations, or in other words the sensitivity to input

variations. When written in terms of their parameters, covariance functions generally

follow the form:

k
(
x,x′|σl, σf

)
= σ2

fc
(
x,x′, σl

)
(6.8)

where c (x,x′, σl) is a function of the distance between points x and x′, and the length-

scale σl. Introducing the parametrisation of the mean and covariance functions from

equations 6.7 and 6.8 in 6.6:

[
f

f (x∗)

∣∣∣∣∣β, σl, σf
]
∼ N

([
H (X)β

hT (x∗)β

]
, σ2

f

[
C (X, σl) c (X,x∗, σl)

cT (X,x∗, σl) 1

])
(6.9)

where

H (X) =




hT (x1)
...

hT (xn)


 (6.10a)

c (X,x∗, σl) = {c (x1,x∗, σl) , ..., c (xn,x∗, σl)}T (6.10b)

C (X, σl) =




1 c (x1,x2, σl) · · · c (x1,xn, σl)

c (x2,x1, σl) 1 · · · c (x2,xn, σl)
...

...
. . .

...

c (xn,x1, σl) c (xn,x2, σl) · · · 1




(6.10c)

Neglecting function dependencies in terms H, c and C from equation 6.9 for clarity, the

mean and covariance of the posterior predictive distribution in equations 6.5 can be re-

written at point x∗ in terms of the Gaussian process parameters:

µ (x∗) =
(
hT − cTC−1H

)
β + cTC−1f (6.11a)

σ2 (x∗) = 1− cTC−1c (6.11b)

In order to determine the weight coefficients β and the kernel parameters σl and σf , maxi-

mum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used. The process corresponds to the optimisation of
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the parameters such that their values are the most likely to result in the trends observed in

the training data. Formally, the estimates of the parameters β̂, σ̂l and σ̂f can be defined

as:

β̂, σ̂l, σ̂f = argmax
β, σl, σf

logP (f |X,β, σl, σf ) (6.12)

where the marginal log likelihood function P (f |X,β, σl, σf ), expressed in terms of the

parameters, can be computed as:

logP (f |X,β, σl, σf ) = − 1

2σ2
f

(f −Hβ)T C−1 (f −Hβ)− 1

2
log |σ2

fC| −
n

2
log 2π (6.13)

The marginal log likelihood is then maximised using a quasi-Newton optimiser [299]. In

this work, constant explicit basis functions are used such that the vector hT (x) reduces

to a unit scalar and the mean function at a point x becomes parametrised solely in terms

of a scalar weight coefficient β. For the covariance function, different options were tested

and are described in section 6.3.3.2.

6.3.3.2 Covariance functions

The covariance or kernel function is the crucial ingredient in a GP, as it encodes the

assumptions about the function that one is trying to learn [296]. For the initial definition

of the kernel parameters, default values are used, with σl set to the mean of the standard

deviations of inputs of the observations X, and with σf set to the standard deviation of

the observed responses f divided by the square root of two.

Four different covariance functions were tested: Squared exponential; Matérn 5/2; ARD

squared exponential; and ARD Matérn 5/2. The mathematical definition of these functions

is demonstrated below and comparative results of their implementation in the Bayesian

optimisation algorithm are shown in chapter 7. Besides the kernel parameters, covariance

functions use a distance metric to compute how far apart two input points are. Different

distance metrics can be used but it is important that this metric captures differences in

any two input vectors x and x′ that may have an effect on their output. Therefore, in

the particular case of laminate strength, it is important that this distance metric captures

both differences in ply orientations and differences in stacking sequence, since both of these

can result in significantly different strength outputs. The Euclidean distance is employed

in all tested covariance functions for this purpose, as it can assess distance in points

with different ply angles but is also effective for permutations in laminates with fixed

ply orientations. It should be noted that other metrics, such as the Hamming distance,

are better descriptors of distance in permutation problems but these would be limited

to design spaces comprised of permutations of a single lay-up. On the other hand, the

Euclidean distance is a more general metric that can handle virtually any distance between

two points in Rd.
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The squared exponential covariance function is one of the most commonly used and reads:

k
(
x,x′|σl, σf

)
= σ2

fexp

[
−1

2

(x− x′)T (x− x′)

σ2
l

]
(6.14)

The squared exponential covariance function is infinitely differentiable, resulting in a very

smooth Gaussian process. In [300], Stein suggests that such strong smoothness assump-

tions are unrealistic for modelling many physical processes and therefore recommends less

smooth or rougher covariance functions of the Matérn class. The Matérn 5/2 is an example

of this class and reads:

k
(
x,x′|σl, σf

)
= σ2

f

(
1 +

√
5r

σl
+

5r2

3σ2
l

)
exp

(
−
√

5r

σl

)
(6.15)

where the Euclidean distance between x and x′ is defined by

r =

√
(x− x′)T (x− x′) (6.16)

Since it is expected that different plies in a laminate have varying degrees of effect on its

strength, i.e variation of the angle in a ply with a given position through the laminate

thickness may yield a more or less significant variation in strength when compared to

the same variation of angle in a different ply, it is sensible to also test covariance func-

tions which include different length-scales for different plies (corresponding to different

length-scales across the input dimensions). This type of implementation is referred to as

automatic relevance determination (ARD) [301]. In this case, instead of a single length-

scale σl defining identical correlation distances across the different dimensions d of the

Gaussian process, a vector of independent characteristic lengths-scales σl is used. Each

component of the vector σlm ∀m = 1, ..., d defines how far apart each input values must

be, along each axis, for the function values to become uncorrelated. In other words, the in-

verse of a length-scale in a given dimension determines how relevant that input dimension

is, meaning that if it has a very large value, the covariance will become almost independent

of that input dimension, effectively removing it from the inference.

Considering the ARD versions of the aforementioned kernels, for the squared exponential

covariance function the expression reads:

k
(
x,x′|σl, σf

)
= σ2

fexp

[
−1

2

d∑

m=1

(xm − x′m)2

σ2
lm

]
(6.17)

whereas the ARD Matérn 5/2 is defined as:

k
(
x,x′|σl, σf

)
= σ2

f

(
1 +
√

5r +
5

3
r2

)
exp

(
−
√

5r
)

(6.18)
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where the Euclidean distance is now calculated as:

r =

√√√√
d∑

m=1

(xm − x′m)2

σ2
lm

(6.19)

For the ARD covariance functions, the length-scale vector σl is initially set to a vector of

standard deviations of inputs of the observations X, where each component of σl is taken

as the standard deviation across each column of X. The initial signal standard deviation

σf , on the other hand, is calculated in the same way as in the cases without ARD.

6.3.4 Acquisition function

For the acquisition function, the expected improvement function is used according to [302].

For any single input x∗ in the test set, the expected improvement function at iteration i

can be written as:

EIi (x∗) = E
[
max

(
f (x∗)− f

(
xi−1

+

)
, 0
)]

(6.20a)

xi−1
+ = argmax

x∈T i−1
r

f (x) (6.20b)

where f
(
xi−1

+

)
and xi−1

+ are the maximum observed feasible OHT strength, evaluated with

the FE model, and its corresponding stacking sequence, respectively, at iteration i − 1.

The expected improvement function can be re-written in terms of the GP posterior mean

and standard deviation at x∗ as:

EIi (x∗) =

{
[ψ (Z)Z + φ (Z)]σ (x∗) , if σ (x∗) > 0

0, if σ (x∗) = 0
(6.21)

where

Z =

{ (
µ (x∗)− f

(
xi−1

+

)
− ξexp

)
/σ (x∗) , if σ (x∗) > 0

0, if σ (x∗) = 0
(6.22)

The terms ψ and φ correspond to the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and the

probability density function (PDF) of the standard normal distribution, respectively. The

exploration parameter ξexp is a user-defined positive real number, proportional to the

amount of exploration performed during the optimisation process. The parameter is here

set to a default value of ξexp = 0.01. The exploration parameter ξexp penalises the predic-

tive mean µ (x∗) in the first term of the sum in equation 6.21, responsible for exploitation,

giving more or less weight (depending on its magnitude) to the standard deviation σ (x∗)

in the second term, responsible for exploration.

As previously mentioned, the next point xi to sample with the FE model is determined
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from maximisation of the expected improvement function, such that:

xi = argmax
x∗ ∈T i

e

EIi (x∗) (6.23)

6.3.5 Application of constraints

6.3.5.1 In-plane stiffness matching with Monte Carlo method

The optimisation is subject to an equality constraint, which ensures that the in-plane

laminate stiffnesses match prescribed target values, corresponding to specified percentages

of standard ply angles, namely 0◦, ±45◦, and 90◦. This constraint is implemented by

finding combinations of non-standard ply angles which match this in-plane stiffness prior

to the optimisation. In a given iteration of the optimisation, the test set from which

candidate designs are chosen, is subsequently populated with random permutations of

these non-standard angles, as described in section 6.3.5.2.

The method proposed in [82] and detailed in section 5.2 can be used to exactly determine

combinations of two different non-standard ply orientations to match lamination param-

eters with a specified in-plane stiffness, however, this method unnecessarily limits the

number of available solutions, and thus limits the design space. To increase the number

of possible solutions, a novel method is proposed based on Monte Carlo simulation.

Suppose the stacking sequence is instead parametrised as a function of Np/4 orientations,

[±θ1/±θ2/ . . . /±θNp/4]S, where Np must be a multiple of 4 to ensure balance and symme-

try are satisfied. Rather than seeking to find a combination of angles which exactly match

the target lamination parameters, Monte Carlo simulation may be used to identify combi-

nations which result in lamination parameters within a specified tolerance of these values.

The idea is therefore to find non-standard angle solutions that approximate the specified

in-plane stiffness, rather than exactly matching it. The ply orientations, θl, are each al-

lowed to take values from the discretised design space covering the interval [−85◦, 90◦] at

5◦ increments. Realisations of candidate stacking sequences may be generated by sam-

pling this discretised design space with uniform probability. For each sample realisation,

the condition that the lamination parameters are sufficiently close to the target stacking

sequence is stated as:

√
(ξ1(θ1, . . . , θNp/4)− ξ̂1)2 + (ξ2(θ1, . . . , θNp/4)− ξ̂2)2 ≤ εtol (6.24)

where ξ1,2(θ1, . . . , θNp/4) denote the lamination parameters for a given set of ply orien-

tations, ξ̂1,2 the target lamination parameters, and εtol is the acceptable tolerance upon

the mismatch between the achieved lamination parameters and their target values. Us-

ing these components, the Monte Carlo method for in-plane stiffness matching may be

summarised as:
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1. Generate a large number of samples of Np/4-dimensional discrete random variables,

θ1, . . . , θNp/4.

2. Calculate in-plane lamination parameters for each sample stacking sequence, [±θ1/±
θ2/ . . . /± θNp/4]S, using equations 5.1, 5.2).

3. Retain samples with lamination parameters within the acceptable tolerance of target

lamination parameters in accordance with equation 6.24.

4. Isolate unique combinations of ply orientations from the remaining samples. Each

combination corresponds to a vector vj , where j = 1, ..., S and S is the number of

feasible solutions found from the method.

It is emphasised that it is only unique combinations, and not permutations, which are

retained in step 4, as the in-plane stiffness is unaffected by different permutations of

the same combination of ply orientations. Although this stochastic methodology is not

guaranteed to find all possible combinations of ply orientations which match the target

lamination parameters, it becomes increasingly probable that all combinations will be

found with an increasing number of samples. In practice, this method converges to a

fixed number of solutions if a sufficiently large number of samples are used relative to the

number of random variables, Np/4. Due to the relatively low computation time required

to compute lamination parameters using equations 5.1, 5.2, it is trivial to consider sample

sizes in the order of 107 and return a set of stiffness-matched ply orientations within

seconds on a standard desktop PC.

6.3.5.2 Generation of feasible samples

In order to populate the test set at each iteration with feasible stacking sequences that

match the target in-plane stiffness (within the prescribed tolerance), it is necessary to

generate a set of F random permutations of the feasible combinations of ply orientations

arising from the in-plane stiffness matching procedure described in section 6.3.5.1. This

set of feasible points is defined as the feasible test set T if and is used to generate the final

test set T ie , as described in the next section 6.3.5.3. A bespoke sampling approach is used

to generate T if , ensuring that the feasible design space is represented fairly and that the

optimisation process is not excessively biased towards larger solution sets. The procedure

follows:

1. For each unique angle combination vj , where j = 1, ..., S and S is the number of

solutions found from in-plane stiffness matching, generate a set Vj of size Pj contain-

ing all of its unique permutations. For example, for the 20-ply symmetric laminate

and considering the 50/40/10 SA ply percentages, the unique set of SA combinations

is v1 = [05/± 452/90]S. The set V1 contains the unique 7560 permutations of v1.

Likewise, for the unique set of NSA combinations v2 = [±103/± 572]S, there are

25200 unique possible permutations that constitute the set V2.

2. Randomly sample F integers between [1, S] with uniform probability.
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3. Out of the F randomly sampled integers, count the number of repeats of each index

j and save its value in a variable cj . For each j, the variable cj corresponds to the

number of samples to draw from the corresponding set of solutions Vj .

4. For each j, if the number of samples to draw is lower or equal than the size of the

solution set, such that cj ≤ Pj , go to item 5. If this number is larger than the

size of the solution set, such that cj > Pj , then save the original value of cj in an

auxiliary variable cj,aux = cj and update cj = Pj . Repeat algorithm from item 3 with

F = cj,aux−Pj and sampling between [1, S] \ {j} (sampling between the interval but

excluding j) until either
∑S

j=1 cj = F , i.e number of desired samples is achieved, or
∑S

j=1 cj =
∑S

j=1 Pj , i.e use all existing feasible solutions.

5. For each j, randomly sample cj stacking sequences from the corresponding set Vj ,

with uniform probability. The union of all sampled stacking sequences forms T if .

Note that this approach may need to be adapted in the case of laminates with a large

number of plies, where generating all unique permutations can become computationally

expensive. In such cases, a large user-defined set of randomly generated permutations can

be used for each Vj instead.
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6.3.5.3 Filtering strategy

The in-plane stiffness, balance and symmetry constraints result in very small feasible

regions, which are not representative of the whole design space. Sampling points from

these regions only can lead to inaccurate surrogate models which do not capture the

global trends in OHT strength, compromising the efficiency of the optimisation process.

Therefore, to improve the surrogate model, the test set T ie , and consequently the set of

candidate points which may be added to the training set in the next iteration of the

optimisation, must include space-filling samples across the entire design space. This idea

is illustrated in a three-dimensional example (two-dimensional input space) in Figure 6.5.

As such, note that this Figure does not correspond to the real problem, where the input

space is 10-dimensional. First, in (i) a simple non-convex surface is used as an example

of the objective function and the feasible regions are highlighted in red. The case of

fitting a surrogate to feasible points only and the case including infeasible points across

the design space are illustrated in (ii) and (iii), respectively. Linear regression is used

as a simple surrogate model for illustrative purposes. It can be observed in (ii) that the

surrogate model is very flat and the global trend of the objective function is not captured,

making it difficult to reach the optimum (corresponding to the maximum feasible point

and highlighted with a green triangle). Including infeasible points in (iii) results in a better

and more useful surrogate that can capture the global inclined trend, capable of guiding

the optimisation towards better feasible points.

A novel methodology to enforce the design constraints without compromising GP accuracy

is proposed. The methodology can be thought of as a filtering strategy, that applies the

design constraints very gradually, and is illustrated in (iv) of Figure 6.5. In the early

iterations of the optimisation process, the strategy aims at improving the accuracy of the

GP and generates test sets T ie containing both feasible and infeasible points, spanning

the entire design space. As the optimisation progresses, the number of infeasible points

sampled in T ie is decreased, such that by iteration i = ifilter, the test set is composed

of feasible points only and any stacking sequence chosen by the acquisition function lies

within the feasible regions. At this stage, the GP is sufficiently accurate and the focus

becomes optimising the solutions within the feasible regions.
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(i) Design space (ii) Feasible samples (iii) Infeasible samples

(iv) Filtering strategy

objective
function

feasible regions
feasible point

optimum surrogate (linear)

infeasible point

surrogate (linear)

iteration i = 1 iteration i = 2 ... iteration
i = ifilter

Figure 6.5: Effects of sampling from feasible regions only and from including
infeasible points on surrogate model in (ii) and (iii), respectively. Illustration of
the proposed filtering strategy in (iv). A simple non-convex surface and linear
regression are used as examples of the objective function and of the surrogate
model, respectively. The feasible regions are highlighted in red, as depicted in
(i).

For the implementation of the filtering strategy, the test set is defined as the union of a

whole space test set, T iw, containing infeasible points from the entire design space, and the

feasible space test set T if , defined in section 6.3.5.2, containing points from the feasible

regions only. The strategy is repeated at every iteration i and follows the steps:

1. Generate the feasible samples for T if . This step is described in detail in section 6.3.5.2.

2. Sample T iw containing a large number of points W = 105 from the entire design

space. Because the set has to be generated at every i, LHS is used to minimise

computational cost compared with MMLHS (hence MMLHS is only used for the

initial training set).

3. Determine number Ri of infeasible points to remove from T iw. To determine Ri, two

strategies are tested: increasing by a constant value C in every iteration such that

Ri = Ri−1+C; or increasing by linear function L (i) such that Ri = Ri−1+L (i). The

two approaches are referred throughout this thesis as constant and linear filtering

strategies, respectively. The linear function L (i) increases from 0 at i = 1 to L(i) =

W −Ri−1 at i = ifilter, whereas the value of C is 0 at i = 1 and C = W/(ifilter − 1)

for i ∈ [2, ifilter]. This ensures that using either strategies, at i = ifilter all W

points are removed from T iw. Note that depending on the values of W and ifilter,

approximations and rounding up to the nearest integer may need to be performed.

Comparison of the different filtering strategies are performed in the chapter 7. The

constant and linear functions, C and L (i), are illustrated in Figure 6.6.

4. The acquisition function is evaluated at all W points and the Ri lowest points are

removed from T iw.
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5. The test set is formed T ie = T if ∪ T iw.

1 iNifilter

C

L (i)

Figure 6.6: Schematic of constant and linear functions C and L (i) from iter-
ation i = 1 to i = N of the optimisation process, used in constant and linear
filtering strategies, respectively.
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6.4 Simplified meso-scale FE modelling framework

6.4.1 General modelling considerations

In order to evaluate the OHT strength, an external FE model implemented in ABAQUS

is used. Each stacking sequence and the corresponding OHT strength outputted from

the FE model are saved in a database D, so that if the same point is later sampled in a

different optimisation run, the FE solution does not have to be re-computed. The Matlab

script searches the database first, and only calls the external FE model when the solution

is not available in database D. A general overview of the implementation is shown in

Figure 6.7.

(i) Python script

(ii) VUMAT

(iii) VUAMP

Database D

If
xi ∈ D

vx ∈ [0, 2.5] mm/s

Symmetry in z

Numerical edge treatment

CFRP specimen

A

B

y

xz

A B

FEA: ABAQUS Model

f
(
xi
)

no

yes

Figure 6.7: Implementation of objective function evaluation in the optimisation
framework. When solution is not available in database D, the Matlab script
calls an external FE model (Model 2) implemented in ABAQUS which evaluates
the objective function. The solution is then saved in D.

The FE model used in the optimisation framework is similar to the meso-scale modelling

framework presented in chapter 4, but a number of important changes were made to speed

up computation runtime. For clarity, the FE model in chapter 4 will be referred to as

Model 1 whereas the simplified version used in the optimisation framework will be referred

to as Model 2. Given that the strength optimisation is performed for a plate with the same

geometry and using the same material system (AS4/8552), most of the considerations used

in Model 1 can be used in Model 2. As such, Model 2 includes:

(i) a proposed meso-scale, physically-based ply constitutive model based on continuum

damage mechanics. Similar to Model 1, this is used to predict the mechanical be-

haviour of a ply and includes the elastic and non-linear shear plastic responses, the
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onset of ply failure and the progression of damage in different intralaminar failure

modes. Despite accounting for the same material responses, the ply constitutive

model in Model 2 is modified to reduce computation runtime. The changes are

described in detail in section 6.4.2.

(ii) an interlaminar model to account for onset and progression of delaminations. The

same frictionless surface-based cohesive zone model used in Model 1 is employed in

Model 2.

(iii) general contact in all model interior and exterior surfaces, using the same definitions

as in Model 1.

(iv) the same kinematic considerations, including mesh alignment with ply orientation,

directional biasing and element deletion. Implementation in Model 2 is identical to

Model 1.

(v) similar to Model 1, an option that allows the user to apply the numerical edge treat-

ment for laminates prone to extensive free edge damage, thereby allowing simulations

to attain more realistic OHT strength values.

Pre-processing and post-processing of Model 2 were automated using a bespoke Python

script and the finite element solution is computed with ABAQUS Explicit. The modified

ply constitutive model was implemented in a VUMAT user-subroutine. The same VUAMP

amplitude user-subroutine is used to halt the simulation when a 40% drop in load from

the recorded maximum is detected. The same nominal density and mass scaling were

used and, similar to Model 1, the energy balance was monitored automatically in every

simulation using the Python script, ensuring that the energy ratios remained within the

recommended ranges for quasi-static analyses.

The mesh definitions and boundary conditions of the loading step in Model 2 are exactly

identical to Model 1. However, an additional out-of-plane symmetry boundary condition is

applied on the outer surface of the last ply in Model 2, in order to enforce symmetry about

the mid-plane. As such, only half of the lay-up is modelled, which significantly reduces

computation runtime. This implementation is particular to the optimisation framework

since one of the considered design requirements is symmetry about the mid-plane. From

a modelling perspective, however, the implementation restricts the applicability of Model

2 to symmetric laminates only. For other design requirements that exclude symmetry

about the mid-plane, the symmetry boundary condition can be easily removed and the

full lay-up can be modelled.

Another important difference is that Model 2 does not include any thermal analysis steps.

This, combined with the simplifications made in the ply constitutive model, leads to evi-

dently less accurate strength predictions. However, despite less accurate results in absolute

values, the relative OHT trends and relative strength variation with lay-up configuration

remain similar to the ones using Model 1, as discussed in section 6.4.3. This observa-
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tion and the massive reduction in computational cost per simulation justify the simplified

approach used in Model 2 for optimisation purposes. Note that with the new modifica-

tions, computation runtime was substantially decreased, from approximately 7-12 hours

to 20-50 minutes per simulation depending on lay-up configuration, when running with

parallelisation on two Intel Ivybridge computing nodes with 2.6 GHz and 8 cores each.

6.4.2 Continuum model for the ply

The key difference between Model 1 and 2 is that in the latter, matrix damage is applied

on orthogonal fracture planes, instead of oblique fracture planes, and the stiffness tensor

is directly degraded in the material coordinate system of each ply. Due to the orthogonal

implementation, the failure criteria used in Model 1 are replaced by less computationally

demanding alternatives, which determine the onset of failure considering the stress tensor

on the material coordinate system. Intralaminar damage is assumed to solely depend on

the in-plane stresses, whereas the out-of-plane components contribute to interlaminar dam-

age only. In other words, damage caused by the out-of-plane stress components is lumped

at the ply interfaces, only contributing to the onset and progression of delaminations.

The formulation of the ply constitutive behaviour used in Model 2 is loosely based on

the approach proposed by Maimı́ in [142], where the damage variables are applied to

the compliance tensor defined on the material coordinate system, which in turn can be

obtained from the second-order differentiation of the complementary free energy density

of the material with respect to the stress tensor. Therefore, according to the plane-

stress definition in [142] and extending it to a three-dimensional stress state, the ply

complementary free energy density of a transversely isotropic ply can be written as the

following scalar function:

G =
σ2

11

2 (1− dF )E11
+
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2E22

(
σ2

22

1− dM
+ σ2

33

)
− ν12 (σ22 + σ33)σ11
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− ν23σ22σ33

E22
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(6.25)

which, neglecting thermal expansion terms αii, ∀ i = 1, 2 and hygroscopic expansion terms

βii, ∀ i = 1, 2, and expressing only as a function of elastic strain energy reduces to:

G =
σ2

11

2 (1− dF )E11
+

1

2E22

(
σ2

22

1− dM
+ σ2

33

)
− ν12 (σ22 + σ33)σ11
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− ν23σ22σ33

E22

+
σ2

12

2 (1− dM )G12
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σ2
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2G12
+

σ2
23

2G23

(6.26)

The elastic strain tensor εe can be computed from the differentiation of the complementary
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free energy density with respect to the stress tensor σ, resulting in:

εe =
∂G
∂σ

= H : σ (6.27)

where the lamina compliance tensor H reads:

H =
∂2G

∂σ ⊗ ∂σ =
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(6.28)

The total strain tensor is defined as the sum of the elastic and plastic terms ε = εe + εp.

Analogous to Model 1, the plastic strain components εpij only exist for i 6= j, affecting only

the shear terms. The non-linear shear plastic behaviour is described using the same uni-

dimensional Ramberg-Osgood model with rate-independent isotropic hardening in each

shear component. The damage variables dF and dM define the evolution of longitudinal

and matrix intralaminar damage and, similar to Model 1, dF is computed using equa-

tion 4.8 from two independent auxiliary variables d−F and d+
F for compressive and tensile

longitudinal damage, respectively. The irreversibility of damage is enforced in both failure

modes considering:

dt+∆t
k = max

{
0,min

{
1,max

{
dtk, d

t+∆t
k

}}}
∀ t,∆t ≥ 0, k = F,M (6.29)

For longitudinal failure, two sets of maximum strain criteria φ+
F and φ−F are used, defining

the onset of tensile and compressive damage, respectively. For matrix failure, a general

quadratic stress criterion is used considering the in-plane stresses and the ply in-situ

transverse tensile and longitudinal shear strengths Y is
T and SisL , respectively. The criteria

read:

φ+
F =

ε11E11

XT
∀ ε11 ≥ 0 (6.30a)

φ−F =
ε11E11

XC
∀ ε11 < 0 (6.30b)

φM =

(〈σ22〉
Y is
T

)2

+

(
σ12

SisL

)2

(6.30c)

The same damage evolution laws from Model 1 are used for each failure mode. For matrix

failure, the expression for the computation of dM in equation 4.33 can be re-written as a

function of the strain resultant εr defined on the material coordinate system, since fracture
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is no longer defined on an oblique plane:

dM =
εr,f − εpr,0
εr,f − εr,0

εr − εr,0
εr − εpr,0

(6.31)

The strain resultant at ultimate failure εr,f , computed in equation 4.34 for an oblique

fracture plane, can also be re-written in terms of the plastic component of the strain

resultant εpr,0 and the stress resultant at damage onset σr,0, both defined on the material

coordinate system:

εr,f =
2Gr
σr,0lM

+ εpr,0 (6.32)

The strain and stress resultants are in this case computed as the L2 norm of the strain

and stress tensors on the material coordinate system, considering the in-plane components

only:

σr =

√
〈σ22〉2 + (σ12)2 (6.33a)

εr =

√
〈ε22〉2 + 4 (ε12)2 (6.33b)

The definition of the critical mixed-mode strain energy release rate Gr is defined using the

in-plane version of the quadratic mode-mixity criterion in equation 4.35 and considering

the stresses at damage onset defined on the material coordinate system:

Gr = G+
2

(〈σ22,0〉
σr,0

)2

+ G6

(
σ12,0

σr,0

)2

(6.34)

Lastly, the same energy regularisation definitions and element deletion criteria from Model

1 are used.

6.4.3 FE model validation

The simplified finite element model (Model 2) was first validated by comparing the pre-

dicted OHT strengths of 16 laminates (only the symmetric ones) from chapter 5. The

comparison between Model 1 and Model 2 was first performed considering the absolute

values of OHT strength. The results and corresponding relative difference are shown in

Table 6.1.

The relative trends in OHT strength from Model 1 and Model 2 are also compared, and

shown in Figure 6.8. The results are plotted separately for SA and NSA laminates and

from lowest to highest degree of ply blocking. The cases with imbalance due to applied

+10◦ rotation are also shown. The strengths are normalised by the SA6 laminate strength

for each model (corresponding to the maximum observed value).

From Table 6.1, it can be observed that the absolute values of OHT strength are similar

using the two models. In particular, lay-up configuration SA5 presents a maximum relative
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Table 6.1: Comparison of OHT strength results obtained using Model 1 (and
experiments in relevant cases) and Model 2, and corresponding relative differ-
ence. Only symmetric laminates are considered due to symmetry boundary
condition in Model 2. The same naming conventions (ID) are kept.

ID Stacking sequence
Model 1/Exp

(MPa)
Model 2
(MPa)

Rel. diff
(%)

SA3 [45/-45/45/-45/04/90/0]S 602.8/624 531.2 11.9/14.9
SA4 [45/-45/45/-45/05/90]S 594.4 541.0 9.0
SA5 [452/-452/05/90]S 559.5 475.3 15.0
SA6 [452/-452/90/05]S 704.7 624.6 11.4
SA3+10◦ [55/-35/55/-35/104/-80/10]S 445.6/423 411.9 7.6/2.6
SA4+10◦ [55/-35/55/-35/105/-80]S 453.1 410.8 9.3
SA5+10◦ [552/-352/105/-80]S 418.3 388.3 7.2
SA6+10◦ [552/-352/-80/105]S 329.4 329.6 -0.1
NSA2 [57/-57/57/-57/10/-10/10/-10/10/-10]S 439.0/454 413.8 5.7/8.9
NSA3 [-572/572/102/-103/10]S 459.0 460.2 -0.3
NSA4 [-572/572/10/-103/102]S 451.6 431.0 4.6
NSA5 [-572/572/103/-103]S 480.6 449.9 6.4
NSA2+10◦ [67/-57/67/-57/20/0/20/0/20/0]S 428.0/419 399.8 6.6/4.6
NSA3+10◦ [-472/672/202/03/20]S 472.1 453.6 3.9
NSA4+10◦ [-472/672/20/03/202]S 465.6 429.3 7.8
NSA5+10◦ [-472/672/203/03]S 470.1 437.5 6.9

(a) SA laminates (b) NSA laminates

Figure 6.8: Comparison of relative trends in OHT strength from Model 1 and
Model 2, for both SA and NSA laminates, considering unrotated and rotated
laminates (+10◦), and from lowest to highest degree of ply blocking. Strengths
are normalised by SA6 laminate strength for each model.

difference of 15% and the majority of stacking sequences display relative differences within

10%, with an average difference of 7.1% across the entire set. This indicates that despite

the aforementioned simplifications, Model 2 is in good agreement with Model 1 and is

still able to accurately predict the OHT strength of a variety of laminates including SA

and NSA laminates, imbalance of plies about the loading axis due to applied rotation,

and variation in degree of ply blocking, which all lead to significantly different failure

mechanisms.

More importantly, the relative trends in OHT strength remain very similar using either
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model, as shown in Figure 6.8. Accurately predicting the relative trends in OHT strength

with lay-up configuration is particularly important for the optimisation process, as these

trends ultimately drive the optimisation towards the feasible optima. In practice, if the

relative trends are similar between Model 1 and Model 2, the progression of the optimisa-

tion process will be similar, regardless of the choice of FE model and the accuracy in its

absolute predictions. Therefore, the similarities in observed trends in Figure 6.8 indicate

that Model 2 can be used in the optimisation framework as a valid and computationally

cheaper replacement for Model 1.

6.5 Applicability of Gaussian processes for open-hole tensile strength

As previously mentioned, different methods could be used to create the surrogate model.

However, GP regression is a very attractive option for a number of reasons. From a

technical standpoint, GPs are a good choice because:

(i) GPs are well suited to regression problems with small available training sets [296].

They also provide estimates of uncertainty, which are particularly useful when train-

ing data is scarce. In this optimisation problem, training data is limited due to the

computationally expensive FE model, rendering GPs a good surrogate modelling

choice.

(ii) The problem is relatively low-dimensional, with the input dimensions reduced to

d = 10. GPs are particularly suited to low-dimensional problems and do not scale

well with high-dimensional spaces. The problem is commonly known as the ‘curse

of dimensionality’, as every new input dimension implies an exponential growth in

the design space, and hence exponentially larger datasets [303]. Therefore, applying

the framework to the optimisation of very thick laminates with several plies could

entail the use of a different surrogate modelling method, in order to counter the

‘curse of dimensionality’, and/or the reduction in the number of design variables

using additional constraints (analogous to the enforcement of mid-plane symmetry).

These constraints could be, for instance, pairing or grouping of plies, such that each

design variable corresponds to a ply block rather than an individual ply.

(iii) The surrogate model needs to be re-trained or updated in every iteration of the

optimisation algorithm and consequently, the training process must be fast, for which

GPs are particularly efficient.

GPs are also applicable to surrogate modelling of OHT strength for the following funda-

mental reasons:

(iv) The general trends in OHT strength can be captured with GPs and these trends are

visible at the design space discretisation (using 5◦ increments in angle). Creating

a surrogate model using Gaussian processes would be virtually impossible if there

were no apparent trends in strength or if the reduction in the design space using the
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aforementioned discretisation resulted in an unrealistically coarse approximation of

the trends, missing fluctuations occurring at smaller length-scales.

(v) Even though different plies may have varying degrees of effect on OHT strength and

the length-scales at which these variations occur may differ across different plies in

the laminate, the length-scale of these effects for a given ply remains approximately

the same, regardless of the laminate. In other words, the correlation or characteristic

length-scale σl is approximately constant in each input dimension. This is ideal for

Gaussian process regression, as the learned parameters from laminates in the training

set can be used to correctly predict the length-scale at which strength variations

occur in other laminates.

To clarify items (iv) and (v), an example is given in Figure 6.9, where the variations in OHT

strength, predicted with Model 2, are shown for two cases, one corresponding to a blocked

laminate, denoted laminate A, with stacking sequence [45/-45/45/-45/90/02/θ/02]S, and

a dispersed or unblocked laminate, denoted laminate B, with stacking sequence [45/0/-

45/0/45/0/-45/θ/90/0]S. Both laminates are in-plane stiffness matched and parametrised

with an identical design variable θ, corresponding to the angle of the third ply from the

mid-plane. Therefore, the comparison of laminate A and B is performed for the same axis

(or input dimension). Angle θ is varied from −85◦ to 90◦ at a 5◦ increment. The third ply

is chosen intentionally, since when θ = 0◦, all 0◦ plies become stacked in a single block with

five plies in laminate A, whereas all 0◦ plies remain unblocked in laminate B (considering

half lay-up, otherwise laminate A contains 10 blocked 0◦ plies). This example corresponds

to two extreme cases, where the failure mechanisms differ significantly, leading to very

different OHT strengths.

Figure 6.9: Sensitivity of in-plane stiffness matched blocked (A) and dispersed
(B) laminates with variation in ply angle. θ corresponds to angle of third
ply from mid-plane, varied from −85◦ to 90◦ at a 5◦ increment. Strength
predictions are obtained with FE Model 2.

From Figure 6.9, it can be observed that the trends in OHT strength are well captured

with a 5◦ discretisation of the design space in both laminates, indicating that item (iv)

is true regardless of laminate stacking sequence and ply blocking extent. Laminate A is
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much more sensitive to angle variation, with smaller variations in θ resulting in larger

variations in strength, when compared to laminate B. This behaviour is expected due to

the significant ply blocking in laminate A, and becomes particularly pronounced when θ

approaches 0◦, with the strength rapidly increasing between the range θ ∈ [−20◦, 20◦].

Despite the difference in amplitude of strength variations between laminate A and B, the

change in angle θ across which these variations occur is roughly similar, with the strength

of laminate B increasing in the same θ ∈ [−20◦, 20◦] angle range as laminate A. This

illustrates item (v), indicating that even for two extreme cases, the characteristic length-

scale is approximately identical and that the problem is well suited to GP regression.

6.6 Concluding remarks

A novel Bayesian optimisation framework has been proposed for the stacking sequence

selection of stronger composite laminates. The optimisation framework and its formulation

have been described in detail, but its application, corresponding results and discussion are

only addressed in chapter 7. The framework is the first to combine a novel data-driven

optimisation methodology with high-fidelity meso-scale progressive damage FE modelling.

GP regression is used as a surrogate for the computationally expensive FE model, providing

estimates of laminate strength across the design space. By doing so, evaluations of the

finite element model are restricted to solutions which are expected to yield an improvement,

according to an acquisition function, in the optimisation routine.

The case of OHT strength was chosen as a demonstrator of the framework and the laminate

stacking sequence is optimised considering other design requirements, such as specified

in-plane stiffness, corresponding to that of a wing skin, balance of plies and symmetry

about the laminate mid-plane. In order to cope with the very restricted design space

due to the imposed constraints, the framework includes a bespoke filtering strategy. This

methodology allows sampling of infeasible solutions at early stages of the optimisation

to improve the performance of the surrogate model, and gradually enforces the design

constraints as the optimisation progresses, directing the search towards the optimal feasible

regions. To achieve this, the acquisition function is evaluated in a test set comprising both

feasible and infeasible stacking sequences, but the number of infeasible stacking sequences

included in this set is progressively reduced, using either constant or linear functions that

increase with the number of iterations of the optimisation process.

In order to reduce computation runtime, the optimisation uses a simplified version of

the meso-scale FE modelling framework proposed in chapter 4. The simplified FE model

results in a significant reduction in computational cost, from approximately 7-12 hours

using the original meso-scale FE modelling framework, to 20-50 minutes per simulation.

Validation of the simplified FE model against the original one indicates that despite the

simplifications, it can still provide relatively accurate results and, more importantly, it can

accurately capture the relative trends in OHT strength, which ultimately drive the optimi-
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sation process. As such, the simplified version was found to be a valid and computationally

cheaper alternative that can be used in the optimisation framework.

The applicability of GP regression as a surrogate model for the FE model, with particular

application to OHT strength, was also discussed. GPs are a good choice not only due to

the relative low-dimensionality, scarce training data and fast training process requirement

characteristics of the OHT strength maximisation problem, but also due to the observed

trends in OHT strength. These trends can be easily captured at the selected design space

discretisation (using 5◦ increments in angle) and the length-scales at which variations in

OHT strength occur are approximately constant for each given input dimension, facilitat-

ing the use of GPs as viable surrogate models.

Lastly, despite the application to the particular case of OHT strength, the proposed op-

timisation framework can be easily applied to the stacking sequence optimisation of any

composite structure. The objective function can also be easily replaced by other FE mod-

els if needed, and other design constraints can be added to suit the particular requirements

of different optimisation problems.
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Chapter 7

Optimisation studies of open-hole tensile

strength considering unconventional laminate

designs

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the Bayesian optimisation framework proposed in chapter 6 is tested us-

ing a total of five studies of increasing complexity. The studies can be grouped into two

categories: preliminary studies, which are initially used to determine the optimisation

parameters (choice of GP covariance function and filtering strategy) and assess their influ-

ence on the optimisation results using a deterministic version of the optimisation process;

stochastic case studies, which employ the previously selected optimisation parameters,

and are used to demonstrate the framework in which the OHT strength is optimised sub-

ject to the in-plane stiffness, balance and symmetry design requirements, across design

spaces comprising different combinations of SA and NSA laminates, under both on-axis

and misaligned loading conditions, and with and without numerical edge treatment.

The optimisation studies and key features of each are listed below:

(i) Preliminary study I: Comparison of covariance functions. The initial training set

and the test set are deterministic and fixed to pre-selected datasets. The feasible

test set comprises 50/40/10 SA laminates only and no filtering strategy is used. The

different covariance functions are tested considering a variety of performance metrics

and the overall best is selected. The results are shown in section 7.2.1.

(ii) Preliminary study II: Comparison of filtering strategies. Using the covariance func-

tion selected from preliminary study I, the same deterministic problem is run again

but considering different choices of filtering strategy. The strategy yielding the best

overall optimisation solutions is selected. The results are shown in section 7.2.2.

(iii) Case study I: SA laminates only. Using the GP covariance function and filter-

ing strategy determined from the preliminary studies, the stochastic optimisation

framework is demonstrated and benchmarked against direct sampling methods and

against baseline optimisation runs. The feasible test set comprises 50/40/10 SA

laminates only. The results are shown in section 7.3.1.
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(iv) Case study II: SA and NSA laminates. The same optimisation problem as case

study I is considered, but the feasible design space is now extended, including both

50/40/10 SA laminates and in-plane stiffness matched NSA solutions. The much

larger feasible design space represents a much more challenging optimisation process.

The results are shown in section 7.3.2.

(v) Case study III: SA and NSA laminates with misaligned loading. Optimisation is

performed considering the extended feasible design space of case study II, including

both SA and NSA laminates, but for an applied misaligned loading of +10◦, using

the same laminate rotation as in chapter 5. Due to edge-driven failure as a result of

the misaligned loading, the optimisation is performed with and without numerical

edge treatment. The former illustrates the optimisation process for an approximate

structure with no free edges, or where free edge effects are marginal, such as in a large

component, whereas the latter illustrates the optimisation of a structure with full

free edge effects, such as the actual coupon-level OHT test. Note that all previous

optimisation studies consider on-axis loading and numerical edge treatment is not

applied. The results are shown in section 7.3.3.

The results are subsequently discussed in section 7.3.4 from an optimisation standpoint

and from and engineering/general design guidelines perspective. First, the advantages of

the optimisation framework over other sampling methods are discussed in section 7.3.4.1.

The benefits of the proposed filtering strategy are discussed in section 7.3.4.2. Lastly, the

results from the optimisation framework are discussed in sections 7.3.4.3 and 7.3.4.4 from

a design perspective for the case of on-axis and misaligned loading, following on from the

work presented in chapter 5. The effects of the numerical edge treatment as a means for

more representative optimisation of large-scale structures is also discussed.

7.2 Deterministic preliminary studies

Due to the large number of possible combinations and the stochastic nature of the optimi-

sation process, determining the best possible configuration of parameters (GP covariance

function and filtering strategy) for the particular OHT strength optimisation problem is

challenging, as it would require an intractable number of optimisation runs. Instead, a

simplified approach is taken here, using two initial deterministic preliminary studies to

investigate the effects of these parameters on the optimisation results. By removing the

stochastic nature of the process, these effects can be compared without having to run mul-

tiple repeats of the same optimisation with the same parameters (for clarity, running the

optimisation with the same parameters yields the same exact result in these deterministic

studies; this is not true for the stochastic optimisation process).

To convert the stochastic process into a deterministic one, the training set and test sets

are fixed. To achieve this, an initial training set T 0
r with size M = 15 is randomly
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sampled from the whole design space using MMLHS, following the methodology proposed

in section 6.3.2, but instead of performing this operation randomly in every optimisation

run, the same initial training set is re-used, thus ‘fixing’ the initial training data.

A similar approach is applied to the test set, composed of the feasible and whole space

test sets, T if and T iw, respectively. In particular, for T iw, instead of randomly sampling

W = 105 points at every iteration i of every optimisation run using LHS, as detailed in

section 6.3.5.3, this set is generated only once and re-used in every optimisation run and

at every iteration i, thus ‘fixing’ the whole space test data. Note that this deterministic

approach obviously limits the available solutions that can be explored with the acquisition

function, but the aim of these preliminary studies is not to obtain the best possible solution

with the optimisation framework, but rather finding adequate optimisation parameters

within a reasonable computation runtime.

For the feasible test set, because NSA solutions are excluded and only 50/40/10 SA lam-

inates are considered feasible in these preliminary studies, the entire feasible design space

comprising the possible 7560 unique permutations can be used as T if . Note that this is

only possible because the size of the entire feasible design space is relatively small. Using

the entire feasible design space as the feasible test set at every iteration i is intrinsically

deterministic.

The optimisation runs are performed for N = 100 iterations, corresponding to a total

of 115 FE evaluations of OHT strength (including the points in the initial training set).

Each run is assessed in terms of optimisation progression and in terms of GP performance.

Regarding optimisation progression, the progression of the best point (the best point ob-

served so far, including infeasible points) and the progression of the best observed feasible

point are analysed. Additionally, the progression of the L2 norm or Euclidean distance

between consecutive sampled points is also investigated as a metric of exploration/ex-

ploitation. The GP performance is assessed using an external dataset for cross-validation

comprising 500 points, sampled with MMLHS across the entire design space and evaluated

with the FE model. At each iteration of the optimisation process, the GP is used to make

predictions of the expected value and standard deviation at each of these 500 points. The

mean relative error and mean standard deviation of all 500 points is subsequently com-

puted, providing an overall measure of GP performance across a large set of points, which

are representative of the whole design space. Note that none of these 500 points are used

as training data in any of the optimisation runs.

Ultimately, it is important to note that the results from these preliminary studies can only

provide proof of successful parameter choices for the particular deterministic training and

test sets. For optimisation runs with different training and test sets, the suitability of these

parameter choices is based on extrapolation and there is no absolute guarantee that they

yield the best possible optimisation results. Ideally, multiple stochastic runs for different

parameter combinations would have to be performed to gain greater confidence in the
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selected parameters, but such an approach is not feasible. To illustrate the infeasibility

of such investigation, considering a minimum of five repeats of the same optimisation

run to establish statistical significance, the 15 independent runs with different parameter

combinations as performed in the deterministic preliminary studies, and considering that a

single optimisation run takes between 1.5-4 days (when running with parallelisation on two

Intel Ivybridge computing nodes with 2.6 GHz and 8 cores each), the total computation

runtime would amount to 112.5-300 days.

7.2.1 Preliminary study I: Comparison of covariance functions

In preliminary study I, the different covariance functions described in section 6.3.3.2 are

tested. The optimisation is run with the deterministic training and test sets considering a

squared exponential covariance function, a Matérn 5/2 covariance function, and the corre-

sponding ARD versions of these functions. No filtering strategy is used, and consequently,

the test set remains the same throughout the optimisation process. The optimisation pro-

gression in terms of best observed point (including infeasible points), best observed feasible

point, the GP performance metrics and the L2 norm of consecutive sampled points, from

the different covariance functions are shown in Figure 7.1.

It can be observed from Figure 7.1 that the choice of covariance function can significantly

affect the optimisation solutions. The ARD covariance functions result in the best overall

observed points and in the highest overall L2 norm between consecutive points, as shown

in Figures 7.1a and 7.1e. The latter indicates that these functions result in a more explo-

rative optimisation process, and are more likely to prevent convergence to local optima.

In terms of GP performance, the Matérn class of covariance functions result in the lowest

mean GP relative error and lowest mean standard deviation across the 500-point external

cross-validation dataset, as demonstrated in Figures 7.1c and 7.1d, indicating that these

functions approximate the global trends in OHT strength better than the squared expo-

nential functions. This observation is expected, as variations in OHT strength are typically

non-smooth, for which the rougher (less smooth) Matérn class of covariance functions is

well-suited. In terms of best feasible point, as shown in Figure 7.1b, the results are not

very conclusive, with both squared exponential and ARD Matérn functions resulting in

the highest observed OHT strengths. Considering both optimisation progression and GP

performance metrics, the ARD Matérn covariance function is the best overall choice as it

provides relatively good approximations of the global trends, is more likely to explore the

design space and not converge prematurely, and results in infeasible and feasible solutions

with high OHT strengths. Therefore, this covariance function is used in all the following

optimisation studies.
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(a) Best point (b) Best feasible point

(c) Mean GP relative error (d) Mean GP standard deviation

(e) L2 norm

Figure 7.1: Optimisation results of preliminary study I. In (a), progression of
the best point (including infeasible points). In (b), progression of the best
feasible point. In (c), progression of the mean GP relative error. In (d),
progression of the mean GP standard deviation. In (e), progression of the
L2 norm between consecutive sampled points. GP performance metrics are
evaluated with an external dataset containing 500 points.

7.2.2 Preliminary study II: Comparison of filtering strategies

In preliminary study II, different filtering strategies are tested. The optimisation is run

using the ARD Matérn 5/2 covariance function in all cases. The different tested filtering
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strategies are listed below, along with their abbreviation (in brackets when needed) and

corresponding definition:

(i) no filtering (no filter): the test set remains the same throughout the optimisation

process, identical to preliminary study I.

(ii) constant filtering (con. filter ifilter): a constant filtering function is employed, follow-

ing the method in section 6.3.5.3. The test set is progressively filtered and becomes

reduced to the feasible test set, such that T ie = T if at iteration ifilter.

(iii) linear filtering (lin. filter ifilter): a linear filtering function is employed, following the

method in section 6.3.5.3. The test set is progressively filtered and becomes reduced

to the feasible test set, such that T ie = T if at iteration ifilter.

(iv) total filter: use the initial training set T 0
r sampled from the whole space using

MMLHS (as in the previous cases), but use a test set composed of feasible solutions

only, such that T ie = T if from i = 1. This corresponds to the extreme case where the

test set is completely filtered at the start of the optimisation process, but the initial

training prior to optimisation is still performed on infeasible solutions.

(v) baseline: use a different initial training set T 0
r , where M = 15 points are sampled

with Maximin Sampling (MMS) from the feasible design space, and use a test set

composed of the feasible solutions only, such that T ie = T if from i = 1. This corre-

sponds to the extreme case where both initial training and test sets contain feasible

solutions only. In this case, the GP is fitted to feasible points only, as there are no

initial infeasible training points and the acquisition function cannot sample outside

the feasible design space. As such, the optimisation process is completely restricted

to the feasible design space.

The comparisons of optimisation progression in terms of best observed point (including

infeasible points), best observed feasible point, mean GP relative error and mean GP

standard deviation are shown in Figures 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. Note that the

values of ifilter in the legend of the Figures are presented as a fraction of the total number

of iterations N = 100. As such, ifilter = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 correspond to completely filtered

test sets at ifilter = 25, 50, 75, 100, respectively.

It can be observed from Figures 7.2 and 7.3 that the linear filtering strategy with ifilter =

0.25 results in the strongest observed infeasible and feasible points. In terms of GP

performance, the strategies that allow training of the GP on infeasible points (all the

tested strategies except the baseline), result in much lower mean GP relative error across

the 500-point external cross-validation dataset, as shown in Figure 7.4. Using infeasible

training data allows the GP to more accurately capture the global trends, resulting in

mean GP relative errors between approximately 20 to 25% at the end of the optimisation,

depending on filtering strategy. The baseline case, on the other hand, results in very

inaccurate approximations of the trends in OHT strength, corresponding to a mean GP
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Figure 7.2: Optimisation results of preliminary study II: Progression of the
best point (including infeasible points).

Figure 7.3: Optimisation results of preliminary study II: Progression of the
best feasible point.

relative error of almost 95%, at the end of optimisation. In addition, the baseline strategy

results in the lowest mean GP standard deviation, as shown in Figure 7.5. This is because

the training data used to fit the GP in the baseline strategy is very limited, corresponding

to feasible solutions only, where variations in OHT strength are not as significant as the

variations observed between vastly different infeasible points. As such, the GP in the

baseline strategy is exposed to much smaller variations in OHT strengths than the other

filtering strategies which include training on infeasible points, resulting in much lower,

unrealistic predicted standard deviations. The implications of the poor GP performance
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Figure 7.4: Optimisation results of preliminary study II: Progression of the
mean GP relative error, evaluated with an external dataset containing 500
points.

Figure 7.5: Optimisation results of preliminary study II: Progression of the
mean GP standard deviation, evaluated with an external dataset containing
500 points.

of the baseline strategy are discussed in greater detail in section 7.3.4.2. Considering both

optimisation progression and GP performance metrics, the linear filtering strategy with

ifilter = 0.25 is the best overall choice, displaying good GP performance and the highest

observed OHT strengths. Therefore, this strategy is used in the following case studies,

where the value of ifilter = 0.25 is omitted for conciseness, and is thus referred to as ‘linear

filtering’ strategy.
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7.3 Stochastic case studies

This section demonstrates the proposed optimisation framework in three stochastic case

studies, using the selected parameters (ARD Matérn covariance function and the linear

filtering strategy with ifilter = 0.25) from the previous preliminary studies. Due to the

stochastic nature of the optimisation method, different results are expected across multiple

runs. As such, in order to assess the robustness of the method, each optimisation case is run

five times. Similar to the previous preliminary studies, optimisation runs are performed for

a total of N = 100 iterations, with an initial training set T 0
r of size M = 15, corresponding

to a total of 115 FE evaluations.

The first case study constitutes the same optimisation problem as the one performed in the

preliminary studies, corresponding to the optimisation of the laminate stacking sequence

considering feasible solutions comprising SA laminates only, with the specified 50/40/10

ply percentages. The difference is that now, the initial training set is randomly sampled

following the methodology in section 6.3.2 and is not re-used in other runs, preserving

the stochastic nature of the framework. The test sets are also randomly sampled at every

iteration i of the optimisation process, following the procedure in section 6.3.5.3.

In case study II, the optimisation is run for feasible solutions including both SA and NSA

stacking sequences that match (within a specified tolerance) the 50/40/10 SA in-plane

stiffness. As such, both case study I and II correspond to the same optimisation problem

of OHT under on-axis loading, but with different feasible design spaces. Case study III,

on the other hand, corresponds to the optimisation of both SA and NSA laminates, using

the same feasible design space as case study II, but under misaligned loading by +10◦

using the same laminate rotation as in chapter 5.

In both case studies I and II, the linear filtering strategy is compared against the baseline

strategy in a stochastic setting, serving as a demonstrator of the benefits of including

infeasible solutions in the test set. The baseline strategy is identical to the one used in the

preliminary studies, where both training and test sets are composed of feasible points only.

The only difference is that in these case studies, the initial training set, sampled with MMS

from the feasible design space, is not re-used and is instead randomly generated at every

optimisation run. Similar to the preliminary studies, the optimisation is analysed in terms

of progression of the best point (including infeasible points), best feasible point, mean GP

relative error, mean GP standard deviation and L2 norm between consecutive sampled

points. However, due to the stochastic process, these quantities are now expressed in terms

of their mean and standard deviation across the five repeat runs for each optimisation case.

For the sake of simplicity, the mean GP relative error and standard deviation are referred to

using the same nomenclature, despite now actually corresponding to the mean (across the

five runs) of the mean (across the 500-point external cross-validation dataset) GP relative

error and standard deviation. Note that for the computation of the GP performance

metrics, the same external cross-validation dataset, used in the preliminary studies, is
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considered. None of the 500 points are used as training data in any of the optimisation

runs.

The case studies also include a comparison of the mean best feasible solution obtained

from optimisation runs against the mean best solution obtained from five runs of MMS of

115 points (identical number of FE evaluations) sampled from the feasible design space.

This comparison is used as a benchmark, in order to ascertain whether the Bayesian

optimisation methodology provides consistently better results than randomly generated

space-filling sets of points using a direct sampling method. Note that the term ‘direct’

sampling is used here in the sense of a sampling methodology which is purely based on

the sampling method itself, as opposed to sampling using more sophisticated approaches.

For instance the Bayesian optimisation methodology could be arguably described as a

sophisticated sampling method, albeit a data-driven one. Thus, the term ‘direct’ sampling

is used herein to make this distinction clear.

7.3.1 Case study I: SA laminates only

Considering the same feasible design space used in the preliminary studies, the test set T if
at each iteration is generated from the union of the whole space test set T iw, now randomly

generated using LHS at every iteration i following the method described in section 6.3.5.3,

and the same feasible test set T if , comprising the 7560 unique permutations of the 50/40/10

SA stacking sequences.

The key optimisation metrics from this case study are shown in Figure 7.6. The comparison

of the mean best feasible solution across the five repeat runs of each baseline and linear

filtering optimisation strategies and from MMS is shown in Figure 7.6a. The progression of

the mean best point, the mean best feasible point, the mean GP relative error, the mean

GP standard deviation and the mean L2 norm are shown for both baseline and linear

filtering optimisation strategies in Figures 7.6b, 7.6c, 7.6d, 7.6e and 7.6f, respectively. The

standard deviation of each metric across the five repeat runs is plotted along with the

corresponding mean value.

The best feasible stacking sequence from each optimisation run is displayed in Table 7.1

along with its corresponding OHT strength. The iteration number i at which the solution

is found is also shown. In Figure 7.7, the stress-strain curves and differences between

failure mechanisms of the first and final observed best feasible solutions obtained from op-

timisation lin. filter run n◦ 4 are shown. This particular example is shown for conciseness,

as the results are similar across different repeat runs. The example is used to illustrate

the differences in failure mechanisms of a non-optimised laminate and a final solution ob-

tained from optimisation, and is not used for benchmarking purposes. The failure process

is demonstrated at three strain states for each stacking sequence, and highlighted on the

stress-strain curves. Transparency is added to the failure plots such that intralaminar

cracking and delaminations (shaded areas) are visible through the laminate thickness.
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(a) Mean best feasible point (b) Mean best point

(c) Mean best feasible point (d) Mean GP relative error

(e) Mean GP standard deviation (f) Mean L2 norm

Figure 7.6: Optimisation results of case study I. In (a), comparison of mean
best feasible point from baseline and linear filtering optimisation strategies, and
from direct Maximin sampling (MMS). In (b), progression of the mean best
point (including infeasible points). In (c), progression of mean best feasible
point, including zoom-in view. In (d), progression of the mean GP relative er-
ror. In (e), progression of the mean GP standard deviation. In (f), progression
of the mean L2 norm between consecutive sampled points. Each optimisation
case is run five times. GP performance metrics are evaluated with an external
dataset containing 500 points. In (b), (c) and (d), the mean values taken across
all five repeats are plotted with solid lines and standard deviations with shaded
areas.
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Table 7.1: Best feasible solutions for each optimisation run in case study I.
Stacking sequence, OHT strength and corresponding iteration at which the
best feasible solution is found are shown.

Optimisation
strategy

Run n◦ Stacking sequence
OHT strength

(MPa)
Iteration

baseline

1 [03/90/02/45/-45/45/-45]S 619.3 90
2 [03/452/-452/90/02]S 652.2 95
3 [03/452/-452/90/02]S 652.2 96
4 [0/90/04/45/-452/45]S 638.3 67
5 [04/45/-45/45/-45/90/0]S 626.4 29

lin. filter

1 [02/90/03/-45/452/-45]S 640.2 95
2 [03/-45/452/-45/90/02]S 674.1 40
3 [45/05/90/-45/45/-45]S 689.2 94
4 [90/05/45/-45/45/-45]S 648.2 98
5 [45/05/90/-45/45/-45]S 689.2 99

y

x
z

1 2 3

1’ 2’ 3’

Figure 7.7: Comparison of stress-strain curves of first (non-optimised, in black)
and final (in red) best observed feasible solutions obtained from case study I
optimisation (lin. filter run n◦ 4 is used as an example). The failure process
of each case is shown at three strain states (delaminations displayed in shaded
red regions and intralaminar cracks plotted in black), highlighted on the stress-
strain curves. Loading applied in the x direction.
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7.3.2 Case study II: SA and NSA laminates

Considering the same 50/40/10 ply percentages, the feasible design space is now extended

to include NSA laminates that match the in-plane stiffness. Using the methodology de-

scribed in section 6.3.5.1, a tolerance of εtol = 0.015 and limiting solutions to a maximum

of three angle pairs, the possible unique angle combinations for a 20 ply symmetric, bal-

anced laminate are shown in Table 7.2. The feasible design space is now formed by the

union of the solutions sets Vj , each containing all unique permutations of the correspond-

ing vj . Note that with a 5◦ discretisation of the design space, no solutions exist within the

specified tolerance for laminates with two angle pairs, and therefore, a 1◦ discretisation is

used exceptionally for this particular case (i.e unique angle combination v2 in Table 7.2).

The feasible design space is now much larger, representing a much more challenging op-

timisation problem. The feasible test set at each iteration T if is generated following the

method in section 6.3.5.2. The size of T if is set to F = 50000, which is large enough to cover

various feasible solutions, but still allows for very quick GP predictions. The optimisation

results are shown in Figure 7.8, and are analogous to the comparative analysis shown for

case study I in Figure 7.6. The best feasible stacking sequence from each optimisation run

is displayed in Table 7.3 along with its corresponding OHT strength and iteration number

at which the solution is found.

Table 7.2: Unique angle combinations for 20 ply symmetric, balanced laminate
with 50/40/10 ply percentages, found from in-plane stiffness matching using
the Monte Carlo method.

Unique angle combinations Lay-up

v1 [05/±452/90]S
v2 [±103/±572]S
v3 [±103/±55/±60]S
v4 [±10/±253/±80]S
v5 [02/±253/±75]S
v6 [±102/±302/±75]S

7.3.3 Case study III: SA and NSA laminates with misaligned loading

In this last case study, the optimisation of in-plane stiffness-matched SA and NSA lam-

inates, considering the extended feasible design space of case study II, is performed for

an applied misaligned load of 10◦ instead of typical on-axis loading. To approximate the

misaligned load, the FE model rotates the laminates by +10◦ and the load is applied in

the same 0◦ axis, identical to the approach in chapter 5.

The misalignment in load results in imbalance of plies about the loading axis and intro-

duces extension-shear coupling, which can result in edge-driven failure, as discussed in

chapter 5. Thus, two optimisation cases are tested: (i) including the free edge effects

(corresponding to the optimisation of a structure with exposed free edges); (ii) suppress-
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(a) Mean best feasible point (b) Mean best point

(c) Mean best feasible point (d) Mean GP relative error

(e) Mean GP standard deviation (f) Mean L2 norm

Figure 7.8: Optimisation results of case study II. In (a), comparison of mean
best feasible point from baseline and linear filtering optimisation strategies, and
from direct Maximin sampling (MMS). In (b), progression of the mean best
point (including infeasible points). In (c), progression of mean best feasible
point, including zoom-in view. In (d), progression of the mean GP relative er-
ror. In (e), progression of the mean GP standard deviation. In (f), progression
of the mean L2 norm between consecutive sampled points. Each optimisation
case is run five times. GP performance metrics are evaluated with an external
dataset containing 500 points. In (b), (c) and (d), the mean values taken across
all five repeats are plotted with solid lines and standard deviations with shaded
areas.
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Table 7.3: Best feasible solutions for each optimisation run in case study II.
Stacking sequence, OHT strength and corresponding iteration at which the
best feasible solution is found are shown.

Optimisation
strategy

Run n◦ Stacking sequence
OHT strength

(MPa)
Iteration

baseline

1 [-45/45/-45/90/02/45/03]S 571.0 73
2 [-45/452/90/04/-45/0]S 559.4 8
3 [02/45/-452/90/03/45]S 594.6 83
4 [-10/102/55/10/-55/60/-60/-102]S 530.7 55
5 [02/-45/03/90/45/-45/45]S 588.1 82

lin. filter

1 [452/-45/90/05/-45]S 608.8 53
2 [04/45/-45/45/-45/90/0]S 626.4 53
3 [03/90/02/45/-45/45/-45]S 619.3 72
4 [452/-45/90/05/-45]S 608.8 75
5 [02/-45/03/90/45/-45/45]S 588.1 94

ing/reducing the free edge effects using the numerical edge treatment (approximating the

case of a structure with no exposed free edges).

First, the mean best feasible solution across the five repeat runs of the optimisation with

linear filtering strategy is compared against two benchmarks: the mean of the best overall

set of solutions found for on-axis loading (solutions from case study I optimisation with

linear filtering strategy) but subject to misaligned loading; the mean best solution from

direct MMS (analogous to previous case studies). The benchmarking results are shown in

Figure 7.9 for both cases with and without treatment.

(a) Full free edge effects (b) Reduced free edge effects

Figure 7.9: Case study III benchmark, in (a) without numerical edge treat-
ment (i.e exposed free edges) and in (b) with numerical edge treatment (i.e
suppressed/reduced free edge effects). The mean best feasible point from lin-
ear filtering optimisation strategy is compared against the mean of best overall
set of solutions found for on-axis loading (solutions from case study I with
linear filtering optimisation strategy) but subject to misaligned loading, and
against direct Maximin Sampling (MMS).

The individual optimisation results for both cases with and without treatment are shown

in Figure 7.10. For each case, the optimisation run yielding the best feasible solution is

highlighted in black. The corresponding first and last observed best feasible solutions are
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highlighted with blue circle and red square markers, respectively. The stress-strain curves

of these solutions are displayed in the same colour as the corresponding markers, and

the failure patterns through the laminate thickness (including intralaminar cracking and

delaminations) are shown at three strain states, highlighted on the stress-strain curves.

y

x
z

1 2 3

1’ 2’ 3’

(a) Full free edge effects (structure with exposed free edges)

y

x
z

1 2 3

1’ 2’ 3’

(b) Reduced free edge effects (approximate structure with no free edges)

Figure 7.10: Comparison of case study III optimisation runs: In (a) the OHT
strength is predicted without numerical edge treatment (i.e with exposed free
edges); In (b) the OHT strength is predicted with the numerical edge treatment
(i.e with suppressed/reduced free edge effects). For each case, 5 optimisation
runs were performed and the run resulting in the best observed feasible point is
highlighted in black, with the first (blue circle) and last (red square) observed
best feasible solutions highlighted with markers. The stress-strain curves of
these solutions are displayed in the same colour scheme (blue for the first and
red for the last observed best feasible solutions) and the failure patterns are
shown at three strain states, highlighted on the stress-strain curves. Loading
applied in the x direction.

The best feasible stacking sequence from each optimisation run, for both cases with and

without numerical edge treatment, is displayed in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4: Best feasible solutions for each optimisation run in case study III.
Stacking sequence, OHT strength and corresponding iteration at which the
best feasible solution is found are shown.

Edge
treatment

Run n◦ Stacking sequence
OHT strength

(MPa)
Iteration

No
(Full

free edge effects)

1 [-60/10/55/-10/102/60/-102/-55]S 489.4 67
2 [10/-102/102/-10/-55/55/60/-60]S 490.5 78
3 [0/-45/90/0/452/03/-45]S 497.3 51
4 [10/57/102/-103/-57/57/-57]S 527.8 96
5 [02/-45/90/0/45/0/45/0/-45]S 501.7 58

Yes
(Reduced

free edge effects)

1 [-45/45/-45/90/05/45]S 625.1 64
2 [90/-452/45/05/45]S 600.5 82
3 [103/-103/55/-60/60/-55]S 574.5 47
4 [-102/57/-572/-10/10/57/102]S 544.4 60
5 [05/452/90/-452]S 638.4 47

7.3.4 Discussion

7.3.4.1 Comparison of Bayesian optimisation and direct sampling

The proposed Bayesian optimisation method returns significantly better solutions than

direct MMS from the feasible design space after the same number of FE evaluations.

This is first shown in case study I, in Figure 7.6a, where the baseline and the linear

filtering optimisation strategies result in stacking sequences with, on average, 15% and

20% higher relative OHT strengths than the MMS solution, respectively. The advantage

of the optimisation strategies over MMS becomes even more significant in case study II,

as shown in Figure 7.8a, displaying 20% and 29% higher relative OHT strengths for the

baseline and linear filtering cases, respectively. This advantage is more pronounced in

case study II due to the increased feasible design space, which makes it harder to reach

a good feasible solution purely with random sampling methods. Note that in absolute

values, the best observed solutions obtained in case study II display lower OHT strength

than in case study I. This is expected, as SA laminates typically display higher OHT

strengths under on-axis loading, as discussed in chapter 5, and the inclusion of such a

large number of NSA feasible stacking sequences in case study II makes it much more

difficult to find good solutions, especially given the very limited number of iterations. The

linear filtering optimisation strategy in case study III, in Figure 7.9, also displays better

solutions than MMS, corresponding to 7% and 17% higher relative OHT strengths for the

cases of exposed free edges (full free edge effects) and suppressed/reduced free edge effects,

respectively. The benefits from optimisation are less pronounced for the case of misaligned

loading, particularly for a structure with exposed free edges where OHT strength is very

uniform across the feasible design space. For the case of misaligned loading with reduced

free edge effects, the variability in OHT strength is, on the other hand, very large and

thus, the optimisation would benefit from more iterations.

In addition, it can be observed from Figures 7.6c and 7.8c that using the optimisation
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framework (for both baseline and linear filtering strategies) the mean of the best observed

feasible points from MMS is achieved within 40 iterations (55 FE evaluations) in case study

I, and within 20 iterations (35 FE evaluations) in case study II. In case study III, the MMS

solution in Figure 7.9 is achieved within an average of 25 iterations of the optimisation

process (40 FE evaluations) for the case of exposed free edges, in Figure 7.10a, and within

an average of 21 iterations (36 FE evaluations) for the case of reduced free edge effects,

in Figure 7.10b. As such, the optimisation framework not only finds stronger solutions,

but it also reaches the best solution from MMS within a fraction of the time in every case

study. It is worth noting that although the global optimum is not achieved within 100

iterations in any of the case studies (resulting in different final solutions across the five

repeat runs), the aim is to find the best possible solution in a fixed number of iterations

given the complexity of the FE model, for which the framework is demonstrably successful.

7.3.4.2 Comparison of baseline and linear filtering optimisation strategies

The linear filtering strategy yields consistently better results than the baseline in both

case studies I and II. Note, however, that the baseline optimisation displays feasible solu-

tions at the first optimisation iterations, as shown in Figures 7.6c and 7.8c, as the initial

training set contains feasible points only. The process takes longer to reach any observed

feasible solution using the linear filtering strategy, because points are sampled from the

whole design space. As the linear filter enforces the design constraints, the probability of

sampling a feasible point increases.

Despite taking longer, sampling infeasible points in the initial training set and at the early

stages of the process benefits the optimisation. As shown in Figures 7.6c and 7.8c, after an

average of 40 iterations in case study I, and 47 iterations in case study II, the optimisation

employing linear filtering reaches the mean best feasible point of the baseline and proceeds

to find better mean feasible solutions than the baseline at every iteration until the end of

the process.

The better performance of the linear filtering strategy is attributed to three factors: (i) the

much better accuracy of the GP; (ii) the increased uncertainty in GP predictions; (iii) and

the overall higher mean L2 norm between consecutive samples during early optimisation

iterations.

The first factor is illustrated in Figures 7.6d and 7.8d for case study I and II, respectively,

where the linear filtering strategy displays a much lower mean relative error than the

baseline. The high relative errors of the baseline optimisation indicate that feasible data

is very restrictive, and that training must include infeasible points for the GP to more

accurately capture the global trends in OHT strength. Note that the initial training set

used in the linear filtering strategy provides most of the necessary training data. The

effects of new sampled data on GP accuracy decrease as the linear filter enforces the

design constraints, slightly decreasing the error until the test set becomes restricted to
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feasible solutions only. Then, because the feasible set is not representative of the whole

design space, and thus very dissimilar to the 500-point external set where the mean GP

relative error is computed, this error can increase slightly at later stages of the optimisation

process, where the training data becomes more populated with points from the feasible

set. Additionally, the error can increase as the GP is fitted to more data points near a

local optimum (neglecting other areas of the design space), indicative of convergence or a

focus upon exploitation rather than exploration. This trend can observed in case study

I after 70 iterations, in Figure 7.6d. In case study II, the mean relative error remains

constant with increasing feasible training data due to the large size of the feasible design

space, which is more representative of the whole space. This larger feasible space also

explains why the mean relative error of the baseline strategy is lower in case study II than

in case study I.

The second factor is demonstrated in both Figures 7.6e and 7.8e, where the linear filtering

strategy displays higher mean GP standard deviations than the baseline. This increased

uncertainty leads to a more explorative optimisation process, which is particularly im-

portant in problems with large feasible design spaces such as case study II. The baseline

strategy, on the other hand, is more likely to exploit solutions near best observed feasi-

ble points and more likely to converge to local maxima, rather than exploring areas of

the feasible design space where the objective function value is unknown. As previously

mentioned, the higher mean GP standard deviations of the linear filtering strategy can

be attributed to the fact that during the early optimisation stages, the GP is fitted to

points with larger variations in OHT strength due to the space-filling test set. The rate

of increase in mean GP standard deviation diminishes once the test set is filtered to fea-

sible solutions only, where OHT strength is less variable. The baseline strategy, on the

other hand, is exposed to little variation in OHT strength due to the very limited test set

and thus, displays much lower mean GP standard deviation across the 500-point external

cross-validation dataset. The higher GP standard deviation in the linear filtering strategy

therefore reflects a more realistic approximation of the underlying global trends, in which

significant variations in strength can occur. It is important to note that the combination of

low uncertainty and the low accuracy of the baseline strategy can significantly hinder the

optimisation process, as the GP predicts the OHT strengths incorrectly and yet displays

relatively high confidence (low uncertainty) in those predictions.

The third factor is demonstrated in both Figures 7.6f and 7.8f, where the mean L2 norm

is visibly greater at the initial iterations of the optimisation process when using the linear

filtering strategy than with the baseline strategy. This factor is correlated with the previ-

ous observation, as the higher mean GP standard deviation of the linear filtering strategy

contributes to a more explorative optimisation process, resulting in increased values of

the mean L2 norm between sampled points. However, unlike the mean GP standard de-

viation, that can only provide a general indication that the optimisation process is more

likely to be explorative as a whole, the mean L2 norm quantifies this and provides in-
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sight into the gradual transition from more explorative to more exploitative search. In

particular, Figures 7.6f and 7.8f show that at the early iterations of the linear filtering

optimisation strategy, when the focus is to improve GP accuracy, the mean L2 norm is

substantially higher than the baseline, meaning that infeasible points spread out across

the design space are being sampled, providing useful training data to capture global trends

in OHT strength. As the optimisation progresses and the test set is filtered, the mean L2

norm decreases and becomes similar to the values from the baseline strategy, transitioning

to a more exploitative process.

As a final remark, it should be noted that the improvement from using the linear filtering

strategy over the baseline is greater in case study II, representing a 7.2% relative increase

in average OHT strength at the end of the optimisation process, compared to 4.8% in

case study I. This greater relative improvement demonstrates the benefits of the filtering

strategy when dealing with design spaces comprised of more feasible solutions, which are

inherently more difficult to search and to find points with highest performance. These

benefits are anticipated to be even greater for problems with even larger sets of feasible

solutions. For such cases, the baseline strategy is particularly ineffective, as its combination

of poor GP accuracy and low uncertainty is more likely to result in convergence to solutions

mistaken for optima.

7.3.4.3 Optimisation for on-axis loading

Deriving physical intuition and establishing good and bad design practices for the strength

of a particular structure generally requires multiple observations across the design space,

selected by the designer. The proposed Bayesian optimisation framework can be used as

a pragmatic tool to efficiently navigate the design space and understand design principles

from a relatively small number of observations. The cases of on-axis loading (in case

study I and II) and misaligned loading (in case study III) are investigated as illustrative

examples of the framework as a tool to establish design guidelines.

For OHT strength of laminates under on-axis loading, the best feasible solutions from

optimisation correspond to SA laminates with significant 0◦ ply blocking, as shown in

Tables 7.1 and 7.3. As detailed in chapter 5, blocking of the 0◦ plies causes shearing of the

matrix, resulting in cracks tangential to the hole that reduce fibre stresses and delay fibre

failure. On the other hand, fibre failure tends to occur earlier in dispersed SA laminates.

It can be observed from case study I that despite the lack of physical intuition, the GP

can efficiently establish correlations between ply block thickness and OHT strength, and

as the optimisation progresses, the acquisition function is more likely to be maximised

at points with stacking sequences comprising thick blocks of 0◦ plies, ultimately driving

the optimisation process towards these areas of the design space and avoiding excessively

dispersed laminates. This trend can be observed not only quantitatively from the results

in Tables 7.1 but also qualitatively in Figure 7.7, where the best feasible solution obtained
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from case study I optimisation (using lin. filter run n◦ 4 as an example) comprises a

thick block of five adjacent 0◦ plies, which results in significant sub-critical interlaminar

and intralaminar matrix damage, characterised by pronounced matrix shearing tangential

to the hole which delays ultimate failure. The non-optimised solution, corresponding to

the first observed feasible stacking sequence in the optimisation process, is more dispersed,

with only two blocked 0◦ plies, and is unable to accumulate sub-critical damage, ultimately

resulting in much more premature brittle failure.

Similarly, despite the significantly larger feasible design space and much more challenging

optimisation problem in case study II, the GP is generally able to drive the optimisation

towards blocked SA laminates within the specified maximum number of iterations, avoiding

both NSA and dispersed SA laminates due to their lower OHT strength (only with the

exception of baseline run n◦ 4).

7.3.4.4 Optimisation for misaligned loading

Under misaligned loading, optimal stacking sequences and the direction of optimisation

greatly depend on whether the structure has exposed free edges or whether these are

suppressed/reduced in the FE model with the numerical edge treatment, approximating

the conditions in a structure with no exposed free edges.

As shown in Table 7.4, the consideration of exposed free edges leads to solutions consisting

of mainly NSA laminates and more dispersed SA laminates, with the highest observed

OHT strength corresponding to the NSA stacking sequence [10/57/102/-103/-57/57/-57]S.

The best observed stacking sequences from optimisation of the edge treated cases, on

the other hand, correspond to SA laminates with very blocked 0◦ plies. As such, from

Figure 7.9, it can be observed that the best set of on-axis solutions (corresponding to the

linear filtering optimisation strategy in case I study), also displaying thick blocks of 0◦ plies,

are much more robust to misaligned loading when free edge effects are suppressed than

when they are exposed. These observations are in line with the findings from chapter 5,

where it was found that SA stacking sequences with thick blocks of 0◦ plies are actually

robust to misaligned loading, provided that edge-driven fibre failure is prevented using the

numerical edge treatment.

It can be observed from both Figures 7.10a and 7.10b that, analogous to on-axis loading,

the best solutions in either cases with or without edge treatment display much more exten-

sive sub-critical intralaminar matrix cracking than corresponding non-optimised solutions.

Note that the improvements from optimisation are greater in the edge treated case. This is

because the variation in OHT strength with stacking sequence is much larger for the case

of edge treated specimens than it is for the untreated case. As such, the difference between

OHT strength of an optimised and a non-optimised solution from the edge treated case is

likely to be significantly greater than the difference between optimised and non-optimised

in the untreated case. In particular, the suppression of edge-driven fibre failure in blocked
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SA laminates with the numerical edge treatment allows the optimisation process to find

much stronger feasible solutions.

Despite corresponding to essentially the same optimisation problem, with an identical fea-

sible design space and loading condition, the consideration of a structure with or without

exposed free edges results in significantly different optimal stacking sequences. The GP is

able to efficiently drive the optimisation process accordingly, directing the search towards

regions of optimal solutions without explicit information on the effects of free edges on

the failure mechanisms or on the effects of the numerical edge treatment. The difference

between the progression of the untreated optimisation problem and the one with numerical

edge treatment, and the significantly different optimisation outcomes highlight the impor-

tance of using representative coupon-level data. The consideration of untreated coupons

for the optimisation of the stacking sequence of a large-scale structure under misaligned

loading would result in very misleading solutions, misguidedly indicating that NSA and

dispersed SA stacking sequences are the best possible feasible solutions.

Finally, the case studies illustrate how the optimisation framework can be used to aid

in establishing laminate design guidelines in structures under different conditions, whilst

providing insight into the physical mechanisms that justify those guidelines.

7.4 Concluding remarks

The Bayesian optimisation framework proposed in chapter 6 has been applied in five

studies of increasing complexity, considering the OHT strength maximisation problem

with the additional design requirements of a wing skin in-plane stiffness (50/40/10 ply

percentages), balance of plies and symmetry about the laminate mid-plane. Two initial

preliminary studies employing a deterministic version of the optimisation framework were

used to determine the most suitable GP covariance function and filtering strategy. Based

on both GP performance metrics, such as mean GP relative error and mean GP standard

deviation across a 500-point external cross-validation dataset, and considering the pro-

gression of the optimisation process in terms of best observed point, best observed feasible

point and L2 norm (Euclidean distance) between consecutive sampled points, the ARD

Matérn 5/2 covariance function and the linear filtering strategy, with complete filtering of

the test set at iteration i = 25, were selected.

With the selected GP covariance function and filtering strategy, three case studies were

subsequently performed to benchmark the optimisation framework and demonstrate its

potential. The advantages of the framework and the proposed filtering strategy were

demonstrated considering both conventional and unconventional laminates, such as NSA

stacking sequences and SA laminates with significant ply blocking, for both on-axis and

misaligned loading (considering the same +10◦ laminate rotation as that performed in

chapter 5), and considering both cases with and without numerical edge treatment (corre-
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sponding to the cases of reduced/suppressed or full free edge effects, respectively). With

the selected linear filtering strategy, the optimisation was shown to reach consistently

better solutions than direct sampling with MMS, in every case study. In particular, the

optimisation process was able to find stacking sequences with, on average, 29% greater

OHT strength than direct sampling using MMS, for the same number of FE evaluations

(and thus for the same computation runtime). In addition, the proposed optimisation

framework not only finds stronger solutions, but it also reaches the best solution obtained

from MMS within a fraction of the time in every case study, corresponding to on aver-

age 48% of MMS runtime at worst, and only 30% of MMS runtime at best, representing

substantial savings in computation runtime.

Within the proposed optimisation framework, the linear filtering strategy was also com-

pared to a baseline strategy where instead of sampling infeasible points and gradually

filtering these points until only feasible ones remain, the FE evaluations are only per-

formed on feasible points since the very start of the optimisation process. It was shown

that with the proposed linear filtering strategy, GP performance was significantly im-

proved, which in turn, resulted in a more effective optimisation process. Using the linear

filtering strategy, the optimisation process performed better than the baseline strategy in

every case study and was able to find stacking sequences with, on average, 7.2% greater

OHT strength for case study II.

The case studies also demonstrated the potential of the optimisation framework as a tool

to quickly aid in the establishment of preliminary design principles, from a relatively

small number of FE evaluations. For instance, the framework showed that for on-axis

loading and misaligned loading with numerical edge treatment, SA laminates with signifi-

cant blocking of 0◦ plies provide the highest OHT strengths. However, for structures with

exposed free edges (no numerical edge treatment) and under misaligned loading, dispersed

SA and NSA laminates generally provide the highest OHT strengths. These observations

are consistent with the previous findings, from the extensive numerical and experimental

testing campaign performed in chapter 5, but the key difference is that with the opti-

misation process, there was no need for a design of experiments or any decision-making

input. Instead, given the objective function and the design constraints, the GP is able to

derive the trends in OHT strength without any physical intuition, driving the optimisation

process towards the relevant areas of the design space, where optimal solutions are more

likely to be found. As such, the optimisation framework can be used as a pragmatic tool

to efficiently navigate the design space without prior knowledge of the problem.

It is important to note that the consideration of numerical edge treatment in cases where

edge-driven failure is possible, such as in the optimisation of OHT strength under mis-

aligned loading, can dictate the progression of the optimisation and result in vastly differ-

ent outcomes. This observation highlights the importance of using coupon-level data that

is representative of the large-scale component, and that sophisticated optimisation meth-

ods are, ultimately, only useful if the predictions are representative of the real problem.
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Lastly, the presented case studies illustrate in a general sense how the proposed optimi-

sation framework may be used to find relatively high-performance laminates, including

unconventional stacking sequences, from a small number of iterations and in instances

wherein most global optimisation methods are intractable, due to computationally expen-

sive governing FE models and in which the feasible regions are heavily constrained by

other design requirements.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

8.1 Conclusions

The design and certification process of aerospace composite components follows a building

block approach, where extensive testing and analyses are performed at the coupon-level

and fewer tests are performed on increasingly larger structures. The first objective of

this thesis was to develop experimental and numerical methodologies that enable the

establishment of more reliable and representative coupon-level design allowables. As a

first contribution to this objective, an in-depth investigation of free edge effects as a

major source of unrepresentative coupon-level data was performed. A resin edge treatment

solution, originally proposed in [52], was investigated in detail for the case of short beam

coupons under 3-point bending, where free edge effects are particularly pronounced due to

transverse shear. For this investigation, experiments, CT-scans and two FE models were

used. For stress analysis at the onset of interlaminar damage, an initial high-resolution

linear elastic FE model was implemented. Then, a second, non-linear model employing

cohesive zones for analysis of delamination propagation was developed.

The resin edge treatment was found to effectively suppress interlaminar stresses at the

free edges, delaying delamination onset and its propagation. The treatment also prevents

failure localisation in critical ply interfaces with very high interlaminar stresses, leading to

a more widespread damage pattern through the laminate thickness. Experiments on two

materials, one pristine and one degraded, showed net interlaminar shear strength improve-

ments of 16% and 36%, respectively, after resin edge treatment. From FE analyses, it was

observed that the resin edge treatment results in greater improvements in laminates with

blocked stacking sequences, which are more prone to interlaminar damage and delamina-

tions. The use of wider resin blocks also increases the strength improvements, however, it

can also lead to substantial increases in stiffness of the specimen, causing an unrealistic

strengthening effect. It is important to determine the optimal width of the resin blocks

that maximises net strength improvement whilst minimising increases in stiffness. This

optimal width must be determined on a case-by-case basis, as it depends on the mate-

rial properties and lay-up of the laminate. However, after its determination, the resin

edge treatment can be applied systematically in the certification process of that specific

component with minimal costs.
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It is important to note that even with resin edge treatment, edge effects were not com-

pletely removed due to the mismatch in elastic properties between the resin treatment

material and the CFRP. In a virtual testing environment, it is possible to easily imple-

ment a proposed numerical edge treatment in progressive damage FE models, whereby

the resin blocks are replaced by blocks of purely elastic CFRP material, thus eliminat-

ing the mismatch in elastic properties. The implementation of progressive damage in the

CFRP specimen allows it to fail, while the purely elastic blocks suppress interlaminar

stress concentrations at the edges, resulting in consistently greater net interlaminar shear

strength improvements than the resin edge treatment. However, the two strategies, one

for experimental (resin treatment) and the other for virtual testing (numerical treatment),

can be used synergistically to generate coupon-level data which is more representative of

the large-scale component.

A virtual testing tool was proposed as a second major contribution to the first objective,

consisting of a general meso-scale FE modelling framework for the generation of more

reliable coupon-level design allowables. The framework includes a proposed meso-scale

CDM model for the ply, surface-based cohesive zones in order to model interlaminar be-

haviour, separate thermal and mechanical analysis steps in order to simulate the post-cure

cool-down process and the subsequent loading of the specimen, and appropriate kinematic

considerations. The CDM model accounts for three main failure mechanisms: matrix

failure under a general three-dimensional stress state, where damage onset and evolution

are computed on oblique fracture planes considering mixed-mode conditions; longitudinal

tensile failure, accounting for both fibre breakage and pull-out mechanisms; and longitu-

dinal compressive failure due to fibre kinking. The pre-damage material response is linear

elastic in all normal stress components, whereas a Ramberg-Osgood model with isotropic

hardening is used to predict the non-linear plastic response in the shear stress components.

The onset of damage is determined using the three-dimensional failure criteria proposed

by Catalanotti [216], using the relevant in-situ material strengths. The framework also

includes a bespoke mesh alignment tool which aligns the finite element mesh with each

ply orientation, thus preventing incorrect crack path predictions, which is often disre-

garded in most FE modelling frameworks. The numerical edge treatment devised for the

aforementioned short beam simulations was incorporated within the framework, enabling

suppression of free edge effects if desired. The FE modelling framework was applied to the

particular case of open-hole tension and successfully validated against experiments on 15

different laminates, featuring both standard and non-standard angles, imbalance of plies

about the loading axis, and blocked and dispersed stacking sequences. Very good quanti-

tative agreement was found, with a maximum relative difference of 5% observed between

OHT experimental strengths and corresponding predictions from the FE modelling frame-

work. Very good qualitative agreement was also found between the failure morphology

observed from C-scans and that predicted from the FE modelling framework.

With its validation established, the FE modelling framework was subsequently used to
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address the second objective of this thesis, which was to contribute to the investigation,

exploration and optimisation of unconventional laminate designs from a performance-based

perspective. As such, the FE modelling framework was used to investigate a larger set

of laminates, including both conventional and unconventional designs (employing NSAs

and/or significant ply blocking), under open-hole tension considering on-axis and mis-

aligned loading. For a fair comparison of OHT strengths, the in-plane stiffness of the

investigated laminates was matched, using a 50/40/10 percentage breakdown of the SA

plies (0◦, ±45◦, 90◦, respectively) corresponding to that of a wing skin. It was found

that unconventional SA laminates with large blocks of 0◦ plies outperformed both NSA

and dispersed (more conventional) SA laminates for the case of on-axis loading due to

increased sub-critical interlaminar and intralaminar matrix damage within the thick 0◦

ply blocks and adjacent interfaces. This sub-critical damage blunts fibre stresses delay-

ing ultimate failure. However, blocked SA laminates were found to be very sensitive to

load misalignments due to their greater propensity to edge-driven failure, displaying much

lower strengths than both comparable dispersed SA and NSA laminates. Under misaligned

loading (using a +10◦ misalignment mimicked by laminate rotation), the combination of

extension-shear coupling, ply orthogonality and significant ply blocking of blocked SA

laminates contributes to critical interlaminar and intralaminar matrix damage at the free

edges, which in turn can lead to significant longitudinal stress concentrations, leading to an

edge-driven, premature failure process that emanates from the free edges and propagates

towards the hole. It was found, on the other hand, that the investigated NSA laminates

were much less sensitive to either variations in ply blocking and/or misaligned loading,

and were not affected by edge-driven failure, displaying a much smaller variability in OHT

strength and failure modes. These observations were attributed to the non-orthogonality

between adjacent NSA plies, producing less extensive and less variable interlaminar dam-

age, and due to the fact that intralaminar matrix damage cannot accumulate sub-critically

in these NSA laminates, as the matrix provides important load-bearing capacity and its

failure results in structural collapse.

Related to the first objective of this thesis, it was observed that the coupon predicted OHT

strengths in laminates displaying edge-driven failure were not representative of the OHT

strengths of large-scale components, where holes are either positioned at much greater dis-

tances from the free edges, or where these free edges are nonexistent. In fact, it was found

that with the numerical edge treatment, edge-driven failure can be effectively suppressed

resulting in OHT strengths which are up to 80% greater than without treatment. This

observation brings into question the validity of standard OHT coupon testing for cases

prone to edge-driven failure. As such, unrepresentative strength predictions due to edge

effects can affect both out-of-plane (such as short beam coupons under 3-point bending)

and in-plane loading (such as open-hole tension) coupon testing. Therefore, virtual test-

ing of coupons with edge effect suppression, using for instance simple solutions such as

the numerical edge treatment, is recommended in order to produce more representative

strength predictions of large components in any laminate where the type of failure is not
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known a priori or in cases where edge-driven failure is expected.

Following on from the investigation work conducted for OHT of unconventional laminates,

a novel data-driven Bayesian optimisation framework was proposed as a pragmatic and

computationally efficient early-design tool, representing the final contribution to the sec-

ond objective of this thesis. The optimisation framework was applied to the same problem

of OHT strength, with a focus on stacking sequence selection for OHT strength maximisa-

tion. The framework is the first to combine a novel data-driven optimisation methodology

with high-fidelity meso-scale progressive damage FE modelling. The evaluation of the

objective function (OHT strength) uses a simplified version of the proposed meso-scale

FE modelling framework, in order to reduce computation runtime and enable a tractable

optimisation process. Despite the simplifications, the FE model is still able to provide rel-

atively accurate results and capture the relative trends in OHT strength, that ultimately

drive the optimisation process. Estimates of laminate strength are determined using a

Gaussian process surrogate and evaluations of the computationally expensive FE model

are restricted to solutions which are expected to yield an improvement of OHT strength

in the optimisation routine. GP regression was shown to be a suitable surrogate for the

FE model, due to the relative problem low-dimensionality, scarce training data and ability

to capture the trends in OHT strength, as well as due to the fast training process require-

ments. The optimisation framework employs a bespoke filtering strategy which allows

the enforcement of the design constraints (specified in-plane stiffness, balance of plies and

symmetry about the mid-plane) without jeopardising the accuracy of the GP surrogate.

The filtering strategy allows sampling of infeasible solutions at early stages of the optimi-

sation to improve GP performance, and gradually enforces the design constraints as the

optimisation progresses, directing the search towards optimal feasible regions.

The optimisation parameters (covariance function and type of filtering strategy) were se-

lected after preliminary analysis. The ARD Matérn 5/2 covariance function and a linear

filtering strategy, with complete removal of infeasible solutions from the test set at a

quarter of the total number of optimisation iterations, were chosen as they yielded the

best results. Three stochastic case studies were subsequently performed to benchmark the

optimisation framework and demonstrate its potential, considering both conventional and

unconventional laminates, on-axis and misaligned loading (considering the same +10◦ mis-

alignment) and considering both cases with and without numerical edge treatment. The

proposed optimisation framework not only found stronger solutions, but it also reached

the best solution obtained from the benchmark (direct space-filling sampling using MMS)

within a fraction of the time in every case study. In particular, the optimisation framework

was able to find stacking sequences with, on average, 29% greater OHT strength than the

benchmark, for the same number of FE evaluations (and thus for the same computation

runtime), and it was also able to find the best solution from the benchmark within 30%

to 48% of the computation runtime. The optimisation with the selected linear filtering

strategy was also compared against a baseline strategy, where all FE evaluations were
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performed on feasible points (thus not including infeasible stacking sequences for improve-

ment of GP performance). It was found that with the proposed linear filtering strategy,

the optimisation performed better than the baseline in every case study and was able to

find stacking sequences with, on average, 7.2% greater OHT strength for a large design

space comprised of SA and NSA laminates.

The optimisation case studies also confirmed the previous observations from the OHT

investigation, showing that for on-axis loading and misaligned loading with numerical

edge treatment, SA laminates with significant 0◦ ply blocking provide the highest OHT

strengths, but for misaligned loading without treatment, dispersed SA and NSA lami-

nates outperform blocked SA counterparts. It is important to note, however, that given

the objective function and design constraints, the correlations between inputs such as ply

orientations and stacking sequence and the corresponding OHT strengths can be derived

by the GP surrogate within the optimisation framework, without any physical intuition,

directing the process towards relevant areas of the design space, where optimal solutions

are more likely to be found. Note that despite the application to the particular case of

OHT strength, the proposed framework can be applied to the stacking sequence optimisa-

tion of any other composite structure. The proposed optimisation framework can thus be

used as a pragmatic tool to efficiently navigate the design space (including unconventional

designs) without prior knowledge of the problem and may be used to find relatively high-

performance laminates, heavily constrained by imposed design requirements, in a small

number of iterations. On the other hand, solving such problems with most global optimi-

sation methods would not be feasible, due to the large number of FE model evaluations

typically required.

Lastly, it is important to note that both testing (either experimental or virtual using

the FE modelling framework) and optimisation (using the proposed methodology) are

fundamentally affected by whether the predictions are representative of the large-scale

component. For instance, despite the observed predictive accuracy of the FE modelling

framework, coupon-level strength predictions of laminates prone to edge-driven failure are

only useful if the numerical edge treatment is employed. Likewise, the consideration of the

numerical edge treatment in the optimisation of OHT strength under misaligned loading,

where edge-driven failure is possible, can significantly affect the outcome of the optimi-

sation process indicating that sophisticated optimisation methods are, essentially, only

useful if the coupon-level data is representative of the real problem. The methodologies

proposed in this work can, ultimately, be used as strategies for more reliable design, cer-

tification and laminate optimisation of large-scale aerospace composite components, from

more representative coupon-level data. The increase in confidence regarding coupon-level

allowables paves the way for less conservative designs, enabling the exploration of un-

conventional stacking sequences, and thus potentially increasing material efficiency whilst

decreasing aircraft production costs.
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8.2 Future work

In this section, potential avenues for future work are highlighted.

In chapter 5, the proposed meso-scale FE modelling framework was applied, in combina-

tion with an extensive testing campaign, to the investigation of the strength and failure

modes of conventional and unconventional OHT laminates under on-axis and misaligned

loading conditions. The effects of the numerical edge treatment and the validity of stan-

dard OHT testing as a means for generation of coupon allowables which are representative

of large-scale components was also investigated. The proposed FE modelling framework

and the same type of analysis could be applied to other, more elaborate coupon tests

with sequential loading conditions, such as compression after impact, or even at element-

level cases, such as filled-hole specimen tests. The latter is of particular interest as the

interaction between potential edge-failure with the damage at the filled hole due to con-

tact/crushing of the laminate against the fastener is likely to result in premature coupon

failure. As such, the effects of edge effect suppression and resulting increase in strength

are expected to be considerable, deserving an in-depth investigation.

In chapter 6, a Bayesian optimisation framework was proposed and applied in chapter 7

to the case of OHT laminates but the methodology could be applied to the optimisation

of laminates under the aforementioned testing conditions, such as compression after im-

pact or filled hole specimens. Different specified in-plane stiffnesses could also be used as

constraints for the optimisation problem, such as the typical values used in the stiffeners

or in the spars (60/30/10 or 10/80/10 breakdown of SA ply percentages, respectively). In

addition, the optimisation was applied to laminates comprising 10 independent plies (a

total of 20 plies due to mid-plane symmetry). In this case, the input space is still rela-

tively low dimensional, but for optimisation problems consisting of very thick laminates

with several plies, the current optimisation framework may struggle. The addition of new

input parameters results in an exponential growth in the computational cost of the current

surrogate model, due to the inherent lack of scalability typically associated with Gaussian

processes. As previously mentioned, a simple method to counteract this would be the en-

forcement of additional constraints that pair or group plies, such that the design variables

correspond to ply blocks rather than individual plies. However, this strategy limits the

number of possible designs, ultimately jeopardising the flexibility of the current optimisa-

tion framework. Alternatively, the GP surrogate model could be replaced in such cases by

more scalable methods such as Bayesian Neural Networks or by Sparse Gaussian processes.

The former have comparable scalability to Standard Neural Networks and, similar to GPs,

are also capable of uncertainty quantification, which is crucial for Bayesian optimisation.

Sparse GPs, on the other hand, are easier to train than Bayesian Neural Networks due

to reduced number of hyperparameters, whilst providing significant scalability benefits

over traditional GPs. As previously shown, the calculation of the GP posterior mean and

covariance requires the inversion of the kernel or covariance matrix. This operation is the
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origin of the scalability issues of GPs, as it scales as O
(
n3
)
, where n is the number of

training points. In Sparse GPs, sparsity is introduced in the kernel matrix in order to

facilitate its inversion, by either considering only a subset of size m of the training points

(note that selecting a suitable subset is a non-trivial problem), resulting in complexity

O
(
m3
)
, or by creating a low-rank representation of the kernel matrix using methods such

as the Nystrom approximation, typically resulting in complexity O
(
nm2

)
[303].

Lastly, the selection of the next stacking sequence to be evaluated with the FE model in

the proposed Bayesian optimisation framework entails the maximisation of the acquisition

function on the test set, which in turn is generated from the combination of a whole space

test set, containing infeasible solutions, with a feasible test set. The current implementa-

tion relies on the use of a very large test set and on the determination of the maximum value

of the acquisition function from its direct comparison across this large test set. Because

the test set is inherently random and is generated only once per iteration, it is possible

that good candidate designs are left out, meaning that at given iteration, such designs

will never be evaluated with the FE model. Alternatively, the process could be improved

with the implementation of an optimisation algorithm for maximisation of the acquisition

function, within the Bayesian optimisation process. A Genetic Algorithm would be a good

choice as it allows global optimisation and can be applied to discrete problems, such as the

current case (note that the plies vary at a 5◦ increment). The improved implementation

would follow similar steps to the current one, where at each iteration, an initial random

generation of whole space and feasible test sets would be performed, with the difference

that in the improved implementation, these sets would have much smaller sizes. Then,

instead of computing the maximum of the acquisition function on the very large test sets,

the smaller-sized sets would be used as the first generation in the GA, and the best stack-

ing sequences yielding the highest values of the acquisition function would then be used to

generate, through elitism, mutation and crossover, the next generation of solutions. The

process would be repeated for a user-defined number of generations or until convergence,

finally returning the maximum of the acquisition function for subsequent FE evaluation.

The improved algorithm should also verify that each generation in the GA preserves the

desired amount of feasible and infeasible stacking sequences, depending on the iteration

of the Bayesian optimisation process, thereby enabling filtering of the test set.
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Appendix A

Auxiliary algorithms

A.1 Algorithm for pre-mesh generation

Algorithm 2 was developed for the pre-mesh generation of each ply of the OHT lami-

nates, used in the meso-scale FE modelling framework. A description of each step is also

provided.
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Algorithm 2 Pre-mesh generator

1: function MeshGenerator(l, w, d, θ, le, we) . ∗0

2: Boundary← boundary (l, w, d) . Boundary ∂S of domain S ∗1

3: lt, wt ← tileDimensions (d, le, we) . Compute initial tile dimensions∗2

4: seql, seqw ← findRefinementSequence (d, le, we) . Arrays with refinement sequence∗3

5: ntl, ntw ← tilesInSheet (l, w, lt, wt) . Number of tiles in virtual sheet∗4

6: ls ← ntl · lt . Compute virtual sheet positive boundaries
7: ws ← ntw · wt

8: for i = 1→ ntl · ntl + 1 do
9: for j = 1→ ntw · ntw + 1 do

10: a← (i− 1) · lt − ls/2; b← i · lt − ls/2
11: c← (j − 1) · lt − ls/2; d← j · lt − ls/2
12: tilepoints.x← [a a b b a] . Define unrotated tile∗5

13: tilepoints.y ← [c d d c c]
14: tilepoints← rotateTile (tilepoints, origin = [0 0], θ) . Rotate tile∗6

15: cbound← checkBoundary (tilepoints,Boundary) . Check if tile ⊂ S ∗7

16: if cbound == 1 then . Tile intersects boundary ∂S
17: tileTemp.0← tilepoints . Tile saved in temporary structure∗8

18: for k = 1→ seql.length do . Loop through all refinement levels
19: for l = 1→ tileTemp.(k − 1).length do . Loop through tiles
20: subtiles← tilesToSubtiles (tileTemp.(k − 1)[l], seql[k], seqw[k], θ) . ∗9

21: for m = 1→ subtiles.length do . ∗10

22: cbound← checkBoundary (subtiles[m],Boundary)
23: if cbound == 1 ∧ k < seql.length then . ∗11

24: tileTemp.(k).append (subtiles[m])
25: else if cbound == 2 ∧ k < seql.length then . ∗12

26: tiles.append (subtiles[m])
27: else if k == seql.length ∧ (cbound == 1 ∨ cbound == 2) then . ∗13

28: subtiles[m]← nodalCorrection (subtiles[m],Boundary)
29: tiles.append (subtiles[m])
30: else
31: pass . Subtile completely outside ∂S

32: else if cbound == 2 then . Tile is inside the domain S
33: tiles.append (tilepoints)
34: else
35: pass . Tile completely outside ∂S

36: tiles← split (tiles [:] if tiles [:] .length > 5) . ∗14

37: return tiles

∗0 Function MeshGenerator takes the length l and width w of the plate, the hole diam-

eter d, the ply angle θ and the element length and width, le and we, as input arguments.

∗1 Function boundary creates an object Boundary containing the functions in x, y that

define the physical boundary ∂S of the domain S (including both the rectangular edges

and the circular hole).

∗2 Function tileDimensions outputs the initial tile dimensions (length and width). These

dimensions must be integer multiples of the element dimensions and must be large enough

so that the central hole lies inside the central tile.

∗3 Function findRefinementSequence returns arrays seql, seqw of size corresponding to

the total number of refinement levels (number of integer divisions from initial tile size to

element size). Each component of seql, seqw corresponds to the number of tiles in each

refinement level, along each direction, respectively.
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∗4 Function tilesInSheet computes the number of tiles in a virtual sheet that is laid on

top of the physical domain S. This virtual sheet is partitioned into ntl, ntw tiles of size

lt, wt along the length and width, respectively, extending over the boundaries ∂S, such

that some of the tiles lie outside ∂S.

∗5 Array tilepoints contains the coordinates in x and y of the five points defining the

line segments that form a tile in its unrotated form. Points are ordered in anti-clockwise

fashion.

∗6 Function rotateTile rotates the coordinates of the tile by the ply angle θ around the

origin at the centre of the hole (x, y = 0) and updates the array tilepoints.

∗7 Function checkBoundary returns 2 if the tile is ⊂ S, i.e all of its points are in the

domain S; returns 1 if the tile is intersecting the boundary, i.e at least one but not all of

its points are in the domain S; returns 0 if tile is completely outside the domain S, i.e all

of the points are outside.

∗8 Structure tileTemp.(k) stores tiles that intersect boundaries in each respective refine-

ment level k.

∗9 Function tilesToSubtiles takes an intersecting tile l at level k−1 from tileTemp.(k−1)

and partitions that same tile into seql[k], seqw[k] tiles (or subtiles) at level k, along the

length and width, respectively.

∗10 Loop through subtiles and evaluate if each subtile is inside, outside or intersects the

domain S using the function checkBoundary (similar to ∗7).

∗11 If subtile intersects and is larger than element size, then append subtiles[m] to structure

tileTemp.(k).

∗12 If subtile is inside domain and is larger than element size, then append subtiles[m] to

structure tiles, which stores all final tiles to be returned by the MeshGenerator function.

∗13 If subtile has the element size and is either inside or intersects the domain S, then

nodal correction on subtile[m] is performed using the function nodalCorrection. The

function can either correct subtiles that intersect the boundary, finding new nodes on the

boundary and deleting exterior nodes, or correct interior subtiles containing nodes which

are too close to the boundary (at a distance smaller than a tolerance value), by projecting

those nodes to the boundary. The resulting updated subtiles are appended to the structure

tiles.

∗14 Nodal correction of the subtiles can result in subtiles with more than 4 sides. Therefore

any component of tiles that contains more than 4 sides is split into tiles with 3 and 4 sides

using the split function.
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A.2 Golden section search algorithm

The golden section search method combined with inverse parabolic interpolation, used

for maximisation of the failure criteria and determination of the fracture plane angles, is

presented in algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Golden section search algorithm with inverse parabolic interpolation

1: function GSearch(tol℘, countmax) . Tolerance, max. number of iterations

2: ℘1 ← 0, ℘2 ← 179π/180 . Define limits of search

3: gr =
√

5+1
2 . Golden ratio

4: ℘3 ← ℘2 − (℘2 − ℘1) /gr

5: ℘4 ← ℘1 + (℘2 − ℘1) /gr

6: count← 0

7: while |℘2 − ℘1| > tol℘ ∧ count ≤ countmax do

8: if φM (℘3) > φM (℘4) then

9: ℘2 ← ℘4

10: else

11: ℘1 ← ℘3

12: ℘3 ← ℘2 − (℘2 − ℘1) /gr

13: ℘4 ← ℘1 + (℘2 − ℘1) /gr

14: count← count+ 1

15: ℘3 ← (℘1 + ℘2) /2

16: ℘← 1
2

(℘2−℘1)2(φM (℘2)−φM (℘3))−(℘2−℘3)2(φM (℘2)−φM (℘1))
(℘2−℘1)(φM (℘2)−φM (℘3))−(℘2−℘3)(φM (℘2)−φM (℘1))

17: return ℘
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Polynomial fit of DIC averaged strain data

To generate the experimental stress-strain curves of the tested OHT laminates, the DIC

averaged strain data is first combined with the Instron load data before peak load. The

resulting datapoints are subsequently used to fit a 9th order polynomial, corresponding to

the final experimental stress-strain curve, which reads:

p (x) = p0 +
9∑

i=1

pix
i (B.1)

The parameters pi, i = 0, ..., 9 are computed from minimisation of the sum of the squares

of the residuals (least squares). Note that noisy and inaccurate DIC data at and imme-

diately after peak load is filtered out. As such, in order to ensure that the experimental

stress-strain curves reach the ultimate strength (maximum stress) registered by the In-

stron, the polynomial fits are extrapolated using this maximum stress value. The resulting

stress-strain curves can be observed in Figure B.1 for the different experimentally tested

laminates, along with the combined datapoints from DIC and Instron data (used for inter-

polation) and with the maximum stress measured by the Instron (used for extrapolation).
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(a) SA1 (b) SA2 (c) SA3

(d) SA1+10◦ (e) SA2+10◦ (f) SA3+5◦

(g) SA3+10◦ (h) NSA1 (i) NSA2

(j) NSA3 (k) NSA2+5◦ (l) NSA2+10◦

Figure B.1: Generation of experimental stress-strain curves of OHT laminates
until ultimate strength using a 9th order polynomial fit of the DIC averaged
strain data. The maximum stress reached by the Instron is highlighted.
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